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Preface 

The treatment of complex diseases represents currently a major challenge. In this context 

Pharmacometrics and Systems Pharmacology (PSP) modelling has emerged as a promising discipline 

within the drug development pipeline. PSP model-based approaches involve the integration of 

physiological and system information with pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmacodynamics (PD) to 

describe complex biological systems and the action of drugs by computational models. Modelling and 

simulation (M&S) in PSP allows increasing the understanding of different mechanisms of action and 

regulation processes, demonstrating their usefulness for organizing large biological data sets and 

extracting significant information. Therefore, PSP can have a major impact during all phases of drug 

discovery and development leading to more effective and safe therapies resulting in significant cost 

reductions for the pharmaceutical industry. 

The present thesis explores different PSP modelling methodologies resulting in mechanistic 

pharmacological models able to obtain a better understanding of the modelled disease. This thesis is 

structured as follows: 

The Introduction section gives a general overview of PSP and introduces the methodologies that will 

be explored in the different chapters of this thesis. 

Chapter 1 presents a Boolean based network model incorporating the main cellular and protein 

components known to play a key role in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) development and 

progression. The model has been built on well-established experimental knowledge, mostly of human 

origin, and only including animal data when no other source of information was available. Our aim has 

been to build a model structure facilitating key aspects in the treatment of immune mediated diseases, 

such as the selection of the most promising combination therapies and the exploration of the impact 

of polymorphisms on pathway regulation, thus allowing patient stratification and personalized 

medicine. 

Additionally, in collaboration with researchers from the Iowa State University, the Boolean model was 

used to simulate the effect of a non-competitive antagonist of the purinergic receptor P2X7 and guide 

dose selection for an upcoming clinical study for IBD in dogs. The publication corresponding to this 

collaboration is added in the Appendix of the thesis. 

Chapter 2 shows a quantitative system pharmacology (QSP) model able to characterize the plasma 

interleukins dynamic behaviour in CD using the previous network as topological representation and 

starting scaffold. Those molecular pathways known to be relevant in CD for which human quantitative 
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information is available were incorporated to the model. This modelling effort contributes and 

expands the limited current arsenal of systems pharmacology models developed for IBD covering so 

far a scarce number of interleukins. The reader will find a comprehensive description of how to build 

and explore/validate a QSP model using a standardized methodology and accounting for the critical 

aspects of this approach, where main model assumptions were clearly defined and enabling further 

development as new knowledge emerges. 

Chapter 3 presents an expansion of the QSP model presented in chapter 2 through the incorporation 

of the dynamics of antigen presentation leading to CD4+T cell clonal expansion into different Th-cell 

subsets responsible for the ILs’ synthesis previously modelled. The standard methodology used in the 

previous chapter was followed, as it has been proven to be robust and consistent. The model was used 

to simulate different therapies already tested in clinical studies with the aim of evaluating the model 

behaviour.  

The need for integration of data from diverse sources including pharmacokinetics, and disease 

progression has led also to an increased use of physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models 

even in already commercialized drugs for special populations, such as children. PBPK models are 

regularly applied to describe a compound’s behaviour in healthy children, but their application to 

paediatric diseases where one or more of the organs participating in its elimination is limited. Based 

on the above considerations, the goal of chapter 4 was to develop a PBPK model in the paediatric 

population with complicated Urinary Tract Infection (cUTI), and identify physiological aspects that may 

be responsible for the altered PK in children with cUTI as compared to a healthy population.  

Finally, the last section, General Discussion, integrates and highlights the most relevant aspects of the 

four chapters, to end with the Conclusions where a summary of the more relevant findings of the 

thesis are described. 
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Drug discovery and development is a long and complex process associated with a high attrition rate 

involving an unacceptably high cost-benefit ratio. Less than 10% of the drugs starting a Phase I clinical 

program are finally approved and close to 75% of programs are discontinued in clinical phase III, being 

the lack of efficacy and safety the major causes (1). The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the 

European Medicines Agency (EMA) have expressed their concerns about the rising in the development 

costs. In fact, the FDA proposed a Critical Path Initiative to optimize the development programs and 

accelerate the drug approval (2,3). In the recommendations included in the initiative, the use of 

model-based approaches was considered essential to anticipate drug safety and efficacy and optimize 

the drug development strategy. This recommendation represented the first step to promote the 

current Model Informed Drug Discovery and Development (MID3) paradigm enclosed within 

mathematical modelling and simulation disciplines (4).  

Mathematical modelling and simulation provide a low-cost and effective approach to identify and 

integrate major determinants of drug and system knowledge and make predictions about disease 

progression and/or drug effects involved in key decisions along the drug development process. One 

of the most widely used mathematical strategy is Pharmacometrics (popPKPD), which has greatly 

evolved during the last four decades. This discipline is basically focused on the development of 

pharmacokinetics (PK), pharmacodynamics (PD) and disease progression models, which have resulted 

in an enormous utility within basic research, pharmaceutical industry, clinical practice and on the 

regulatory field (4). Nevertheless, due to the high attrition rate in the drug development pipeline and 

the high proportion of non-responders or long-term inefficiency of some therapies already marketed, 

new approaches are encouraged to provide a better understanding of the system under study. In this 

regard, Systems Pharmacology (SP) and Physiologically-Based PK (PBPK) modelling approaches, 

gathered in Pharmacometrics and Systems pharmacology (PSP), represent an attractive alternative to 

address those uncertainties by a more mechanistic understanding of the drug behaviour and the 

system. Actually, it seems necessary the integration of traditional PKPD analysis together with 

mechanistic models (SP and PBPK models) able to explain those uncertainties and increase efficacy 

and safety of new promising molecules or even of the already existing ones.  

PSP can be defined as a way to integrate different disciplines through the link of all type of information, 

methodologies and tools associated with the development of mechanistic models of biological and/or 

physiological processes and pharmacology. The resulting model may help to better understand the 

system under study obtaining an accurate prediction of drug response in patients.  
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Coupling these disciplines across the development cycle of a compound and integrating in vitro and 

clinical data may assist on the development of multi-scale models that can optimize compounds 

research success. The reliability and explanatory power of the chosen models depend predominantly 

on the level of detail included and the assumptions on which they are based. Figure 1 shows the most 

important modelling strategies of PSP. Regularly, a combination of them is the best way to proceed. 

 

Figure 1. Different types of modelling strategies contributing to Pharmacometrics and Systems pharmacology 
(PSP) area. popPKPD: Population Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics. PBPK-PD: Physiologically Based 
Pharmacokinetic-Pharmacodynamic SP: Systems Pharmacology. qual-SP: qualitative Systems Pharmacology. 
QSP: Quantitative Systems Pharmacology.  

 

These strategies can be classified in any of the three main modelling and simulation approaches: (i) 

the “top-down” approach, which refers to models built based on the observed data (i.e. data-driven 

modelling), accounting for popPKPD modelling; (ii) the “bottom-up” approach, which stands for a 

mechanistic description of human physiology (i.e. knowledge-driven modelling) where, generally, SP 

is considered; and (iii) the “middle-out” approach, which combines both strategies and can be the case 

of PBPK-PD. 

Before illustrating the PSP role in the drug development process, the main concepts regarding this 

emergent discipline, such as Pharmacometrics, PBPK and SP models would be exposed below. 
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1. Pharmacometrics 

The history of pharmacometrics is relatively recent even if the disciplines associated with it, such as 

basic and clinical pharmacology, biostatistics, pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics have much 

longer history (5). The first citations related to pharmacometrics were gathered in articles published 

by Lee et al. in 1971 and 1976 (5,6). Pharmacometrics can be defined as “the science of developing 

and applying mathematical and statistical methods to characterize, understand, and predict a drug’s 

pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) behaviour” (7). It has been widely demonstrated 

how this discipline merits study and is likely to have impact on medical and pharmaceutical research 

now and in the future. Due to its current importance, guidelines for industry on pharmacometrics have 

been published by the FDA (8) and by the EMA (9). Since then, this field has been extensively used in 

a wide variety of therapeutic areas and in different stages of the drug development process and 

pharmacology patient management (10–12).  

 Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics  

As abovementioned, pharmacometrics can be divided in the study of PK and PD, and the population 

approximation of both, with the final objective of characterizing the effect or response of a drug in a 

specific population. 

 

Figure 2. Graphical representation of popPKPD, integrating PK and PD. 

Pharmacokinetics is the science aiming to characterize the administered drug disposition in the 

organism, which, in a very simplistic way, was defined in 1982 as “what the body does to the drug” 

(13). Therefore, the PK approach describes the concentration-time profiles of the drug in a body fluid, 

generally plasma or blood that results from the administration of a compound at a specific dosage 
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regimen and formulation. This characterization is given by the understanding and description of the 

absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination (ADME) processes (14).  

There are two main approaches to characterize the PK of a compound. The first one is the non-

compartmental analysis (NCA), characterized by descriptive exposure metrics, such as maximum drug 

concentration (Cmax), time to achieve Cmax (Tmax) or Area under the Concentration vs time curve 

(AUC), which are calculated directly from observed individual profiles. The second approach consist of 

model-based analysis, either empirical (i.e., compartmental models) or mechanistic (physiological 

based models; see below) where a number of parameters governing the PK processes are inferred 

using nonlinear regression approaches.  

On the other hand, pharmacodynamics aims to relate the drug concentration at the site of action 

(biophase) to the therapeutic effect of the drug. Following the simpler description of PK analysis 

mentioned above, PD could be described as “what the drug does to the body” (13). Therefore, it can 

be defined as the characterization of the binding of the active compound to its target(s) and the 

elicited response. 

 Population approach 

In the population approach, the parameters describing quantitatively the relevant physiologic 

processes (for example, distribution or elimination), as well as the magnitude of their differences 

between individuals (the inter-patient variability) are estimated. Mixed effects population models can 

integrate the PK and PD information of a whole population, analysing simultaneously all the generated 

data. This analysis aims to describe the median tendency of the population (fixed effects) together 

with its associated variability (random effects) responsible for the different profiles between 

individuals (15). 

The structural part of the model refers to the fixed effects and represent the typical parameters 

responsible for the description of the different processes under study. These parameters might be 

influenced by several factors that may explain some differences between typical profiles of the 

individuals. Some examples of those factors, known as covariates, are the body weight, sex or the 

disease status among others, which are also part of the fixed effects components of the model. 

Otherwise, random effects account for the statistical part of the model and characterise the variability 

of the data that is not described by the structural model. Therefore, random effects account for the 

inter-individual variability (IIV) or the inter-occasion (intra-individual) variability (IOV) on each 

parameter, and the residual error. The IIV characterizes the dispersion of the individual model 
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parameters around the typical value. On the other hand, IOV accounts for the variability at the 

occasion level for each individual, and the residual variability quantifies the deviations of the model 

predictions from the observations. 

 Tools 

Different software and estimation methods have been developed during the last decades to perform 

population analyses. To the best of our knowledge, NONMEM (NON-linear Mixed Effect Modelling) 

(23) is the most widely used within the pharmacometrics community, but MONOLIX is gaining 

popularity (16) and Phoenix WinNonlin (Certera USA, Inc., Princeton, NJ, USA) can also be used, 

among others. Those programs implement the non-linear mixed effects modelling, allowing the 

estimation of population parameter values and their variability to be obtained in a single step.  

2. Physiologically-Based Pharmacokinetic modelling 

Until this point, pharmacometrics as a “top-down” approach has been focused on empirical and semi-

mechanistic PKPD modelling. Those models are formed by compartments or “building blocks” and are 

primarily used to inform initial dose selection or personalize dosage in subgroups of the target 

population. Demographic and physiological variables, including body weight and enzymatic functions, 

are often evaluated as covariates as it is known that they can affect dose-concentration relationship 

(17). However, these more empirical approaches cannot integrate all prior information on both the 

drug and the physiology, thus restricting the ability to predict drug exposure in different tissues or the 

PK for a newly developed similar drug, or even, to extrapolate the PK to different physiological 

conditions (17). For such scenarios, the physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modelling 

approach or recently called quantitative systems PK models results in a convenient alternative (18).  

PBPK modelling strategy comprises mechanistic models of principal ADME processes that are 

integrated into a physiologically-based whole-body compartmental model with the aim of 

quantitatively describe processes in the mammalian body and its organs (19). They are built using a 

similar framework that empirical PK models, however, they consist of a larger number of 

compartments, representing the different real organs and tissues in the body and are parameterized 

using the known physiology (17). Like the compartmental PK models, they provide estimates of 

common PK parameters [clearance (CL), volume of distribution (V) or the elimination half-life (t1/2)] 

and can predict plasma and tissue concentration-time profiles after a drug administration. 
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The concept of PBPK modelling is not new. For instance, an early report of PBPK modelling was 

described by Bischoff in 1971 where a PK model was developed to describe methotrexate excretion 

in several mammalian species using a variety of physiological compartments (20). However, until 

recently, the application of PBPK models in the pharmaceutical industry has been limited due to the 

mathematical complexity of the models and the perceived demand for a large number of parameters 

required as inputs. Large amounts of in vivo animal tissue concentration data are required to assess 

the distribution of a drug in tissues (21,22). On the other hand, the capability of the methods to predict 

one of the key drug-specific parameters in a PBPK model, the tissue to plasma partition coefficient 

(Kp) from in vitro and in silico data (19,23), has certainly made the routine application of PBPK 

modelling more appealing. Furthermore, those models can also be used in combination with PD 

models (PBPK-PD) to characterise the effect profile and optimise the dose of a new molecule, which 

is particularly relevant to predict concentrations at the site of action and, consequently, use them as 

an input into PK-PD models (previous validation with preclinical data).  

In the recent years, not only the increase of data availability, but also the appearance of commercial 

validated platforms, has resulted in a high number of PBPK-PD publications demonstrating the 

widespread use of this approach across the scientific community, and therefore, the utility of this 

emerging discipline (24–26). As a consequence, the EMA and the FDA advocates its use for different 

research purposes. Figure 3 shows an overview of the common applications of PBPK modelling in US 

FDA regulatory submissions until August 2016.  

 

 

Figure 3. Overview of the topic of the FDA regulatory submissions for PBPK. The data are obtained from a total 
number of 216 drug submissions cumulative until 1st August, 2016. Plot is adapted from a presentation by Zhao 
at the 2016 EMA Workshop on PBPK Guideline (27). DDI: drug–drug interaction. 
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2.1. Application 

From a wider perspective, PBPK models provide a quantitative mechanistic framework by which scaled 

drug-specific parameters (using in vitro-in vivo extrapolation (IVIVE) techniques) can be used to predict 

the plasma and tissue concentration–time profiles of new drugs, following a variety of administration 

routes (17). PBPK applicability can be divided in applications related to new therapeutic molecules or 

those intended to anticipate and optimise the administration of an already marketed compound to 

different scenarios.  

2.1.1 New drugs 

PBPK can be used to predict the plasma and tissue concentration–time profiles for new drugs, 

presenting various applications in drug discovery and development. At the initial phases of drug 

discovery, PBPK models are built by integrating in vitro, in silico and animal PK data to guide molecular 

design towards ADME properties optimization in humans and to project the PK profile for a first-in-

human (FIH) dosing regimen thanks to the cross-species extrapolation possibility (42). The iterative 

process shown in Figure 4 builds confidence and identifies clinical candidates with a higher probability 

of development success. Once a successful molecule is clinically tested at the stablished FIH, there are 

several “learn and confirm” cycles integrating all the accumulated knowledge to generate a verified 

model capable of predicting untested clinical scenarios during both early and late stages of drug 

development where drug-drug interactions or food effect are subject of study (28,29).  

 

Figure 4. Physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modelling strategy for various applications in drug 
discovery and development. Adapted from (28).  
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2.1.2 Existing drugs 

At the last development stage, PBPK models can be used to extrapolate a dose in healthy volunteers 

to special populations if the relevant pathophysiological features of the target population are 

available. Drug distribution and elimination are strictly separated processes; nevertheless, their 

prediction depends on a given set of physiological parameters, such as organ volumes, blood flows or 

enzyme abundances, which are known to vary between individuals in a given population. This 

information can be used to create physiologically plausible variability in the bottom-up predictions of 

drug distribution and elimination. The most attractive concept of the bottom-up approach can be its 

ability to predict changes in drug PK caused by known physiological variations. Therefore, with the 

increasing availability of physiological information for specific subpopulations, such as paediatrics 

(25,30), obese, geriatrics (31), cirrhotic or renally impaired patients (24,26), PBPK represents a 

scientific platform allowing integrative research in these populations. It enables the mechanistic 

exploration of the effect of physiology on drug disposition and allows to simulate any ‘what-if’ 

scenarios to anticipate the drug’s behaviour in vulnerable patient populations. In the context of 

paediatrics, PBPK is an ideal methodology to integrate the known physiological and biochemical 

changes occurring in childhood into a meaningful model to predict ADME changes with age, allowing 

paediatric clinical trials to be ‘confirmatory’ rather than ‘exploratory’ (32–34). Apart from the 

abovementioned applications of PBPK, those models can also be used for mechanistically characterize 

drug-drug interactions (35), to scale different treatment scenarios (36) or to test the behaviour of 

different drug formulations (37).  

2.2. Methodology 

Although PBPK models are built using a similar mathematical framework to classical population PK 

models, it has already been mentioned that they are parameterized using known physiology and 

consist of a larger number of compartments, which correspond to the different organs or tissues in 

the body. PBPK models consist of three major elements: (i) model structure, representing the 

biological system, (ii) organism parameters and (iii) drug parameters (19). In PBPK modelling, organism 

or physiological parameters provide the structural scaffold of the model, but active or passive 

processes describe the actual distribution, excretion, and metabolism of the drug (characterised by 

drug parameters accounting for mass balance).  
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2.2.1 Model Structure 

As it has been previously mentioned, these models are made up of compartments corresponding to 

different organs or tissues of the body linked by the circulating blood system (blood flow), which 

transports the drug. This set of compartments represents the biological system that can be built as 

detailed as necessary for the purpose of the model. Mass balance equations are used to characterize 

the concentration profiles in different tissues and organs, and the tissues can be either eliminating or 

non-eliminating (17). 

Figure 5 shows a representation of a PBPK model including also the structure of the gut compartment, 

important for oral administration, where the absorption process needs to be taken into account. 

 
Figure 5. PBPK model structure for human species. C represents the rest of the organs that composed the PBPK 
model. Adapted from (17). 

There are two standard differential equations describing mass balance in different tissues in this 

modelling approach. For non-eliminating tissues, equation 1 represents the “rate of change of drug in 

the tissue”, which is equal to the “rate in” minus the “rate out” (17):  

𝑉𝑇 ×
𝑑𝐶𝑇

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑄𝑇 × 𝐶𝐴 − 𝑄𝑇 ×

𝐶𝑇

𝐾𝑝
                  

Equation 1 

Where dCT/dt is the change of the tissue concentration over time, QT refers to blood flow or tissue 

perfusion, C
A
 is the arterial concentration, C

T
 the tissue concentration, Kp the tissue to plasma 

partition coefficient and VT the tissue volume. 
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On the other hand, for eliminating tissues, the free concentration in the venous blood leaving the 

tissue (which is assumed to be equal to the free concentration of drug at the enzyme/elimination site) 

is used to drive the clearance rate (17):  

𝑉𝑇 ×
𝑑𝐶𝑇

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑄𝑇 × 𝐶𝐴 − 𝑄𝑇 ×

𝐶𝑇

𝐾𝑝
− 𝐶𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑢

×
𝐶𝑇 × 𝑓𝑢𝑝

𝐾𝑝
 

Equation 2 

Where 𝒇𝒖𝒑 refers to the unbound fraction in plasma and 𝑪𝑳𝒊𝒏𝒕𝒖
 refers to the intrinsic CL of the 

unbound compound.  

Each tissue can be described as either perfusion or permeability rate-limited. Perfusion rate-limited 

models are used for small lipophilic molecules where the blood flow to the tissue becomes the limiting 

process. In this case, it is assumed that total drug in the tissue is in equilibrium with total drug in the 

circulation at steady state, as determined by the drug-specific Kp value. A highly perfused tissue will 

reach steady state faster than a poorly perfused tissue (17). Time to reach steady state depends on 

blood flow rate, tissue volume and the tissue partition coefficient for the particular tissue, parameters 

that are described below in this section. 

Permeability rate-limited models are applied to the characterization of larger polar molecules where 

the permeability across the cell membrane becomes the limiting process. The tissue is divided into 

two compartments representing the intracellular and the extracellular space, which are divided by a 

diffusional barrier. Typically, at steady state, this model will also reach equilibrium where free drug 

concentrations are generally equal. However, for this particular model, the time to reach equilibrium 

is highly dependent on the drug-specific permeability rather than the blood flow, which is used to 

estimate a permeability rate constant that drives the equilibrium across the cell membrane between 

the intracellular and the extracellular concentrations. If active transport processes are involved in 

either the inlet or the outlet of the intracellular space, free concentrations in the intracellular space 

may be higher or lower than the extracellular space, respectively (17). Such active transport processes 

are modelled by incorporating uptake parameters into a permeability rate-limited model. In this case, 

time to reach the steady state would depend on the permeability rate constant. 

Generic PBPK models used in drug discovery usually assume perfusion rate-limited kinetics with the 

liver and kidney being the only sites of clearance.  
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2.2.2 Organism parameters 

Organism parameters account for the physiological parameters that describe the system in a 

quantitative manner. They are independent from the considered drug, but depend on the anatomic 

characteristics, which are usually known and available in the literature for several species. The 

“organism” is divided in organs and each organ is represented by its anatomical and physiological 

properties, such as volume, tissue composition, and perfusion or blood flow rates. Furthermore, in 

some cases, each compartment (organ) can be further divided into sub-compartments, such as 

plasma, interstitium, cellular space and/or red blood cells (17,38). These sub-compartments are the 

lowest level of structural differentiation in PBPK models. Enzymatic processes are usually present in 

the relevant intracellular compartment, to which the extracellular space can be connected by passive 

diffusion and, additionally, by active drug transport. Blood flow rules mass transfer within the body, 

and its rate is specific to each organ. A more detailed mechanistic description of a subset of organs 

can be included in the model, depending on the purpose of the model and its research question 

(17,38–40). The main organism parameters are blood flow rates and the volume of each tissue. Tissue 

composition, surface areas or protein abundances, among others are also examples of these type of 

parameters (17). 

2.2.3 Drug parameters 

On the other hand, drug parameters are substance-specific parameters that describe the interaction 

between the drug and the system. There are two main groups related to drug parameters, the ones 

that are compound-specific and those that depend on the biological system. 

The first group include the physicochemical parameters of the compound, such as molecular weight 

(MW), lipophilicity (logP, logD…), solubility and pKa values that can usually be determined in vitro. MW 

accounts for the size of the molecule and lipophilicity is a key parameter that, together with the MW, 

is used to calculate the membrane permeability of a drug, particularly relevant for oral administration. 

Drug solubility determines the availability for absorption of a compound in the gastrointestinal tract, 

while pKa values are used to calculate pH-dependent changes in drug solubility (38). 

The second group accounts for the drug biological properties, which can be used immediately to 

quantify the drug mass balance in PBPK models but are much more difficult to measure. They are 

calculated based on the physicochemical drug properties together with physiological parameters, 

which depend on the specie of interest. Some of those parameters are fraction of unbound drug (fu), 

intrinsic clearance of the compound (CLint) or tissue-plasma partition coefficient (Kp). Kp quantifies the 
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distribution of a compound and is calculated from MW, lipophilicity, fu and pKa values, and depending 

on the distribution model used. fu highly influences drug distribution and clearance as only the 

available free fraction of a compound diffuses into cells, where it might be metabolized (38) and only 

the fu is filtered for renal excretion. The fu can be either measured experimentally or estimated from 

the drug concentration or predicted from the lipophilicity of the drug (38).  

All the aforementioned compound-specific parameters contribute to the quantification of passive 

processes (membrane permeation or organ/plasma partitioning) (38). At this point, all the known 

information regarding the organism and the drug has to be integrated into models that represents the 

interaction of the drug with the system. It is known that small molecules can generally diffuse or 

penetrate to all tissues in the body. Nevertheless, the experimental quantification of this distribution 

is very labour-intensive (41). A major advance in PBPK modelling came with the use of calculation 

methods for tissue/plasma partition coefficients able to describe the steady-state ratios of the drug in 

different tissues. These coefficients can account for the distribution between drug-binding tissue 

constituents such as proteins, lipids or water. Actually, the models include partition coefficients for 

water/protein and lipid/water, which are usually calculated by the so-called surrogate in vitro measurements. 

The total organ/plasma partition coefficient is then estimated as a weighted sum of the partition 

coefficients for all of the components, and the weights are the volume fractions of each component. 

Importantly, the distribution of a drug within aqueous and organic tissue components is always 

assumed to be homogenous and passive (38). The principles are very similar in all distribution methods 

but the calculation varies with respect to the kind of parameters used, resulting in different values for 

the tissue concentration. The most widely used concepts for calculating organ/plasma partition are 

those described by Poulin et al. (42,43), Rodgers et al. (44,45), Berezhkovskiy (46), Willmann et al. 

(47), and Schmitt (48).  

On the other hand, key parameters for quantifying active processes, such as enzymatic activity (Vmax) 

or Michaelis-Menten kinetic constants (km), must be obtained by a complementary approach. Those 

active process parameters can be determined in vitro or fitted from in vivo data and then, converted, 

for instance, into the enzymatic rate (38).  
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2.3. Tools 

Nowadays, there are several software available for developing and applying PBPK models that assist 

on dealing with the high number of compartments and parameters. To the best of our knowledge, the 

most relevant, commercially available PBPK modelling and simulation software are PK-Sim and MoBI® 

(49) (http://www.open-systems-pharmacology.org/), Simcyp® (www.simcyp.com) and Gastroplus® 

(www.simulations-plus.com). Nevertheless, a model of those features can be developed in different 

softwares, such as Matlab®(50) or NONMEM®(51).  

Future perspectives in PBPK modelling include combining these models with fully mechanistic PD 

models and variability in pharmacological response. In addition, it should be stated that systems 

pharmacology is likely to be considered as the next frontier in pharmacometrics, developing fully 

mechanistic models, leading from dose to exposure (PK or PBPK models) and to response (PD models). 

3. Systems Pharmacology 

Systems Pharmacology (SP) is an emerging multi-scale discipline, which involves the application of 

systems biology (SB) approaches (52). SB aims to model complex biological systems needing the 

integration of many scientific disciplines such as biology, computer science, engineering or 

bioinformatics to predict how these systems change over time and under varying conditions (53). One 

of the theorists that can be considered as the precursor of SB is Ludwig von Bertalanffy, who 

presented in a seminar at Chicago University on 1937 his general systems theory published later (54). 

However, it was not until 1966 when the formal study of SB as a distinct discipline was launched by 

the systems theorist Mihajlo Mesarovic in an international symposium at the Case Institute of 

Technology in Cleveland (Ohio, USA) with his talk entitled "Systems Theory and Biology"(55).  

While SB is relatively stablished and evolving discipline, the concept of SP is relatively new. The first 

publications coining the “systems pharmacology” term started in 2006 (56–59) and since then, there 

has been an increasing interest of SP in pharmaceutical research and development. This interest was 

evidenced by the convening of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) working group on Quantitative 

Systems Pharmacology (QSP) and its issuance of a whitepaper in 2011 (60) and the recent use by the 

FDA in review of a biological license application (61). The White Paper underlined the differing views 

of SP in academy and industry and the need to be unified under a single “umbrella”. Some of the 

expected outcomes of SP standardization efforts are expected to include: (i) advances in fundamental 

understanding of therapeutic and toxic drug activities in individuals with diverse genotypes, (ii) 

http://www.simulations-plus.com/
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increase the probability that newly discovered drugs prove therapeutically beneficial in patients and 

(iii) the identification of new uses for existing drugs. 

SP combines large-scale experimental studies with model-based computational analyses to study drug 

activities and design predictive, multiscale models (figure 6) enabling the scientists to discover new 

biomarkers for disease, stratify patients based on unique genetic profiles or identify targets for new 

treatments. 

 

Figure 6. Systems pharmacology illustrated as a multi-scale discipline, which focuses on the combination of the 
interactions among multiple levels of biological organization (genes, molecules, cells, organs, etc.) and basic 
principles of PKPD as to describe and predict therapeutic and adverse drug effects at the whole-organism level 
in order to anticipate what will occur at the population level (52). Figure adapted from (53). 

As it has been previously introduced, computational modelling is playing increasingly important roles 

in systems-level mechanistic understanding of complex inter-related biological processes. In silico 

simulations guide experimental and clinical designs and can advance very quickly in the knowledge 

and development. However, modelling complex systems requires multistate modelling frameworks 

going through cells to systems and needing many types of data and powerful tools (62). Biological 

systems are inherently multiscale in nature, therefore, integration of multiple modelling technologies 

to understand biological processes from signalling pathways within cells to system outcome at the 

tissue level and towards clinical outcome is the key for understanding the complexity of the system 

and provide guidance of the modulation of the system at multiple levels with different therapeutic 

alternatives (62). This integration effort needs to bring together computational and mathematical 

technologies with preclinical and clinical data.  
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As previously described, there are two different general approaches for model building. In the 

particular case of SP, the top-down approach, a data driven methodology, can be based on high 

throughput data (big data) generating models based, for instance, on the Whole Genome Association 

Study (GWAS), Transcriptome-wide association study (TWAS) or using DNA-Sequence or RNA-

Sequence data. On the other hand, the bottom-up approach is used when the model is built based on 

literature search, data extraction, curation and integration in order to obtain a mathematical 

description of the considered system.  

Modelling at multiscale levels requires addressing many complexities and uncertainties, such as 

deciding the model granularity and size, the large parameter space for model calibration and the use 

of different sources of information carrying different errors, which accumulates in the final model. It 

is essential to maintain the research question when a modelling project initiates, in order to balance 

if there are adequate resources and data available to reach the stated objectives. In this section, two 

main bottom-up approaches would be summarized, qualitative SP modelling based on Boolean 

equations and QSP, based on ODEs.  

3.1. Qualitative SP: Boolean networks 

Mechanistic models require large number of parameters and their identification is not always possible 

due to the lack of longitudinal and/or quantitative data. Nevertheless, those limitations can be 

overcome by qualitative mechanistic models. Qualitative SP models can be viewed as networks, which 

are simplified representations of biological systems in which the components of the system such as 

genes, cells, proteins or metabolites are represented by nodes and the interactions between them by 

edges (63,64). A discrete dynamic strategy, in which each node can be characterized by only a few 

discrete states, faces the circumstance when quantitative and longitudinal data are scarce or even not 

available. In this context, Boolean networks seem an appropriate alternative.  

Boolean network models, originally introduced by Kauffman (65,66), represent the simplest discrete 

dynamic models. A well-designed logic model would be able to generate predictive outcomes given a 

set of initial conditions (67). In terms of application, it would be possible to test how the elimination 

or overexpression of one or more components of the system affects the final state of the model. This 

may be useful when testing in silico new therapeutic scenarios, such as a new molecule or the design 

of combination therapies for a disease or the identification of essential components that could be 

tested as therapeutic targets (67). This approach is also useful to detect critical nodes, the 

perturbation of which leads to significant functional changes in the system and therefore, to the 

reduction of the size of the network by removing the redundant components. Furthermore, the 
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building of a Boolean model could be a starting point to try a more quantitative approach. For instance, 

in 2015 Chudasama et al. (68) built a Boolean network of signal transduction pathways in multiple 

myeloma cells that later was converted into an ODE-based model in order to study the heterogeneity 

in the pharmacological response to bortezomib (69).  

The development of Boolean models in the area of pharmacology is recent and still scarce. Some 

examples are summarized in Table 1. As can be observed, they represent complex networks in which 

a great number of nodes are involved. 

Table 2. Some Boolean systems biology (SB) and systems pharmacology (SP) models published in the literature. Table 

adapted from (70).  

The application of Boolean analysis to SP is still very limited and the integration of discrete analysis 

tools in drug development has not been accomplished yet despite its great potential. In the next 

sections, some insights about how these models are built are described.  

 

Disease or pathway involved Model 
Components 

Tool used Year Reference 
Nodes Interactions 

T cell receptor signaling SB 94 123 Cell Net Analyzer 2007 (71) 

T cell large granular lymphocyte leukemia SB 58 123 Python code 2008 (72) 

ERbB signaling SP 20 46 GINsim 2009 (73) 

Cell-Fate Decision in Response to Death 
Receptor Engagement 

SB 11 28 GINsim 2010 (74) 

T cell large granular lymphocyte leukemia SB 60 142 BooleanNet 2011 (75) 

Immediate-early signaling in liver cells SP 78 112 Cell Net Optimizer 2011 (76) 

FA/BRCA pathway SB 28 122 BoolNet 2012 (77) 

Signaling pathway in HGF-induced 
keratinocyte migration 

SP 66 66 BoolNet 2012 (78) 

ErbB Receptor Signal Transduction SP 245 1100 Cell Collective 2013 (79) 

CD4+ T-cell SB 188 - Cell Collective 2014 (80) 

Breast Cancer SP 96 356 BoolNet 2014 (81) 

TGFβ signaling in hepatocellular 
carcinoma 

SP 70 135 BooleanNet 2014 (82) 

HIV-1 SP 137 336 Cell Net Analyzer 2015 (83) 

FA/BRCA pathway SP 15 66 BoolNet 2015 (84) 

Bladder cancer SB 30 84 GINsim 2015 (85) 

Gastric cancer SP 73 142 GINsim 2015 (86) 

Colitis-associated colon cancer    SP 70 153 SimpleBool 2015 (87) 

Apoptotic pathway in neuronal cells SP 21 37 Matlab 2015 (88) 

Systemic Lupus Erythematosus SP 52 296 Custom R code 2016 (89) 

B cells terminal differentiation SB 22 39 BoolNet 2016 (90) 

Small-Cell Lung Cancer SB 33 361 NetworkX 2017 (91) 

Inflammatory Bowel Disease SP 43 298 SPIDDOR 2018 (92) 

Multiple Myeloma SP 19 37 Odefy 2018 (69) 
Cell cycle and apoptosis  SB 87 - BooleanNet 2019 (93) 
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3.1.1 Methodology  

A crucial step in developing Boolean networks is the identification of nodes and the relationships 

between them. An exhaustive bibliographic review based on the essential components of the system 

to be modelled is necessary. The gathered information needs to be very well organized, curated and 

annotated to build a precise network. This is a crucial step, as it will summarize the available 

information according to its relevance. Furthermore, if there is contradictory information published, 

the repository will give some insights about which parts of the model are more plausible to be re-

considered if the model does not reproduce the system of interest. Topological representation of the 

system of interest is recommended to graphically summarize the information and the model size.  

The next step is to define one Boolean equation per node. In this type of models, the nodes can only 

assume two states, activated or inactivated, represented by logic values “1” or “0”, respectively. The 

connections or relationships between the nodes are built through the Boolean operators “AND”, “OR”, 

“NOT” and their combination (67).  

In Boolean models, time is a discrete variable defined as iteration (these iterations are frequently 

referred as time steps but we consider the term iteration more accurate to emphasize that a time step 

is not necessarily equivalent to a time length) (67). In each iteration step, the state of each node is 

updated and it is determined by the states of the nodes regulating it according to the corresponding 

Boolean equation. Starting from an initial condition, Boolean models eventually evolve into a limited 

set of stable states known as attractor states (94). The number of iteration steps settled to simulate a 

Boolean model should be enough to reach the attractor state of the system. Once the model has 

settled onto an attractor, it will remain there for the rest of the simulation (67). 

The outcome of a Boolean model is also influenced by the chosen updating method, which refers to 

the process of computing the Boolean function of a node to activate or deactivate it in a particular 

iteration and can be either synchronous or asynchronous (67,95–97). In the case of a synchronous 

updating method, the state of the network at each step is determined by the state of the nodes in the 

prior iteration of the algorithm. In those scenarios, the dynamic trajectory of the network is 

deterministic, meaning that the network will always reach the same state after the same number of 

iterations (67). This scheme assumes that all biological processes of the system have similar 

timescales, which probably would not represent the real scenario, as molecular events are not 

coordinated in time. A more complex but realistic strategy is the random asynchronous method, 

where the nodes of the system are updated according to the last update of their regulator nodes, 

which could be either in the previous or the current iteration (67). In this method, the order in which 
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the nodes update their states is randomly selected at each iteration, which introduces variability into 

the model because the same initial conditions can lead to different final states of the network. 

Generally, highly interconnected or large-scale networks converge into a complex attractor when the 

asynchronous updating scheme is used. This oscillatory behaviour in Boolean models is generally 

caused by the presence of negative feedback loops in the network (98–100). Attractors in moderate 

size networks are often linked to cell cycles, cellular steady states, circadian rhythms or to phenotypes 

(101–103). However, it is difficult to make biological inferences from complex attractors as they 

normally include a high number of stable states that do not oscillate in single cycles. Additionally, the 

identification of all the attractors in large-scale asynchronous models is an arduous task due to the 

computational time required. Moreover, these steady states can change when initial conditions are 

modified or perturbations are included in the system. Nevertheless, as Irurzun-Arana et al. (67) 

showed, the activation probabilities of the nodes in complex attractors do not almost change if the 

“unusual” states are ignored, suggesting that it is adequate to estimate an approximation of the 

attractor by excluding those rare states from the analysis. This approximation decreases the number 

of repetitions needed for the asynchronous attractor search algorithm. Figure 7 adapted from Irurzun-

Arana et al. (67), depicts the steps performed by the asynchronous algorithm to reach the attractor 

state of two fictitious nodes (J and K).  

 

Figure 7. Schematic representation of the steps performed by the asynchronous algorithm. The rows in the 
matrices correspond to the nodes of an arbitrary network of K nodes and the columns to the iterations 
performed by the algorithm. (A) The output (matrix) of the simulation algorithm. (B) Average of the simulation 
algorithm results computed with N simulations in order to calculate the activation profiles of the nodes. (C) 
Probability of being ON of Node J and Node K in the complex attractor found with the asynchronous attractor 
search algorithm. Figure adapted from (67).  
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Figure 8 summarizes the main elements needed to simulate and analyse a Boolean network model. 

Once the Boolean equations reflecting the biology of the system are determined, they are 

implemented in the selected platform to perform simulations under the chosen updating algorithm. 

An input to initialize the network has to be stated, which can be for instance a simulated therapy, 

together with a set of nodes representing the output, which can be related to the effectiveness of a 

tested therapy.  

 

Figure 8. Summary of the main elements needed to simulate and analyse a Boolean network model. The 
Network diagram, account for the set of Boolean functions grouping all the knowledge together with the 
updating method and the tool used for the model implementation.  

3.1.2 Tools  

There are several software tools and packages available to develop and explore Boolean modelling of 

biological systems. Additionally, there is a consortium formed by different research groups working in 

the field of logical modelling called CoLoMoTo (Consortium for Logical Models and Tools) (104). It 

comprises modellers as well as tool developers, and aims to define standards for model representation 

and interchange, compare methods and to share models and tools.  

Regarding the tools for logical modelling, GINsim (105), Gene Interaction Network simulation is a user-

friendly modelling software, which can include perturbation and allows multilevel modelling. On the 

other side, the Cell Collective (106,107) platform allows scientists to share experimental data and to 

build logical models. It is formed by biological databases, a software that allows simulation and the 

first repository for qualitative models, together with the option to export and import models in the 

standard Markup language in Systems Biology for qualitative models (SBML qual (108)) to facilitate 

the exchange between research groups.  

Additionally, there is an R package developed in our group called SPIDDOR (Systems Pharmacology for 

efficient Drug Development On R) (67), which can be described as an expansion of the common tools 

for discrete network analysis that facilitates the identification/validation of therapeutic targets. The 
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Boolean models can be used to analyse the dynamics of signalling networks associated with diseases, 

to predict the pathogenesis mechanisms and to identify potential therapeutic targets. SPIDDOR has 

implemented both synchronous and asynchronous updating methods. Additionally, this tool offers 

the possibility to introduce new types of regulatory interactions, like up-regulation or down-

regulation, as well as polymorphisms, what expands the current limited Boolean operators already 

described. Furthermore, SPIDDOR promotes model interoperability as it allows to export the models 

to SBML qual to share models and to use other platforms from the CoLoMoTo community. Other 

examples of tools found are BooleanNet (109), an R package that allows the analysis of Boolean 

networks including different methods to identify attractors, CellNetAnalyzer (110), BoolNet (111), 

SimBoolNet (112) or ChemChains (113).  

3.2. Quantitative Systems Pharmacology 

The area of quantitative systems pharmacology (QSP) has emerged at the crossroads between 

traditional PKPD and mechanistic systems biology modelling. It is described as the quantitative analysis 

of dynamic interactions between drugs and biologic systems to discover how drugs modulate the 

system and which would be the impact of perturbations in the human physiopathology (114). 

Therefore, QSP combines a mechanistic model of the disease, the PKPD profile of a therapeutic agent 

and quantitative experimental data. The resulting model can be used to: (i) run simulations to 

understand how drugs modify the system and how those drugs are impacted by the physiology, (ii) 

identify significant pathways or mechanisms and (iii) quantify the impact of drug parameters and 

biological variance on drug efficacy and safety. 

The development of QSP models has been widely increased in the recent years (115). Table 3 shows a 

wide range of illustrative examples of QSP efforts published in the last decade. Some of them share 

similarities with mechanistic PKPD models, sometimes presenting controversies or difficulties when it 

comes to distinguish between both disciplines.  

The lack of standardization in the development of QSP models, as well as in the establishment of the 

most efficient tools, may hinder the use of this methodology in drug development. With the aim of 

establishing a standard language for PKPD modelling and ease the exchange and the reusability of 

published models between research groups, the DDMoRe1 (Drug Disease Model Resources) project 

developed a specific language, called the Pharmacometrics Markup Language (PharmML). The project 

also provides a freely available repository to submit models and share them. On the other hand, and 

                                                
1 http://www.ddmore.eu/content/project 
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similarly to the PKPD modelling, a specific language for quantitative systems biology models known as 

Systems Biology Markup Language (SBML) is also available, which is applicable to QSP modelling (116). 

Table 3. Some QSP models published in the literature. Table adapted from (70).  

Pathway/Disease Tool Year Reference 

Coagulation Matlab 2009 (117) 

Calcium homeostasis and bone remodeling Berkeley Madonna 2010 (61) 

Nerve growth factor pathway Simbiology 2013 (118) 

5-Lipoxygenase  DBSolve  2013 (119) 

Coagulation Simbiology 2014 (120) 

Metabolism of lipoprotein  Matlab 2014 (121) 

Statin and anti-PCSK9 mechanisms of action Simbiology 2014 (122) 

Fatty acid amide hydrolase inhibitors and pain Simbiology 2014 (123) 

p75 and TrkA receptors in nerve growth factor signaling Simbiology 2014 (124) 

Sphingolipid metabolism Simbiology 2015 (125) 

Nitric Oxide-Cyclic GMP signaling pathway Simbiology 2016 (126) 

Effect of anti-interleukin therapy on eosinophils DBSolve 2016 (127) 

Drug-induced QTc interval prolongation NONMEM 2016 (128) 

Alzheimer Simbiology 2018 (129) 

Drug efficacy of COX-2 and 5-LOX inhibitors MoBi 2018 (130) 
CTLA-4, PD-1 and PD-L1 therapies Simbiology 2019 (131) 

Overall, it is clear that the application of PKPD modelling and simulations impacts across all stages of 

drug research and development (R&D), ranging from very early discovery programs to large-scale 

clinical studies (114). The principles and methods underpinning the different quantitative approaches 

at the diverse stages, together with the skills required, remain relatively constant. Figure 9 provides a 

big picture of the different disciplines involved in R&D marking the QSP modelling as essential for right 

target identification. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that, depending on the type of data 

available and the extent of granularity of a PKPD model or the degree of required mechanistic 

description of PK or PD, PBPK and QSP also should be included at levels 3, 4 and 5 in figure 9. Therefore, 

modelling and simulation will only achieve its full potential when the different components and 

disciplines operating at different stages of the research and development cycle, specially QSP, are fully 

integrated into an enhanced quantitative drug discovery and development paradigm (114). 

 

Figure 9. The quantitative drug discovery and development paradigm of integrated modelling and simulation 
across research and development. Figure adapted from (114).  
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3.2.1. Methodology 

QSP models are mechanistic models that quantitatively describe physiologic processes through 

mathematical equations, generally ODEs. These models represent a great tool to enhance the 

understanding of different mechanisms of action and regulation processes with the final objective of 

mechanistically and quantitatively understand a biological, toxicological, or disease process in 

response to therapeutic modulation (18,132). Therefore, considerable system knowledge and a large 

number of parameters involved in the processes to be modelled are needed in order to obtain a QSP 

model. 

As it has been previously mentioned, QSP is a relatively new discipline and there is not a very 

standardized procedure to follow along model building development, evaluation or validation (132). 

Nevertheless, there have been some efforts pointing into that direction. A very recent perspective 

published at CPT-PSP (18) states that, at least, a QSP model should quantitatively and mechanistically 

describe the spatial and pathophysiologic details through the incorporation of the underlying biologic 

and/or temporal components leading to describe the pharmacologic action of an agent, either an 

endogenous biomolecule or exogenously delivered molecule. In addition, Gadkar et al. published an 

integrated workflow providing a list of conceptual objectives together with technical details to support 

the execution, evaluation and communication of QSP projects as a manuscript entitled “A Six-Stage 

Workflow for Robust Application of Systems Pharmacology”(133). This workflow is in line with a very 

recent review published by Helmlinger et al. where they claim the progressive maturation of a QSP 

modelling workflow as a necessary step for the efficient, reproducible development and qualification 

of QSP models (132). 

Therefore, one of first steps when a QSP model starts is the identification of the questions and needs 

of the model to be developed (133). To guarantee the success of the first stage, it is essential to 

maintain a close interaction with collaborators as the models themselves require the interplay of 

multidisciplinary experts on the biology and the modelling. Additionally, it is essential to guarantee 

that there are sufficient data/knowledge and resources available to inform the modelling and to 

establish how robust predictions need to be in order to provide valuable answers to the research 

questions.  

The second step is to properly define the project scope by the identification of the biology to include 

in the model necessary to answer the research question (18,133). Typically, scope decisions are guided 

by the project goals and hypotheses of interest, but can also be informed by available data and 

knowledge. Those insights can be reached from bioinformatic analyses of omics data and the use of 
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databases and software tools such as Metacore (Clarivate Analytics, Boston, MA, USA) or Ingenuity 

(QIAGEN bioinformatics, Redwood City, CA, USA) (18). At this point, even if sometimes is very difficult, 

it is important to convert the raw data available into a standard format that constitutes the basis for 

all subsequent data exploration and modelling efforts which can be accompanied by visual note taking 

diagrams of the system biology (132). The discussion with biologists, drug developers and clinical 

experts is essential to clearly identify what aspects of the biology are robustly established in the field 

supporting hypotheses generation and assumptions.  

Next, the all the recapped biology/physiopathology should be represented. This step is divided into 

topological and mathematical representation. Model topology, as the set of species and their 

connections represented in the quantitative model, plays an important role in development, revision 

and communication of the model and can serve as the starting point for the mathematical 

representation. Mathematical representation requires the selection of the type of method that would 

characterize the system dynamics. The most common used in QSP area are ODEs, otherwise, partial 

differential equations, the emergent agent-based models or various statistical methods, which are less 

mechanistic, are also available (132,133). In addition, the parameter estimation procedure presents 

many challenges. Parameter estimation is typically used to calibrate the model to in vivo/in vitro data 

on responses to specified stimuli or conditions. If any model parameter is poorly constrained by the 

data, a new assay or study should be considered to provide the missing information to address 

identifiability issues or knowledge gaps (132). 

The next task is to verify that the specified model structure captures the behaviours of interest. 

Therefore, it is important to perform initial calibrations for representative scenarios to build 

confidence in the model performance (133). It is also essential to review the experimental variability 

around given data to identify parameter ranges. When possible, it is recommended to simplify the 

model without sacrificing its ability to summarize emergent research questions and address the main 

ones. Model evaluation is also performed in this step, which would be covered in the next section.  

Subsequently, knowledge gaps and model variability should be evaluated with the aim of obtaining a 

robust QSP model. Modelling can reduce or highlight critical unknowns, but predictions are still 

subject to uncertainty. The model might reflect the robustness of the system, in which behaviour must 

be maintained over a broad range of physiological perturbation and variability. It is a good practice to 

create multiple virtual subjects and test if they behave similarly to the known data and testing the 

model predictions against new data to establish the model predictive capability, when possible (133). 
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Finally, the model should be adequately reported and ready to support experimental, preclinical or 

clinical design, depending on the model scope. The recommendation of new experimental designs and 

the later model incorporation of the emergent information is the best way for the model accuracy. 

Once these results are incorporated into the model, updated simulations can be performed to refine 

predictions made in the previous stage(s) of the workflow. 

Each step in the model development, from data exploration to model simulations, should be 

supported by visualization and evaluation tools such as figures, plots and tables, concisely 

summarizing modelling results to allow model validation/evaluation reaching an efficient 

communication (132). It is essential to clarify that the summarized workflow is not linear but cyclic, 

allowing for continued QSP model refinement or expansion based on emerging experimental or 

clinical data to address new questions and goals. 

3.2.2. Tools 

There are several software tools and packages available to develop and explore QSP models. For 

instance, Matlab® (50) and R® are two programming platforms that allow analysing data, developing 

algorithms and creating models and applications. Additionally, NONMEM®(51), which is one of the 

stablished software used in popPKPD modelling, can also be used for low-granularity QSP modelling. 

Even the new version of Berkeley Madonna®, which presents a graphical interface for constructing 

mathematical models instead of writing ODEs, is also an alternative.  

Nevertheless, there are platforms already prepared to support QSP modelling such as Simbiology®, 

which is a Matlab® (50) application that builds the model ODEs and integrate some tools for model 

evaluation, or MoBI® (49), which is a potent tool for modelling and simulation of biological systems 

developed by Bayer technologies.  

4. Model evaluation  

Model evaluation can be defined as the procedure to test the capability of the model to accurately 

describe the available data, and hence, the behaviour of the system. When any model is developed, it 

is essential to prove that the final model displays a proper description of the data and confirms its 

stability. For this reason, the model should always be evaluated in order to test its idoneity to be used 

for the set research purpose (9).  

One particularity of the model evaluation exercise is that there is no perfect statistical/graphical tool 

to correctly evaluate and select the best model. Actually, a combination of different diagnostic tools 
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should be used (134), and the methods differ depending on the type of model. Model evaluation is 

needed both at the structural level (exploring the typical PK, PD or system behaviour) and at the 

statistical one (analysing the characterization of random effects). Table 3 shows a summary of the 

most commonly used evaluation methods and lists those modelling approaches to which they can be 

applied.  

Table 3. List of different model evaluation techniques applicable to the different PSP modelling approaches.  

Evaluation Modelling approach 

Techniques or indicators Objective Ref 
Pop-

PKPD 
PBPK Boolean QSP 

Numerical 

diagnostics 

Likelihood Ratio 

Test 

Statistical significance of 

nested model 
(135) Yes Yes No Yes 

Akaike 

information 

criteria 

Statistical significance of non-

nested models 
(136) Yes Yes* No Yes 

Standard error 

and relative 

standard error 

Precision and reliability of the 

model parameters 
(137) Yes Yes No Yes 

Condition 

number  
Over-parameterization (138) Yes Yes* No Yes 

Numerical 

indexes 

(prediction error) 

Accuracy 
(30,1

39) 
Yes Yes No Yes 

Graphical 

diagnosis 

Goodness-of-fit 

plots 

Model performance at the 

structural and statistical level. 

Exploring discrepancies 

between model predictions 

and real data 

(31,1

40–

143) 

Yes Yes No Yes 

Simulation-

based 

diagnosis 

Visual predictive 

checks 

Evaluation of fixed and 

random effects 
(16) Yes Yes* No Yes 

Using of virtual 

population 

Parameter uncertainty 

exploration 

(133,

144) 
Yes Yes Yes* Yes 

External 

validation 

Qualitative or quantitative 

evaluation of reproduction of 

data not used for model 

building 

(62) Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Biological 

basis’s 

evaluation 

Comparison of 

fitted 

parameters 

against 

published values 

Assessment of the fidelity of 

model structure and 

parameters 

(142,

145) 
Yes Yes NA Yes 

Model 

uncertainty 

Sensitivity 

analyses 

Assesment of the influence of 

model parameters or the 

perturbation of the network 

nodes on simulated outputs 

(62,1

33,14

2,146

,147) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Qualitative 

evaluation 

Simulation of 

realistic 

scenarios 

Evaluation of the state of each 

network node 
(148) No No Yes No 

* The evaluation technique not always applies, and it depends on the type of model considered.  
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As table 3 shows, popPKPD models have a very standardized evaluation procedure through various 

numerical, graphical and simulation-based diagnostics (134). Unfortunately, and in contrast to the 

traditional popPKPD models, there is not general agreement on how to evaluate or validate PBPK, QSP 

or Boolean network models. In addition to the methods showed in table 3, an alternative to evaluate 

those complex models (mainly, PBPK models), when there is no raw data in the population of interest 

for the drug being modelled, is to simulate trials with already published popPK models and use the 

simulated data as validation dataset (30). Finally, the availability of the modelling code is a key factor, 

together with parameter identifiability and/or the source of information used for model 

parametrization, in determining whether a published SP model might be applied to other situations 

and diseases.  
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Pharmacometrics and Systems Pharmacology is a constant evolving science that is being forced to deal 

with new challenges. The need to develop multi-scale models using data from different sources and 

the integration of different modelling strategies to create more mechanistic models is essential to 

answer the unmet research and clinical related questions.  

The aim of this work was to develop several systems pharmacology models through different 

methodologies and tools with the aim to mechanistically characterize two complex diseases: 

Inflammatory Bowel Disease and complicated Urinary Tract infection.  

To achieve this aim, the specific contributions of the present dissertation include the following 

objectives: 

(1) To develop a Boolean based network model for Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) 

incorporating the main cellular and protein components known to play a key role in IBD development 

and progression, able to qualitatively describe the characteristic chronic inflammation. Specifically, 

the model structure should facilitate key aspects in the treatment of IBD, such as the selection of the 

most promising combination therapies and the study of the impact of polymorphisms on pathway 

regulation, thus allowing patient stratification and personalized medicine. 

(2) To develop and evaluate a Quantitative Systems Pharmacology (QSP) model based on 

Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) able to characterize the plasma interleukins (IL) dynamic 

behaviour in Crohn’s disease (CD) using the developed work from chapter 1 as topological 

representation and starting scaffold.  

(3) To build a QSP ODE-based model for CD considering the dynamics of the cell components, 

with special focus on the antigen presentation leading to CD4+T cell clonal expansion into different T-

cell subsets and the subsequent IL synthesis. To evaluate the developed model by studying its 

behaviour after administration of virtual therapies. Finally, to provide a complete up-to-date 

repository of information and data for all model components and mechanisms involved in CD 

pathogenesis. 

(4) To build a Physiologically based Pharmacokinetic model of ciprofloxacin for the paediatric 

population suffering from complicated Urinary Tract Infection (cUTI) integrating in vivo and in vitro 

data with the aim of identifying physiological aspects that may be responsible for altered PK in children 

with cUTI as compared to a healthy population.
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La farmacometría y farmacología de sistemas es una ciencia en constante evolución que debe 

enfrentarse a nuevos desafíos. La necesidad de desarrollar modelos utilizando datos de diferentes 

fuentes mediante la integración de diversas estrategias de modelado para obtener modelos más 

mecanicistas es esencial para poder responder a aquellos aspectos clínicos que se desconocen. 

La finalidad de este trabajo fue desarrollar varios modelos de farmacología de sistemas a través del 

uso de diferentes metodologías y herramientas para poder caracterizar de forma mecanicista dos 

enfermedades complejas: la enfermedad inflamatoria intestinal (EII) y la infección complicada del 

tracto urinario (cUTI). 

Para lograrlo, las principales contribuciones de esta tesis doctoral incluyen los siguientes objetivos: 

(1) Desarrollar un modelo basado en ecuaciones booleanas para la EII que incorpore los 

principales componentes celulares y proteicos que desempeñan un papel clave en el desarrollo y 

la progresión de la EII. El modelo desarrollado deberá ser capaz de describir cualitativamente la 

inflamación crónica característica de esta enfermedad. Específicamente, la estructura del modelo 

debería facilitar aspectos clave en el tratamiento de la EII, como la selección de las terapias 

combinadas más prometedoras y el estudio del impacto de los polimorfismos en la regulación de 

la vía, permitiendo así la estratificación del paciente y la medicina personalizada. 

(2) Desarrollar y evaluar un modelo de farmacología de sistemas cuantitativo (QSP) basado en 

ecuaciones diferenciales ordinarias (EDOs) capaz de caracterizar el comportamiento dinámico de 

las interleucinas plasmáticas (IL) en la enfermedad de Crohn (EC) utilizando el trabajo desarrollado 

en el capítulo 1 como estructura inicial para la representación topológica del modelo cuantitativo. 

(3) Construir un modelo QSP basado en EDOs para EC considerando la dinámica de los 

componentes celulares, con un enfoque especial en la presentación del antígeno que conduce a la 

expansión clonal de células T CD4+ en diferentes subconjuntos de células T y la posterior síntesis 

de IL. Evaluar el modelo desarrollado mediante el estudio de su comportamiento después de la 

administración de terapias virtuales. Finalmente, proporcionar un repositorio completo y 

actualizado de información y datos para todos los componentes y mecanismos del modelo 

involucrados en la patogénesis de la EC. 

(4) Construir un modelo fisiológico de farmacocinética para ciprofloxacino en una población 

pediátrica que padece infección complicada del tracto urinario (cUTI) integrando datos in vivo e in 
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vitro con el objetivo de identificar aquellos aspectos fisiológicos que pueden ser responsables de la 

farmacocinética alterada en niños con cUTI en comparación con una población sana. 
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Abstract 

Motivation: The literature on complex diseases is abundant but not always quantitative. This is 

particularly so for Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD), where many molecular pathways are 

qualitatively well described but this information cannot be used in traditional quantitative 

mathematical models employed in drug development. We propose the elaboration and validation of 

a logic network for IBD able to capture the information available in the literature that will facilitate 

the identification/validation of therapeutic targets. 

Results: In this article, we propose a logic model for Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD), which consists 

of 43 nodes and 298 qualitative interactions. The model presented is able to describe the pathogenic 

mechanisms of the disorder and qualitatively describes the characteristic chronic inflammation. A 

perturbation analysis performed on the IBD network indicates that the model is robust. Also, as 

described in clinical trials, a simulation of anti-TNFα, anti-IL2 and Granulocyte and Monocyte Apheresis 

showed a decrease in the Metalloproteinases node (MMPs), which means a decrease in tissue 

damage. In contrast, as clinical trials have demonstrated, a simulation of anti-IL17 and anti-IFNγ or 

IL10 overexpression therapy did not show any major change in MMPs expression, as corresponds to a 

failed therapy. The model proved to be a promising in silico tool for the evaluation of potential 

therapeutic targets, the identification of new IBD biomarkers, the integration of IBD polymorphisms 

to anticipate responders and non-responders and can be reduced and transformed in quantitative 

model/s. 

Availability: All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files. Boolean 

equations are reported in the results section. An html tutorial is provided in supplementary material 

to run the model and reproduce the results with the SPIDDOR package. 
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1. Introduction 

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a complex gastrointestinal tract disorder characterized by a 

functional impairment of the gut wall affecting patients´ quality of life (1,2). IBD includes ulcerative 

colitis (UC) and Crohn's disease (CD). The natural course of IBD is highly variable (3–6) and its aetiology 

is still unknown. The incidence of IBD has dramatically increased worldwide over the past 50 years (7), 

reaching levels of 24.3 per 100,000 persons-years in UC and 20.2 per 100,000 persons-years in CD in 

the developed countries (8). 

There is current evidence that Interleukin 6 (IL6), Tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNFα), Interferon 

gamma (IFNγ), Interleukin 1 beta (IL1ß), Interleukin 22 (IL22), Interleukin 17 (IL17) and Natural Killer 

cells (NK), among other signalling pathways, play relevant roles in the pathogenesis of IBD, which is a 

reflection of the complexity of that physiological system (9–12). That complexity indicates that a 

universal treatment for IBD may not be feasible for the vast majority of patients (13,14). In fact, 

current biological approved treatments are only palliative with a high percentage of non-responders. 

For example, around 50% of IBD patients treated with the current standard of care, Infliximab (an anti-

TNFα) or Vedolizumab (an anti-α4β7 integrin) do not respond satisfactorily to therapy (15,16). One 

characteristic of the current IBD biological treatments is that approved therapies target just one 

signalling pathway, which might explain the high rate of non-responders and the long-term 

inefficiency of most treatments (15–17). In addition, there is evidence to suggest that optimal 

treatment for IBD should involve a combination of different drugs (18,19). Therefore, there is a need, 

especially for complex alterations such as immune-mediated diseases, to change the paradigm of drug 

development, considering the main aspects (targets, cross-talking between pathways and therapy 

combination) from an integrative and computational perspective. 

Given the aforementioned biological complexity of immune-mediated diseases and the fact that 

current longitudinal data associated with the most relevant elements of the system are scarce, a full 

parameterization of IBD related systems based on a differential equation model does not yet seem 

feasible. However, some attempts have been made to describe quantitatively the IBD systems. For 

example, Wendelsdorf et al., (20) built a quantitative model based on ordinary differential equations. 

However, some key disease elements, such as cytokines and T cells, were incorporated non-specifically 

(i.e., all types of cytokine were grouped under the generic element active cytokines) in the model 

structure, limiting its use to explore potential therapeutic targets. More recently, Dwivendi et al., (21), 

based on the results of a clinical trial with the anti–IL6R antibody, Tocilizumab, have developed a 

multiscale systems model in Crohn’s disease, limited to the IL6–mediated immune regulation 

pathway. 
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Network analysis represents a promising alternative in such data limited circumstances (22–24). As 

many molecular pathways in IBD are qualitatively well described, interaction networks may be a 

suitable approach for characterizing IBD. These networks are simplified representations of biological 

systems in which the components of the system such as genes, proteins or cells are represented by 

nodes and the interactions between them by edges (25). Boolean network models, originally 

introduced by Kauffman (26,27), represent the simplest discrete dynamic models. These models only 

assume two discrete states for the nodes of a network, ON or OFF, corresponding to the logic values 

1 (active) or 0 (not active, but not necessarily absent) (28). A well-designed logic model could generate 

predictive outcomes given a set of initial conditions. Qualitative, logical frameworks have emerged as 

relevant approaches with different applications, as demonstrated by a growing number of published 

models (29). Complementing these applications, several groups have provided various methods and 

tools to support the definition and analysis of logical models, as it can be seen by the recent 

achievements of the Consortium for Logical Models and Tools (CoLoMoTo) in logical modelling (30). 

There are already several tools for Boolean modeling of regulatory networks in which it is possible to 

define direct activation-inhibition relationships between the components of the network, such as 

BoolNet R (31) or GINsim (32). More recently, the R package SPIDDOR (Systems Pharmacology for 

effIcient Drug Development On R), among others, has implemented new types of regulatory 

interactions and perturbations within the system, such as positive and negative modulators and the 

polymorphism-like alterations, which lead to richer dynamics between the nodes (28). 

In the specific case of IBD, there have been initial attempts to develop network models. The multi-

state modeling tool published by Mei et al., (33–35) can be considered a proof of concept in the 

application of these types of networks in mucosal immune responses. However, the number of 

elements that this model considers and integrates is limited for IBD characterization, since only six 

different cytokine types are included in the inter-cellular scale. 

The objective of the current manuscript is to present a Boolean based network model incorporating 

the main cellular and protein components known to play a key role in IBD development and 

progression. The model has been built on well-established experimental knowledge, mostly of human 

origin, and only including animal data when no other source of information was available. Our aim has 

been to build a model structure facilitating key aspects in the treatment of immune mediated disease, 

such as the selection of the most promising combination therapies and the study of the impact of 

polymorphisms on pathway regulation, thus allowing patient stratification and personalized medicine. 

This study provides the scientific community with a (i) computational IBD model implemented in 

SPIDDOR R package (28), which allows translation of Boolean models (excluding models enclosing 
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temporal operators) to a standard Markup language in Systems Biology for qualitative models (SBML 

qual (25)) promoting model interoperability, and (ii) a repository with the main and updated 

information known of the immune system and IBD, which shows model transparency and allows 

model reusability. The proposed IBD model can be easily expanded in size and complexity to 

incorporate new knowledge, or other type of information such as proteomic data. The model 

presented hereafter is general enough to serve as a skeleton for other relevant immune diseases such 

as Rheumatoid Arthritis, Psoriasis or Multiple Sclerosis. 

The chapter is organized as follows: in the next section, the methodology provides a detailed technical 

description (with the aid of supplementary material) of the network and a description of how 

simulations, collection, and representation of results have been performed. Finally, results regarding 

the structure of the model can be graphically visualized, and the ability of the model to recreate 

certain alterations that have been reported in IBD is demonstrated, as well as the model’s capability 

to reproduce the results from recent clinical trials performed in IBD patients from a high-level 

perspective. Applications of the model, including its advantages and limitations are then discussed 

together with ideas for future research.  

2. Methods 

2.1.  Literature search and data selection 

The network model is based on an exhaustive bibliographic review focusing on the essential 

components of IBD, as previously performed by Ruiz-Cerdá et al., in their systems pharmacology 

approach for lupus erythematosus (23). Our review included around 620 papers published between 

October 1984 and September 2017, yet the most common reviewed articles were from 2007 or later 

(76%). The search of the relevant literature was made through Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) 

terms using different search engines such as PubMed, clinicaltrials.gov or Google Scholar. MeSH terms 

were focused on the combination of keywords and free words including: (i) relevant network 

components (ej.”IL6”) involved in the pathogenesis of IBD, (ii) nodes that have been reported to be 

altered in IBD (ej. “IL6 AND IBD”) and (iii) nodes directly affecting the expression of the nodes selected 

in (i) and (ii) (ej. “DC AND IL6”). The internal nodes selection was made according to the reported 

upregulated components in IBD patients together with the nodes (immune system cells) which are 

necessary to link the upregulated nodes, which were established as internal nodes. Only original 

papers with a clear description of experimental conditions were considered to identify the 

relationships between the components of the biological network. Due to the reported differences 
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between animal and human immunology (36–38), in only few cases were animal data considered to 

connect nodes of critical pathways when no human data were available.  

2.2.  Annotation and system representation 

Annotation was crucial to organize the available literature according to its relevance. 

S2_Table_IBD_Network_Repository from supplementary information shows the way the information 

was organized for building the network. S2_Table_IBD_Network_Repository includes every node 

definition and the relationships between the nodes. Annotation included the identification of the main 

elements (antigens, cytokines, cells, proteins, membrane receptors and ligands) of IBD disease. 

The IBD model will be freely accessible to the public through the “The Cell Collective” repository 

https://cellcollective.org/#cb963d7f-75cb-4b2e-8987-0c7592a9c21d. 

2.3.  Boolean network building and R implementation 

The collection of qualitative relationships extracted from the literature was transformed into a logical 

model as described before by Ruiz-Cerdá et al. (23). Logic networks capture the dynamics of their 

components, called nodes, after selected stimuli or initial conditions (39,40). In these models the 

relationships of activation or inhibition between nodes are described as combinations of the logic 

operators: AND, OR and NOT condensed in a mathematical expression called a Boolean function (BF) 

for each node. Positive and negative modulators and thresholds, as previously described by Ruiz-Cerdá 

et al. (23) and Irurzun-Arana et al. (28), were also considered to resemble better the biological system. 

Boolean network building and R implementation from Supporting_Information_Methods gives a more 

detailed explanation of the modulators used in the model. 

2.4. Simulations 

The set of combined Boolean functions for the IBD model was implemented in SPIDDOR (28), using R® 

Version 3.2.2. Simulations with 25 repetitions over 5,000 iterations were performed. According to 

preliminary experiments, these simulation conditions were required to achieve the steady state of the 

network called attractor (41–43). An attractor can be a fixed-point if it composed of one state, a simple 

cycle if it consists of more than one state that oscillates in a cycle, or a complex attractor if a set of 

steady-states oscillate irregularly. In each simulation, a node can show two possible values in each 

iteration: 0 (deactivated) or 1 (activated). The percentage of activation of the output node (MMPs) 

calculated at the attractor state was used as the readout summary of the simulation exercises, as this 

group of proteins is directly associated with intestinal fibrosis and tissue damage in IBD (44–48). 

https://cellcollective.org/#cb963d7f-75cb-4b2e-8987-0c7592a9c21d
https://cellcollective.org/#cb963d7f-75cb-4b2e-8987-0c7592a9c21d
https://paperpile.com/c/XvtklO/cvb4R
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Each node was updated asynchronously (42,49,50) according to its Boolean function that defines the 

dynamics of the system. Initial conditions are explained in detail in “Simulations” from 

Supporting_Information_Methods. 

2.5. Perturbation analysis and clustering 

Robustness can be defined as the system’s ability to function normally under stochastic perturbations 

(26). The investigation of robustness in boolean networks generally focuses on the dependence 

between robustness and network connectivity (27). We performed a perturbation analysis in our IBD 

model to study robustness by simulating the effect of the single blockage of each node on every other 

node of the network (51). This simulation was performed by using the KO_matrix.f function from 

SPIDDOR package with 24 repetitions over 999 iterations under asynchronous updating. 

Results from the simulations described above were represented as heatmaps with dendrograms in 

which the number of rows and columns is equal to the number of nodes in the network (Fig 2). The 

colour in each cell of the heatmap corresponds to the Perturbation Index (PI) of the nodes, which is 

the probability ratio between the perturbed and the normal conditions as described by Irurzun-Arana 

et al. (28). A hierarchical clustering method [98] was applied to further study which nodes cause similar 

alterations in the system. 

2.6. Network accuracy and validation 

Accuracy was evaluated comparing the alterations reported in the literature for IBD patients with the 

simulations of chronic antigen exposure for IBD or healthy individuals. 

A literature search of every node expression in IBD patients was performed, and the gathered 

information is condensed in S3_Table_IBD_validation including three categories: upregulated, 

downregulated, or altered, whether the levels in CD, UC or both (IBD) with respect to healthy 

volunteers are higher, lower, or inconclusive and/or contradictory, respectively. 

For validation purposes, model simulations were compared against available results from clinical trials 

performed in IBD, CD or UC until the beginning of 2017 in https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/. All the 

molecules tested in clinical trials, whose mechanisms of action are known and whose target were 

included in our network, were tested with the model. The network was evaluated comparing 

simulations and reported outcomes from clinical trials for six investigated molecules: anti-TNFα (52–

55) and anti-IL12-IL23 (56), two a monoclonal antibodies (mAb) approved for IBD disease, anti-IFNγ 

(57,58), anti-IL17 (59), anti-IL2 (60,61) and human recombinant IL10 (rhuIL-10) (62), which failed in 

clinical trials. Also a new promising therapy: Granulocyte and Monocyte Apheresis (GMA) (61,63,64) 

https://paperpile.com/c/etQ4Z9/taSbr
https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/
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was tested. The reported CDAI (Crohn Disease Activity Index) was compared with the average 

expression of the MMPs output node in the attractor state.  

3. Results 

3.1. Graphical representation, repository, and Boolean functions 

The graphical representation of the IBD network is shown in Fig 1. It consists of 43 nodes and 298 

qualitative interactions located in three different physiological areas corresponding to (i) the lymph 

node, (ii) the blood and lymph circulatory system that irrigates the intestinal epithelial cells and (iii) 

the gut lumen. 

Definition of all nodes and the full documented regulatory interactions conforming the model 

structure can be found in supporting information S1_Table_Abbreviations and 

S2_Table_IBD_Network_Repository, respectively. The S2_Table_IBD_Network_Repository is 

fundamental to understanding the rationale for the selection and implementation of the Boolean 

functions (BF), and was organized to provide a comprehensive summary of the 301 manuscripts 

(published over the last three decades) used to build the model, highlighting, for example, whether (i) 

a specific pathway was reported to be altered in IBD, or (ii) information was supported by human 

(more than the 80% of the network structure) or animal data. 

The boolean operators used to define the network model of IBD were: the NOT operator, which is 

noted as “!”, the AND operator, which is noted as “&”, and the OR operator, which is noted as “|”. 

Recent and innovative modulators and threshold operators previously described by Irurzun-Arana et 

al., 2017 (28) were also part of the arsenal of Boolean elements used in the model proposed (see 

Supporting_Information_Methods for a detailed description of those additional Boolean elements). 

Regarding the input selection, as it is assumed that IBD is caused by intestinal dysbiosis, an 

environment of different bacteria was recreated selecting three different antigens that are 

components of most bacterial gram-positive and gram-negative. Therefore, during the development 

of the proposed model the following assumptions were made: first, there is a chronic exposure to 

bacterial antigens: peptidoglycan (PGN), lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and muramyl dipeptide (MDP). 
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 Fig 1. Graphical representation of the IBD model: Nodes represent cells, proteins, bacterial antigens, receptors 
or ligands. Bacterial antigens trigger the IBD immune response through activation of different pattern 
recognition receptors (TLR2, TLR4 and NOD2) starting the innate and adaptive immune response. Reprinted from 
(65) under a CC BY license, with permission from the organizers of the 2016 International Conference on Systems 
Biology, original copyright 2016. 
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PGN is a component of the cell wall of all bacteria, but in particular of gram-positive bacteria, LPS is a 

component of the outer membrane of gram-negative bacteria (66), and MDP is a constituent of both 

gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria (67). All three elicit strong immune responses and seem to 

play a critical role in the development and pathophysiology of IBD, as it has been hypothesized that 

the onset or relapse of IBD is triggered by an imbalance in self-microbiota composition than cannot 

be controlled by immune system (68). Table 1 lists the initial conditions expressed by the 

corresponding BF, and shows that the nodes representing antigens are chronically expressed unless 

the natural antimicrobial peptides perforin (PERFOR), granzyme B (GRANZB) or defensins (DEF) 

become active. 

Table 1. Boolean functions (BF) of the IBD model to simulate the initial conditions.  
 

INITIAL CONDITIONS: CHRONIC EXPOSURE 

𝑃𝐺𝑁 =  ! (⋂ 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6
𝑖=1  | ⋂ 𝐺𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑍𝐵𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6

𝑖=1  |  ⋂ 𝐷𝐸𝐹𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6
𝑖=1  )  

𝑀𝐷𝑃 =  ! (⋂ 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6
𝑖=1  | ⋂ 𝐺𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑍𝐵𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6

𝑖=1  |  ⋂ 𝐷𝐸𝐹𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6
𝑖=1  )  

𝐿𝑃𝑆 =  ! (⋂ 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6
𝑖=1  | ⋂ 𝐺𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑍𝐵𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6

𝑖=1  |  ⋂ 𝐷𝐸𝐹𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6
𝑖=1  )  

 

Second, there is an impairment in antigen elimination in IBD patients [1,40,41], simulated with the 

threshold operator Ag_elim=6. The threshold operator means that PERFOR, GRANZB, or DEF inhibit 

antigen activation when any of these three nodes have been activated for at least 6 consecutive 

iterations (see Table 1). 

Third, the final readout of the network model is the average expression of the output node, 

Metalloproteinases (MMPs). There is solid evidence that this group of proteins is directly associated 

with intestinal fibrosis and tissue damage in IBD (44–48) supporting their use as a relevant biomarker 

in clinical practice as proposed by O'Sullivan et al. (69). As it can be seen in Table 2, the nodes that 

directly activate MMPs are the nodes that have relevant roles in the pathogenesis of IBD (9–12,44–

46,48,70). Table 2 contains the full set of BF that modulates the signal initialized by the 

antigens through the activation of different pattern recognition receptors (TLR2, TLR4 and 

NOD2 nodes) and the impact on the output node (MMPs) as the recipient of the antigen signal 

internal modulation. The nodes TNFα or IFNγ have the most complex pathways as can be seen 

in the corresponding Boolean equations (Table 2). 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/etQ4Z9/AiN4E+cqBV4+RHJ6S
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Table 2. Boolean functions (BF) of the IBD model for the internal and the output nodes. 

 

INTERNAL NODES 

𝑇𝐿𝑅2 = 𝑃𝐺𝑁 

𝑇𝐿𝑅4 = 𝐿𝑃𝑆 

𝑁𝑂𝐷2 = 𝑀𝐷𝑃 

𝑁𝐹𝑘𝐵 =  𝑇𝐿𝑅2 | 𝑁𝑂𝐷2 | 𝑇𝐿𝑅4 

𝐼𝐿6 =  (𝑴𝑨𝑪𝑹 & 𝑷𝑮𝑵) | (𝐷𝐶 & (𝐿𝑃𝑆 | 𝑃𝐺𝑁))  | (𝑇ℎ17 & 𝐼𝐿23) | (𝑁𝐹𝑘𝐵 &! (𝐼𝐿4 | 𝐼𝐿10)) 

𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎 =  ((𝑁𝐹𝑘𝐵 & 𝐿𝑃𝑆) | (𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 & (𝐼𝐿2 | (𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 & 𝐿𝑃𝑆) | 𝑷𝑮𝑵)) | (𝑁𝐾 & (𝑀𝐷𝑃 | 𝑃𝐺𝑁 | 𝐿𝑃𝑆)& ((𝐼𝐿2 |   

𝐼𝐿12) & (𝐼𝐿2 |𝐼𝐿15)) | (𝐹𝐼𝐵𝑅𝑂𝐵𝐿𝐴𝑆𝑇 & 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔) | ((𝐶𝐷4_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷 | 𝐶𝐷8_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷 | 𝑁𝐾_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷) &(𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴_𝐵 | 

 𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑈𝐿𝑃𝐵1_6))) &! (⋂ 𝐼𝐿10𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑐𝑦𝑡=4

𝑖=1  & (⋂ 𝑇𝐿𝑅2𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑐𝑦𝑡=4

𝑖=1 | ⋂ 𝑇𝐿𝑅4𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑐𝑦𝑡=4

𝑖=1  ) &𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎)  

𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏 = (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔 | 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅) 

𝑇ℎ0 = ⋂ 𝐿𝑃𝑆𝑡−𝑖𝑇𝐻𝑅_𝑇ℎ0=3
𝑖=1 | ⋂ 𝑀𝐷𝑃𝑡−𝑖| ⋂ 𝑃𝐺𝑁𝑡−𝑖𝑇𝐻𝑅_𝑇ℎ0=3

𝑖=1
𝑇𝐻𝑅_𝑇ℎ0=3
𝑖=1   

𝑇ℎ0_𝑀 = (𝑇ℎ0 & (𝐼𝐿23 | 𝐼𝐿12)) | 𝑇ℎ0_𝑀   

𝐼𝐿18 = ((𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 | 𝐷𝐶) & 𝐿𝑃𝑆) & 𝑁𝐹𝑘𝐵 

𝐼𝐿1𝑏 = ((𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 | 𝐷𝐶) & 𝐿𝑃𝑆 & 𝑁𝐹𝑘𝐵) &! (𝐼𝐿1𝑏 & ⋃ 𝐼𝐿10𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=4
𝑖=1 )  

𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 = ((𝑁𝐾 & (𝑃𝐺𝑁 |𝐿𝑃𝑆 |𝑀𝐷𝑃) & (𝐼𝐿23 | (𝐼𝐿12 & (𝐼𝐿2 | 𝐼𝐿15 |𝐼𝐿18))) ) | (𝑇ℎ0_𝑀 & (𝐿𝑃𝑆 | 𝑀𝐷𝑃 | 𝑃𝐺𝑁)  

& (𝐼𝐿12 | 𝐼𝐿23)) | 𝑇ℎ1 | ((𝐶𝐷8_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷 | 𝑁𝐾_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷) & (𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴_𝐵 | 𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑈𝐿𝑃𝐵1_6)) | (𝑇ℎ17 & (𝑃𝐺𝑁 | 𝐿𝑃𝑆| 

𝑀𝐷𝑃)) | ((𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 | 𝑇ℎ0) & 𝐼𝐿18 & 𝐼𝐿12)) &! ((𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 & (⋂ 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=4
𝑖=1  | ⋂ 𝐼𝐿10𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑐𝑦𝑡=4

𝑖=1
 | 𝑇ℎ2) 

𝐼𝐿23 = (𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 & 𝐼𝐿1𝑏) | 𝑫𝑪 

𝐼𝐿22 = 𝑇ℎ17|(𝑁𝐾 & ((𝐼𝐿18 & 𝐼𝐿12) | 𝐼𝐿23))|𝐶𝐷4_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷|(((𝐼𝐿22 & 𝑇ℎ0 & 𝐼𝐿21) &!(⋂ 𝐼𝐿22𝑡−𝑖&
𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=3
𝑖=1   

⋂ 𝑇ℎ0𝑡−𝑖𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=3
𝑖=1  & ⋂ 𝐼𝐿21𝑡−𝑖𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=3

𝑖=1 )) &! TGFb) 

𝐼𝐿21 = 𝑻𝒉𝟏𝟕 | ((𝑻𝒉𝟎 & 𝑰𝑳𝟔) &! (𝑰𝑳𝟒 | 𝑰𝑭𝑵𝒈 | 𝑻𝑮𝑭𝒃)) 

𝐼𝐿17 = (𝑇ℎ17 | (𝑇ℎ17_𝑀 & (𝐿𝑃𝑆 | 𝑀𝐷𝑃 | 𝑃𝐺𝑁)) | (𝐶𝐷4_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷 & (𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴_𝐵 | 𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑈𝐿𝑃𝐵1_6))) &! 

((⋂ 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=4
𝑖=1  |  ⋂ 𝐼𝐿13𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=4

𝑖=1 ) & 𝐼𝐿17)  

𝐼𝐿10 = 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔|(𝑇ℎ2 &!  𝐼𝐿23)|((𝑇𝐿𝑅2 & 𝑁𝐹𝑘𝐵) &! (𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 & 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔)) |((𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 & 𝐿𝑃𝑆)&! 𝐼𝐿4) | (𝐷𝐶 & 𝐿𝑃𝑆)   

𝑇ℎ17 = ((Th0 & (IL1b | IL23 | IL6)) | ((Th17 & IL23) &! (⋂ Th17t−iupreg_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
i=1 & ⋂ Il23t−iupreg_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2

i=1 ))) &!  

((⋃ 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1 |  ⋃ 𝑰𝑳𝟏𝟐𝒕−𝒊  |

𝒅𝒐𝒘𝒏𝒓𝒆𝒈_𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍=𝟐
𝒊=𝟏 ⋃ 𝑰𝑳𝟒𝒕−𝒊𝒅𝒐𝒘𝒏𝒓𝒆𝒈_𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍=𝟐

𝒊=𝟏 | ⋃ 𝑰𝑭𝑵𝒈𝒕−𝒊𝒅𝒐𝒘𝒏𝒓𝒆𝒈_𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍=𝟐
𝒊=𝟏  |  

⋃ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1  ) & Th17)  

𝑇ℎ17_𝑀 = ((𝑇ℎ0_𝑀 & (𝑃𝐺𝑁 | 𝑀𝐷𝑃 | 𝐿𝑃𝑆)) & ((𝐼𝐿1𝑏 & 𝐼𝐿6) | 𝐼𝐿23 | 𝐼𝐿2)) | 𝑇ℎ17_𝑀 

𝑇ℎ1 = (𝑇ℎ0 & ((𝐼𝐿12 | 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 | 𝐼𝐿18) | (𝐷𝐶 & 𝐼𝐿12 & 𝐼𝐿23 & 𝐿𝑃𝑆))) &! ((( ⋃ 𝐼𝐿17𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1  & ⋃ 𝐼𝐿12𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2

𝑖=1 ) 

| ( ⋃ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1 |  ⋃ 𝑇ℎ2𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2

𝑖=1 |  ⋃ 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1  |  

⋃ 𝐼𝐿10𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1 | ⋃ 𝑰𝑳𝟒𝒕−𝒊𝒅𝒐𝒘𝒏𝒓𝒆𝒈_𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍=𝟐

𝒊=𝟏  )) &𝑻𝒉𝟏)  
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𝑇ℎ2 = (𝑻𝒉𝟎 & (𝑰𝑳𝟏𝟎 |((𝑰𝑳𝟏𝟖 & 𝑰𝑳𝟒) &! 𝑰𝑳𝟏𝟐))| ((𝑻𝒉𝟐 & 𝑰𝑳𝟒) &! (⋂ 𝑻𝒉𝟐𝒕−𝒊𝒖𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒈_𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍=𝟐
𝒊=𝟏  & ⋂ 𝑰𝑳𝟒𝒕−𝒊𝒖𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒈_𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍=𝟐

𝒊=𝟏 )))&!   

((⋃ 𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒈𝒕−𝒊𝒅𝒐𝒘𝒏𝒓𝒆𝒈_𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍=𝟐
𝒊=𝟏 |  ⋃ 𝑰𝑭𝑵𝒈𝒕−𝒊𝒅𝒐𝒘𝒏𝒓𝒆𝒈_𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍=𝟐

𝒊=𝟏 |  ⋃ 𝑻𝑮𝑭𝒃𝒕−𝒊𝒅𝒐𝒘𝒏𝒓𝒆𝒈_𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍=𝟐
𝒊=𝟏 ) & 𝑻𝒉𝟐)   

𝐼𝐿4 = 𝑇ℎ2 

𝐼𝐿15 = (𝐹𝐼𝐵𝑅𝑂𝐵𝐿𝐴𝑆𝑇 & (𝑀𝐷𝑃 | 𝐿𝑃𝑆 | 𝑃𝐺𝑁)) | (𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 & (𝐿𝑃𝑆 | 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔)) 

𝐼𝐿12 = ((((𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 | 𝐷𝐶 ) & (𝐿𝑃𝑆 |𝑃𝐺𝑁) & 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔) &! (𝐼𝐿12 & ⋃ 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=4
𝑖=1  )) | (𝐷𝐶 & 𝐼𝐿1𝑏) |   

(𝐼𝐿12 & (𝐼𝐿13 | 𝐼𝐿4))) &! ((⋃ 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=4
𝑖=1  |  ⋃ 𝐼𝐿10𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=4

𝑖=1  )& 𝐼𝐿12)  

𝐼𝐿13 = 𝑇ℎ2  

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔 = (⋂ 𝑇ℎ0𝑡−𝑖𝑇𝐻𝑅_𝑇ℎ0_𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔=3
𝑖=1 & (𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏 | 𝑻𝑳𝑹𝟐)) &! ((⋃ 𝐼𝐿6𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2

𝑖=1 | ⋃ 𝐼𝐿21𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1 |  

 ⋃ 𝑰𝑳𝟐𝟑𝒕−𝒊𝒅𝒐𝒘𝒏𝒓𝒆𝒈_𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍=𝟐

𝒊=𝟏 | ⋃ 𝑇ℎ17𝑡−𝑖|  ⋃ 𝐼𝐿22𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1

𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1 | ⋃ 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2

𝑖=1 ) & 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔)  

𝑁𝐾 = (𝐼𝐿15 |𝐼𝐿2 | 𝐼𝐿12 |𝐼𝐿23| (𝑰𝑳𝟏𝟖 & 𝑰𝑳𝟏𝟎)) &! (⋃ 𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒈𝒕−𝒊𝒅𝒐𝒘𝒏𝒓𝒆𝒈𝒄𝒆𝒍𝒍=𝟐
𝒊=𝟏 & 𝑵𝑲)   

𝐷𝐸𝐹 = 𝐼𝐿22 | 𝐼𝐿17 | ⋂ 𝑁𝑂𝐷2𝑡−𝑖𝑇𝐻𝑅_𝑁𝑂𝐷2_𝐷𝐸𝐹=3
𝑖=1   

𝐼𝐿2 = 𝑇ℎ0 | (𝑇ℎ0_𝑀 & (𝑀𝐷𝑃 | 𝐿𝑃𝑆 | 𝑃𝐺𝑁)) | 𝐷𝐶 

𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 = (𝑁𝐹𝑘𝐵 | ((𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 & (𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 |𝐼𝐿15))&! ( ⋂ 𝑁𝐹𝑘𝐵𝑡−𝑖𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1    &( ⋂ 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑡−𝑖𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2

𝑖=1  | 

⋂ 𝐼𝐿15𝑡−𝑖𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1 ))))&! (⋃ 𝐼𝐿10𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2

𝑖=1  & 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅)  

𝐷𝐶 = 𝑁𝐹𝑘𝐵 &! (⋃ 𝐼𝐿10𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1  & 𝐷𝐶)  

𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴_𝐵 = ((𝐿𝑃𝑆 | 𝑀𝐷𝑃 | 𝑃𝐺𝑁) | (𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴_𝐵 & 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎) &!  (⋂ 𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴_𝐵𝑡−𝑖𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑟𝑒𝑐=2
𝑖=1 &   

⋂ 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝑡−𝑖𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑟𝑒𝑐=2
𝑖=1 )) &!  𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏  

𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑈𝐿𝑃𝐵1_6 = 𝐶𝐷8_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷 & (𝐿𝑃𝑆|𝑀𝐷𝑃|𝑃𝐺𝑁) 

𝐶𝐷8_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷 = (𝐿𝑃𝑆 | 𝑃𝐺𝑁 | 𝑀𝐷𝑃)&! ((⋂ 𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴_𝐵𝑡−𝑖𝑇𝐻𝑅_𝐿𝐼𝐺𝐴𝑁𝐷𝑆_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷=3
𝑖=1 | ⋂ 𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑈𝐿𝑃𝐵_1_6𝑡−𝑖𝑇𝐻𝑅_𝐿𝐼𝐺𝐴𝑁𝐷𝑆_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷=3

𝑖=1   

| (⋃ 𝐼𝐿21𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1  & ⋃ 𝐼𝐿2𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2

𝑖=1 )) & 𝐶𝐷8_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷)  

𝑁𝐾_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷 = (𝐿𝑃𝑆|𝑃𝐺𝑁|𝑀𝐷𝑃) &! (⋃ 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1 | ⋂ 𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴_𝐵𝑡−𝑖𝑇𝐻𝑅_𝐿𝐼𝐺𝐴𝑁𝐷𝑆_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷=3

𝑖=1  |   

⋂ 𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑈𝐿𝑃𝐵_1_6𝑡−𝑖𝑇𝐻𝑅_𝐿𝐼𝐺𝐴𝑁𝐷𝑆_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷=3
𝑖=1  |(⋃ 𝐼𝐿21𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2

𝑖=1  & ⋃ 𝐼𝐿12𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1 )) & 𝑁𝐾_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷)  

𝐶𝐷4_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷 = (𝐿𝑃𝑆 | 𝑃𝐺𝑁 | 𝑀𝐷𝑃 | (𝐶𝐷4_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷 & (𝐼𝐿15 | 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎)) &! (⋂ 𝐶𝐷4_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷𝑡−𝑖𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑟𝑒𝑐=2
𝑖=1    

& (⋂ 𝐼𝐿15𝑡−𝑖𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑟𝑒𝑐=2
𝑖=1 |  ⋂ 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝑡−𝑖𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑟𝑒𝑐=2

𝑖=1 ))) &! ((⋃ 𝐼𝐿10𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1  |   

⋂ 𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑀𝐼𝐶𝐴_𝐵𝑡−𝑖𝑇𝐻𝑅_𝐿𝐼𝐺𝐴𝑁𝐷𝑆_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷=3

𝑖=1  |  ⋂ 𝐼𝐸𝐶_𝑈𝐿𝑃𝐵_1_6𝑡−𝑖𝑇𝐻𝑅_𝐿𝐼𝐺𝐴𝑁𝐷𝑆_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷=3
𝑖=1  ) & 𝐶𝐷4_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷))  

𝐹𝐼𝐵𝑅𝑂𝐵𝐿𝐴𝑆𝑇 = ((𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 & (𝐼𝐿4 | 𝐼𝐿13 | 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏))|𝐼𝐿2)&! ((⋃ 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2
𝑖=1 | ⋃ 𝐼𝐿12𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙=2

𝑖=1 )   

& 𝐹𝐼𝐵𝑅𝑂𝐵𝐿𝐴𝑆𝑇)  

𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐹𝑂𝑅 = 𝑁𝐾 | 𝑁𝐾_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷 

𝐺𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑍𝐵 = 𝐶𝐷8_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷 | 𝑁𝐾 | 𝑁𝐾_𝑁𝐾𝐺2𝐷 | (𝐷𝐶 &! (𝐿𝑃𝑆 | 𝑃𝐺𝑁)) 

OUTPUT NODE 

𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑠 = (𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 & 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎) | (𝐹𝐼𝐵𝑅𝑂𝐵𝐿𝐴𝑆𝑇 & (𝐼𝐿21 | 𝐼𝐿17 | 𝐼𝐿1𝑏 | 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎)) 

*Bold text within Boolean equations indicates that the information belongs to animal data 
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With the aim of making the network model more accessible to the community it has been uploaded 

to “The Cell Collective” (71,72) platform (https://www.cellcollective.org/#cb963d7f-75cb-4b2e-8987-

0c7592a9c21d). In addition, the supporting information document “Supporting information_IBD.txt” 

provides the network model in text format ready for simulation in the R-based freely available package 

SPIDDOR (63) and an html tutorial as a guide to reproduce the results 

(User_Guide_SPIDDOR_IBD.html). 

3.2. Perturbation analysis and clustering: Network robustness 

The results of the network perturbation analysis are presented in Fig 2. The heatmap shows the impact 

of a single blockage of each node in every network node. The results indicate that most node blockages 

did not trigger considerable changes, suggesting that the IBD network is robust (51). Some 

perturbations led to a higher activation of the nodes, while down regulations were more common. 

The heatmap was combined with a hierarchical clustering grouping together the nodes that caused 

similar alterations. Knockout of the NFkß node appeared to be the most relevant alteration as it caused 

a reduction in expression of many of the nodes that were reported to be overexpressed in IBD 

patients. The knockout of the Th0 node (representing activated CD4+ T cells) also elicited a reduction 

in MMPs. The positive effects of the NFkß and Th0 node blockades on MMPs decreased expression, 

resembled some of the known mechanisms of action of glucocorticoids, inhibitors of T cell activation 

and proinflammatory cytokines, as well as potent suppressors of the effector function of monocyte-

macrophage and fibroblastic activity, interfering with the NFκB inflammatory signal (73–75). 

Fig 2. IBD network perturbation analysis and 

clustering. The heatmap indicates the effect 

of single blockage of each node (columns) in 

every network node (rows). The colour in each 

cell corresponds to the Perturbation Index (PI) 

of the nodes. When there is no change in the 

expression of the node, the cells of the 

heatmap would be black, having a value 

between 0.8 and 1.25 in their PIs. Otherwise, 

when the perturbation causes an 

overexpression in a node, the cell in the 

heatmap would be orange coloured, with PIs 

values greater than 1.25. On the contrary, a 

value of 0.8 or smaller, blue colour, indicates 

that the perturbation causes a 

downregulation of the node. The numeric 

scale in the legend represents different values 

of the nodes Perturbation Index (PI) under 

different perturbations. Nodes that induce 

similar alterations are hierarchically clustered.  

https://www.cellcollective.org/#cb963d7f-75cb-4b2e-8987-0c7592a9c21d
https://www.cellcollective.org/#cb963d7f-75cb-4b2e-8987-0c7592a9c21d
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3.3.  Network accuracy and validation 

3.3.1. Experimental and clinical information 

Simulations of chronic infection in IBD individuals show that the model reproduced satisfactorily 

experimental and clinical information (summarized in Table 3 and supporting information 

S3_Table_IBD_Validation). Fig 3 shows the results of the simulation for each network node after 

reaching the attractor state for virtual healthy and IBD subjects. In total, 31 upregulations in 

experimental studies were replicated with our simulations. Similarly, the 9 nodes reported as altered 

appeared upregulated in the simulations, and finally, the three nodes whose profiles were not known 

also proved to be upregulated. 

 

Table 3. Expression of network nodes in IBD patients.  

 

NODE EXPRESSION NODE EXPRESSION NODE EXPRESSION NODE EXPRESSION 

PGN 
MDP 
LPS 

Altered IL1 Upregulated Th2 Upregulated DC Downregulated 
in Blood-
Upregulated in 
mucosa 

TLR2 Upregulated IFN Upregulated IL4 Altered IEC_MICA_B Upregulated 

TLR4 Upregulated IL23 Upregulated IL15 Upregulated IEC_ULPB1_6 Upregulated 

NOD2 Altered IL22 Upregulated IL12 Upregulated CD8_NKG2D Upregulated 

NFkB Altered IL21 Upregulated IL13 Upregulated NK_NKG2D Unknown 

IL6 
 

TNF 

Upregulated 
 
Upregulated 

IL17 Upregulated Treg Downregulated 
in Blood-
Upregulated in 
mucosa 

CD4_NKG2D Upregulated 

TGF Upregulated IL10 Upregulated NK Upregulated FIBROBLAST Upregulated 

Th0 Unknown Th17 Upregulated DEF Altered MMPs Upregulated 

Th0_M Upregulated Th17_M Upregulated IL2 Upregulated PERFOR Altered 

IL18 Upregulated Th1 Altered MACR Unknown GRANZB Upregulated 

 

A total of 31 nodes are reported as upregulated in IBD patients, 9 are reported to be altered (when 

different reports from literature are inconclusive or contradictory) and 3 nodes are unknown. 
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Fig 3. IBD network simulation results. Attractor state of every network node for healthy and IBD simulated 

individuals under chronic antigen exposure.  

 

3.3.2. Clinical trials 

In our simulations, three drugs that have failed to prove clinical efficacy in clinical trials (anti-IL17, anti-

IFNγ and rhuIL-10) also exhibited no benefit in the simulated surrogate for the disease score (Fig 4). 

Simulations with anti-TNFα, a biologic therapy approved for IBD, showed a decrease in the disease 

score. Simulations with anti-IL12-IL23, a recently approved therapy for IBD, showed a slight decrease 

in MMPs and anti-IL2 therapy simulation showed a decrease similar to anti-TNFα. In addition, the new 

promising therapy (GMA), equivalent to an anti-MACR in our model showed a decrease in MMPs 

similar to that for anti-TNFα.  
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Fig 4. Comparison of MMPs expression after the 

simulation in IBD simulated individuals of 

different therapies. Simulated therapies: Anti-

TNFα, GMA therapy (equivalent to knocking out 

our MACR node), anti-IL17, human recombinant 

IL10 (rhulL-10), anti-IFNγ, anti-IL2 and anti-IL12-

IL23. Comparing with untreated simulation, we 

can see a 30.7%, a 27.1%, a 31.9% and a 4.1% 

decrease in the MMPs expression simulating 

anti-TNFα, GMA therapy, anti-IL2 and anti-IL12-

IL23 respectively. There is no major change in 

MMPs expression for the two which failed in 

clinical trials anti-IL17 (a 6.5% decrease) and 

human recombinant IL10 (a 3.2% decrease). 

Otherwise, anti-IFNγ therapy simulation shows 

an increase in MMPs expression of 16.0% 

compared to Untreated.  

 

4. Discussion 

In the current study, we present a Systems Pharmacology (SP) network model for IBD based on the 

main cells and proteins involved in the disease. Our analysis appears timely, as IBD has recently been 

attracting increasing attention (76–80). We attempted to meet one of the major challenges in 

inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), which is the integration of IBD-related information to construct a 

predictive model. We are not the only ones following this line of research, as Lauren A Peters et al. 

have very recently performed a key driver analysis to identify the genes predicted to modulate 

network regulatory states associated with IBD (76). Both analyses could be integrated in the future 

and inform our post-transcriptomic network with the key driver genes identified by Lauren A Peters 

et al. (76). 

In comparison with the previous quantitative approaches for IBD (20,21,33,34), our model identified 

Naive CD4+ T Cells, Macrophages and Fibroblasts cells as relevant in IBD. Also, in addition to the six 

interleukins (TGFß, IL6, IL17, IL10, IL12 and IFNγ) considered by Mei et al. (33,34), our network involves 

10 interleukins more, which could represent possible IBD biomarkers (81). The procedure to evaluate 

the potential role of the different components on the disease as plausible biomarkers, would be equal 

to the one described in section 2.5 (perturbation analysis and clustering), focussing on the changes in 

the output node. 

In the validation of network models, robustness and practical applicability represent critical aspects. 

The fact that the information gathered from the literature was obtained under very different 

experimental designs/conditions/methodologies, represents a challenge with respect to validation. 

https://paperpile.com/c/etQ4Z9/TUS8V
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This led us to propose and adopt a novel strategy consisting of the comparison of the results of model-

based virtual pathway simulations with those reported in the literature for IBD patients. Using this 

approach, we obtained a qualitative reproduction of IBD in which all the network elements that have 

been reported as upregulated in IBD patients appeared upregulated in our simulation results. The 

perturbation analysis of the network was performed by a single blockage in each node to analyse how 

that type of alteration propagates through the entire network reflecting the case of single 

polymorphisms, which represents the simplest case of IBD disease. Despite of the simplicity of this 

analysis, the results obtained from the model accuracy and validation procedures are encouraging. 

Results from the perturbation analysis indicate that the proposed network model is robust as 

alterations in most nodes did not trigger considerable changes in the network (82). 

Once validated and checked for robustness, the network was challenged to qualitatively reproduce 

the readouts of five different therapies reported in experimental and clinical studies. The outcome of 

this challenge was similar to the clinical output in IBD patients. By the simulation of TNFα or MACR 

knockout (simulating Granulocyte and Monocyte Apheresis), a decrease in MMPs node was observed, 

which is in line with therapy success in clinical practice by a decrease in Crohn's Disease Activity Index 

(CDAI) Score (44,45,63,64,46–48,52–55,61). On other hand, IL17 or IFNγ knockout or IL10 

overexpression did not show major change in MMPs expression, suggested a failed therapy as was 

indeed found in clinical practice (57–59,62). 

Surprisingly, the model shows that a knockout of IL2 leads to a reduction in MMPs similar to that of a 

knockout of TNFα, even when previous results of clinical trials with Basiliximab or Daclizumab 

(monoclonal antibodies that bind to the interleukin 2 receptor CD25) in Ulcerative Colitis have failed 

to show superiority to corticosteroids alone (60,61). The mechanism of action of corticosteroids has 

not been fully described, yet it is known that corticosteroids cause diminished levels of IL2 mRNA 

(83,84). Together with the rest of corticosteroid inhibitory mechanisms, this would be the reason why 

Basiliximab or Daclizumab do not show superiority to corticosteroids alone. 

Among the potential applications the current network supports: (i) biomarker selection given that the 

cytokines TNFα, IL21, IL17 and IL1ß, which can be easily measured in peripheral plasma with different 

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits (85,86), are the model components directly related 

to MMPs activation, (ii) search for optimal combination therapy to overcome the high attrition rates 

in phase clinical trials with single therapies, which are mainly due to lack of efficacy (87), and (iii) 

management of multiscale information such as the integration of proteomic gene expression data (76) 

accounting for IBD polymorphisms to anticipate responders and non-responders. With such a type of 

data able to correlate a genetic alteration with a decrease or an increase in protein expression, it 
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would be possible to simulate one specific genetic alteration by altering the protein expression. This 

would allow one of the limitations of the current network at the present time to be overcome with 

regard to the effects of Ustekinumab, a monoclonal antibody targeting free IL12 and IL23, which has 

been recently approved for moderately to severely active Crohn’s disease in adults who have failed to 

treatment with immunomodulators, or more than one TNF blockers (87). Simulation results based 

on the known mechanisms of Ustekinumab showed just a 4.1% decrease in tissue damage. On the 

other hand, when simulating TNFα blocker effects, tissue damage decreased by 30.6% even though a 

substantial percentage of patients showed poor control of the disease after treatment with anti-TNFα 

antibody (15,16). 

We emphasize that the proposed network model is fully accessible which allows it to undergo 

immediate testing and further development. In that respect, it should be noted that although our 

model intended to include information of human origin exclusively, some critical pathways had to be 

complemented with animal derived data (even though in the current case the percentage of human 

supported pathways is greater than in previous computational models (20,88,89)), but we are aware 

of the wide differences in the immune system between species (36–38). 

This study addresses the goals of systems pharmacology by effectively encompassing prior knowledge 

to generate a mechanistic and predictive understanding at the systems level for IBD. Semi-quantitative 

understanding at the network level is necessary prior to the generation of detailed quantitative 

models for within-host disease dynamics. The current IBD model and the companion literature 

summary archive will drive the development of a dynamic (i.e., ordinary differential equation driven) 

model involving meaningful parameters capable of simulating longitudinal data, and allowing model 

reduction as well the goal of parameter estimation during the clinical stages of the drug development 

process. In addition, our IBD network can be extended to other inflammatory diseases, as main 

pathways in the model are common to most inflammatory conditions (90,91), and the outputs of our 

nodes could also serve as inputs to broader-scale logic models; for example, incorporating structures 

from available logic models of some of our nodes such as fibroblast (82), IL1 or IL6 (92). 

In summary, we present a network model for inflammatory bowel disease which is available and ready 

to be used and can cope with (multi-scale) model extensions. It is supported by a comprehensive 

repository summarizing the results of the most relevant literature in the field. This model proved to 

be promising for the in silico evaluation of potential therapeutic targets, the search for pathway 

specific biomarkers, the integration of polymorphisms for patient stratification, and can be reduced 

and transformed in quantitative model/s. 
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Supporting information 

Supporting_Infromation_Methods. Document with detailed description of the methodology.  

S1_table_Abbreviations. List of abbreviations. 

(PDF in the CD) 

S2_table_IBD_Network_Repository. Table of nodes and interactions supported by references. 

(PDF in the CD) 

S3_table_IBD_validation. Table of alterations in patients of IBD network nodes supported by 

references. 

(PDF in the CD) 

IBD.txt. Text document with the Boolean functions written in SPIDDOR nomenclature for iBD 

simulation. 

(txt in the CD) 

User_Guide_SPIDDOR_IBD.html. html tutorial about how to reproduce the results from the present 

manuscript with the SPIDDOR package. 

(html in the CD) 
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Supporting information: Methods 

1. Boolean network building and R implementation 

Activation or inhibition signals between nodes are described as combinations of the logic 

operators: AND (&), OR (|) and NOT (!) condensed in a mathematical expression called boolean 

function for each node. To obtain more realistic simulation results, we also introduced 

activation/inhibition thresholds, positive modulators and negative modulators. 

Threshold operator (1) is represented with the U and ⋂  notation in the boolean functions (Table 

1 from results). The U and ⋂  operators require a duration argument, which indicates the 

number of previous iteration that must be evaluated for a regulator node (2). For example, as 

equation 1 shows, the nodes Perforin (PERFOR), Granzyme B (GRANZB) and Defensins (DEF) 

inhibit Peptidoglycan (PGN) activation whenever any of these three nodes have been activated 

for 6 consecutive iterations (AG_elim=6). 

 

𝑃𝐺𝑁 =  ! (⋂ 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6
𝑖=1  | ⋂ 𝐺𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑍𝐵𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6

𝑖=1  |  ⋂ 𝐷𝐸𝐹𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6
𝑖=1  )  

(1) 

Furthermore, there are many cases in the literature in which a node A is not able to activate 

another node B, but A can increase or prolong B expression if B is activated by other signals. We 

considered this relationship as a positive modulation of node B by node A and we expressed it 

with the following combination of Boolean operators: B* = Activators OR (B AND A) (2). Positive 

modulators in IBD network can be used for cell, cytokine or receptor nodes. Interleukin 22 (IL22) 

boolean function includes an example of positive modulator for cytokines (equation 2). The 

Boolean function of this modulation is: 

𝐼𝐿22 = 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 | 

|((𝐼𝐿22 & 𝑇ℎ0 & 𝐼𝐿21) &! (⋂ 𝐼𝐿22𝑡−𝑖𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=3
𝑖=1 & ⋂ 𝑇ℎ0𝑡−𝑖𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=3

𝑖=1 & ⋂ 𝐼𝐿21𝑡−𝑖𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=3
𝑖=1 ))  

(2) 

meaning that once IL22 has been activated, Th0 and IL21 can prolong the activation, but this 

prolongation lasts three iterations (upreg_cyt=3). 

Similarly, if node A cannot directly inhibit node B but it can decrease or shorten its expression it 

was considered as a negative modulation, expressed as B*=Activators AND NOT (B AND A) (2). 

Negative modulators in IBD network can be used for cell or cytokine nodes. Interleukin 1 beta 

(IL1) boolean function includes an example of negative modulator for cytokines (equation 3). 

IL10 node, act as negative modulator for IL1 node (3,4). The Boolean function of this 

modulation would be: 

𝐼𝐿1𝑏 = 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 &! (𝐼𝐿1𝑏 & ⋃ 𝐼𝐿10𝑡−𝑖𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑔_𝑐𝑦𝑡=4
𝑖=1 )  

(3) 

https://paperpile.com/c/9DXRk6/2FHJ
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meaning that once IL1 has been activated, IL10 can inhibit IL1 activation, but it is necessary 
for IL10 to be activated during 4 consecutive iterations (downreg_cyt=4). 

 
 

2. Simulations 
 

IBD scenarios were recreated by simulating chronic exposure to bacterial antigens. Muramyl 

dipeptide (MDP), Peptidoglycan (PGN) and Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) antigens were chosen 

because these antigens seem to play a critical role in the development and pathophysiology of 

IBD (5-7). These three antigens were considered the input nodes of the model and their boolean 

functions were identical. The IBD network can be used to simulate different scenarios, such as 

chronic infection in a non-IBD individual or an IBD individual. Table S1 shows the boolean 

equation and the value for each threshold parameter to simulate these scenarios: 

 
S1 Table. Ag boolean function for the simulation of different scenarios. Chronic infection in a non-IBD individual and 

an IBD individual. Ag means antigen, which are any of the network initial conditions (PGN, MDP or LPS).  

BOOLEAN FUNCTION SIMULATED CONDITION 

𝐴𝑔 = ! (⋂ 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=1
𝑖=1 | ⋂ 𝐺𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑍𝐵𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=1

𝑖=1  |  ⋂ 𝐷𝐸𝐹𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=1
𝑖=1  )  Chronic infection in a non-IBD 

individual 

𝐴𝑔 = ! (⋂ 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝐹𝑂𝑅𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6
𝑖=1 | ⋂ 𝐺𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑍𝐵𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6

𝑖=1  |  ⋂ 𝐷𝐸𝐹𝑡−𝑖𝐴𝐺−𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑚=6
𝑖=1  )  IBD individual 

 
As table S1 shows, IBD individuals were simulated with: (i) Chronic antigen exposure, which is in 
line with intestinal dysbiosis in IBD patients according to the literature, and (ii) impairment in 
antigen elimination, with the threshold operator Ag_elim=6 [4–6].  
 
We also aimed to incorporate existing knowledge on the relative duration of the processes. 

These processes include ligand–receptor binding, signal transduction, cytokine production or 

cell differentiation. The final value for each positive, negative or threshold operator was found 

through fine tuning to the desired output, an attractor state for each node in the sense of a 

chronic inflammatory process. Regarding threshold operators for cell differentiation or ligand–

receptor binding, we used as guide the work developed by Thakar et al. (1). Table S2 summarizes 

the selected value for all the IBD network operators. 

 
S2 Table. IBD network simulation conditions. Positive modulator operators are used in cell (upreg_cell), cytokine 

(upreg_cytokines) or receptor (upreg_rec) nodes. The negative modulator operators are used in cell (downreg_cell) 

or cytokine (downreg_cytokines) nodes. Threshold operators represent a delay in cell differentiation from Activated 

CD4+ T cell to T regulatory cell (THR_Th0_Treg and UTh0) or in ligand–receptor binding (THR_LIGANDS_NKG2D and 

THR_NOD2_DEF). 

POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE OPERATORS  THRESHOLD OPERATORS 

NAME TIME DELAY NAME TIME DELAY 

upreg_cell 
upreg_cyt 
upreg_rec 
downreg_cell 
downreg_cyt 

2 
3 
2 
2 
4 

THR_Th0_Treg 
THR_Th0 
THR_LIGANDS_NKG2D 
THR_NOD2_DEF 
AG_elim 

3 
3 
3 
5 
6 For IBD simulation 

https://paperpile.com/c/5MxVsQ/vMxf+iCzu+Qmqe
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Abstract 

Crohn's disease (CD) is a complex inflammatory bowel disease whose pathogenesis appears to 

involve several immunological defects causing functional impairment of the gut. Its complexity 

and the reported lack of effectiveness of standard of care together with the increase in its 

worldwide incidence require the application of techniques aiming to find new therapeutic 

strategies. Currently, systems pharmacology (SP) modelling has been gaining importance as it 

integrates the available knowledge of the system into a single computational model. In this 

work, we have adapted the six‐stage workflow for the robust application of SP modelling to the 

main interleukins (ILs) involved in the CD scenario. These steps involved: (i) scope definition, (ii) 

species selection and circulating plasma levels based on a search in the literature and (iii) 

representation of model topology and parametrization of the interactions, after literature data 

extraction and curation, and the implementation of ordinary differential equations in 

SimBiology® (MATLAB®vR2018b). (iv) Model curation and evaluation by visual comparison of 

simulated ILs concentrations with the reported levels in plasma, and sensitivity analysis 

performed to confirm model robustness and identify the most influential parameters. Finally, 

(v) exposure to two dose levels of recombinant human IL10 was evaluated by simulation and 

comparison with reported clinical study results. In summary, we present a QSP model for the 

main ILs involved in CD developed using a standardized methodology and supported by a 

comprehensive repository summarizing the most relevant literature in the field. This model has 

proven to be promising for the in silico evaluation of biomarkers and potential therapeutic 

targets.
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1. Introduction 

Crohn's disease (CD) is a complex inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), which causes a functional 

impairment of the gut wall leading to abdominal pain, severe diarrhoea, fatigue, weight loss and 

malnutrition (1). The disease is characterized by discontinuous ulceration and inflammation 

throughout the entire gastrointestinal tract, with the ileum and colon being the most affected 

areas (2). 

CD is an heterogeneous disorder with a multifactorial aetiology in which both genetics and 

environment play a key role (3). The pathogenesis of CD appears to involve a primary defect in 

innate immune mechanisms leading to an aggressive acquired (T cell) immune response to a 

subset of commensal enteric bacteria, resulting in dysregulated expressions of molecules 

involved in pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory processes (4,5). Some of these upregulated 

molecules, named interleukins, are tumour necrosis alpha (TNFα), IL6, IL1 beta (IL1β), IL17, IL21, 

IL12, IL23, interferon gamma (IFNγ), transforming growth factor beta (TGFβ) and IL10 (5). These 

altered expressions are associated with impaired mucosal barrier functionality and/or bacterial 

clearance at the epithelial interface causing an alteration in microbiota homeostasis, increasing 

luminal gut antigens and leading to a life-long risk of inadequate and recurrent innate and 

adaptive immune activation, which implies the development of chronic tissue damage (6). 

Occasionally, the intestinal microbiota reached a state of balance leading to bacterial 

homeostasis, and hence, remission of the inflammatory episode until the next relapse (5). 

Despite the remarkable accumulation of knowledge regarding the disease mechanisms 

associated with CD development in recent decades and the wide range of therapeutic options 

available, there is still a significant number of patients that do not respond to primary therapy 

or present lower response throughout treatment, e.g. anti-TNF, which presents in up to 30-40 

% of primary non-responders and similar percentages of patients undergoing loss of response 

(7–9). It is worth noting that currently available biological therapies against CD target individual 

signalling pathways. Taking into account the large number of immune components and 

signalling pathways involved in CD pathogenesis, a single treatment may not be feasible for all 

of the CD patients. In line with this, there is evidence suggesting that the optimal treatment for 

CD should involve a combination of different drugs targeting several pathways (10–12). 

The increasing global incidence of CD (13,14) together with the reported lack of effectiveness of 

standard of care require a change in the paradigm of drug discovery and development by 

applying techniques that can help to find new targets and promising drugs to treat patients (15). 
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Taking into account that many molecular pathways in both the immune system and CD’s 

etiopathology have already been described individually, modelling becomes an attractive option 

as it enables the integration of available data into a computational framework in order to 

describe the dynamics of the disease, support target identification and allow the in silico 

evaluation of different therapeutic strategies.  

Recently, a network model integrating key elements of IBD and the immune system has been 

developed in our group (16). Despite the capability of the model to predict a variety of real 

scenarios, it does not account for the magnitude nor the temporality of the response to the 

simulated therapies given its Boolean nature. 

Consequently, herein we aim to build a quantitative systems pharmacology (QSP) model able to 

characterize the dynamic behaviour of plasma interleukins in CD using the previous network as 

a topological representation and starting scaffold (16) and incorporating those molecular 

pathways known to be relevant in CD for which human quantitative information are available. 

This modelling effort contributes and expands the limited current arsenal of systems 

pharmacology models developed for IBD covering the as yet small number of interleukins (17–

23). 

 

Figure 1: The six-stage iterative workflow followed for quantitative systems pharmacology modelling of 
CD. The text included in the blue section describes the conceptual objective of each stage and the 
corresponding technical objective is summarized in the adjacent grey squares. The workflow is iterative 
and model-based insights of different nature and degrees of robustness can be obtained at each stage.  
QSP: Quantitative systems pharmacology; CD: Crohn's disease; ODE: Ordinary differential equation. 
Figure adapted from (24). 
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In this work, the six‐stage workflow for robust application of systems pharmacology (SP) 

modelling proposed by Gadkar et al. (24) was adapted to the CD scenario (Fig. 1) . Once the 

objective (above-mentioned) was formulated, the steps considering scope definition and 

mathematical representation of biology are detailed in the methods section. The results section 

presents the ability of the model to capture the biological behaviour as well as the outcome 

from the sensitivity analysis (SA). Finally, the last step of the six-stage workflow is addressed in 

the discussion section. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Scope definition 

Plasma steady state levels of each of the interleukins (IL) and cells included in the previously 

developed network (16) were obtained for healthy subjects and CD patients based on a 

literature search. Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms were used during the review in 

different search engines such as PubMed, clinicaltrials.gov or Google scholar. Interestingly, a 

recent publication (25) provided information for several of the species under study, which was 

complemented with published clinical trials (Supplemental Table S1). The average plasma 

concentration (𝑥 ̅𝑤𝑡𝑑) was calculated by weighting the different reported average 

concentrations by the number of individuals per study (equation 1). 

 

𝑥 ̅𝑤𝑡𝑑 =  
∑ (𝑥 ̅𝑖 × 𝑤𝑖)𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

      

(1) 

Where 𝑥 ̅𝑖and 𝑤𝑖 refer to the average plasma concentration of the species of interest and the 

number of individuals reported in the ith study, respectively. 

Parameters characterizing model interactions among components were obtained either directly 

from the literature, when available, or estimated using human in vitro or in vivo data presented 

in tables or figures from the literature, always when a clear description of experimental 

conditions was provided. A detailed description of the data used for the parameter optimization 

of each interleukin is summarized in the Supplemental Methodology and Results. For modelling 

purposes, data shown in figures were extracted using the WebPlotDigitalizer v3.8 software.  
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2.2. Representing the biology of CD 

Visual note-taking diagrams 

Visual note-taking diagrams (i.e., topological representations) were generated for each of the 

interleukins making up the identified interactions (16). Then, these diagrams were used to 

develop the corresponding mathematical representation.  

Model parametrization and ordinary differential equations definition 

The general ordinary differential equation (ODE) describing the interleukins dynamics is 

represented in equation 2.  

𝑑𝐼𝐿𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿𝑖

× 𝑓(𝐼𝐿)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ + ∑ 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝐼𝐿𝑖
× 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 × 𝑔(𝐼𝐿)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝐼𝐿𝑖 × 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿𝑖
          (2) 

Where dILi/dt is the rate of change of the ith interleukin, its degradation is governed by the first 

order rate constant 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿𝑖
, and the synthesis is controlled by the zero- or first-order rate 

constants, 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿𝑖
 and 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝐼𝐿𝑖

, respectively. The choice of zero or first-order rate constant 

was dependent upon whether the production was considered to be constant or proportional to 

cell levels, respectively.  

The synthesis processes can also be modulated by other interleukins in the environment (jth 

interleukin) as represented by the vectors 𝑓(𝐼𝐿) and 𝑔(𝐼𝐿) with the next general expression 1 +

∑ ℎ(𝐼𝐿𝑗)𝑛
𝑗=1 , where the structure of ℎ(𝐼𝐿𝑗) refers to either a stimulation or an inhibition of 

synthesis following linear, sigmoidal EMAX or exponential dynamics by the jth interleukin. 

The values used for 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿𝑖
 were derived (𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿𝑖

= 𝑙𝑛2/𝑡1/2 ) from the human half-life values 

reported in the literature for the different ILs. In the case of IL22, IL17 and IL18 no human data 

were found, thus their half-lives were allometrically scaled from animals according to the 

following equation: 𝑡1/2 ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛 = 𝑡1/2 𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 × (
𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡ℎℎ𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙
 )

0.25
 (26).  

Parameter estimation and selection of the structure for ℎ(𝐼𝐿𝑗) were accomplished using the 

non-linear regression function (nls) available in R v3.5.0 and the akaike information criterion 

(AIC) (27). Each tested model was selected according to the richness of the available data, 

accounting for parameter identifiability. For instance, in the case where only two data points 

were available, only a linear model was tested. On the other hand, when richer data were 

available, different sub models were tested and the best one was selected. A detailed 

description of the data used for the parameter estimation of each interleukin is summarized in 

the Supplemental Methodology and Results. 
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The rate constants of synthesis were derived at the steady state condition (dILi/dt = 0) using the 

steady state levels extracted from the literature (Table 1), the 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿𝑖
 values and the parameter 

estimates for the selected ℎ(𝐼𝐿𝑗) functions, except for the synthesis rate of IFNγ elicited by Th1 

and Th17 cells, the values of which were found in the literature (28–30).  

Table 1. List of the mean value, standard deviation or range of the model species circulating levels for healthy subjects 
and CD patients. 

Specie* 
Healthy subjects 

mean ±SD|(range) 

CD 

mean ±SD|(range) 
Units 

MACRact  0 1.00 *105 cells/mL 

DCact 0 1.32 ± 3.71 * 104 cells/mL 

Th0act 0 1.95*105 cells/mL 

Th2 1.11±0.69 *104 1.45±0.90 *104 cells/mL 

Th1 5.39±1.04 *104 1.23±0.46 *105 cells/mL 

Th17 1.28±0.77 *104 1.93±0.89 *104 cells/mL 

Treg 2.83±0.70 *104 2.88 (0.07-4.84) *104 cells/mL 

IFNγ 20.95 (1.00-275.00) 30.74 (0-105.00) pg/mL 

TNFα 8.01 (0.61-42.00) 11.00 (0-976.00) pg/mL 

IL4 2.39 (0.01-15.62) 3.00±1.30 pg/mL 

IL10 6.12 (0.14-156.60) 26.53±±59.23 pg/mL 

TGFβ1 2.72±1.46 *104 4.93±3.74 *104 pg/mL 

IL12 13.65 (1.00-56.30) 33.04±31.66 pg/mL 

IL1β 1.02 (±0.81) 9.70 (±11.00) pg/mL 

IL18 2.42±0.90 *102 5.46±0.32 *102 pg/mL 

IL2 2.47 (0.25−15.90) 7.53(0−22.50) pg/mL 

IL17 20.16 (0-180.00) 44.50 (±70.76) pg/mL 

IL23 94.91 (7.80-439.00) 192.92±213.52 pg/mL 

IL6 5.99 (0-32.00) 38.46 (0-150.00) pg/mL 

IL22 24.55 (2.00-60.80) 37.44±6.58 pg/mL 

IL15 3.44 (0-16.77) 9.00±15.35 pg/mL 

*A detailed description of the population demographics from each trial and the assumptions made 
and the references of the clinical trials used are reported in table S1 from the supplementary material.  

Healthy condition 

The dynamic of the interleukins was characterized as explained, by processes of synthesis and 

degradation and the initial conditions reported in Table 1. In the healthy state, levels of activated 

APCs (aAPCs) were considered negligible and therefore the aAPCs mediated processes were not 

considered at this step. 

Crohn Disease condition 

For most of the ILs in the model, the rate constants of synthesis were derived using the initial 

condition for aAPCs and ILs reported for CD patients with the rest of the parameters obtained 

in healthy subjects. On the other hand, for the case of IL4, IL17, and IL22, whose synthesis 

processes are not modulated by aAPCs, the initial conditions were calculated using the CD 
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reported levels of the corresponding producing cells and the synthesis and degradation 

parameters used for the healthy condition.  

Capturing behaviour 

Model curation 

The systems pharmacology model was implemented in the MathWorks SimBiology® toolbox 

(MATLAB® R2018b) (31). Model structure and implementation were challenged by running 

unperturbed deterministic simulations and comparing the model predicted steady-state levels 

of the different interleukins to those obtained from the literature (Table 1) for healthy and CD 

conditions.  

Additionally, one thousand simulations were performed in which the initial conditions of the 

different components (ILs and cells) were randomly generated using log-normal distributions 

with the mean and standard deviation were provided in the literature (Table 1). To evaluate the 

behaviour of a specific IL, the rest of the species of the model were kept constant to their 

randomly generated initial condition for the entire simulation. Model performance was 

evaluated by visual inspection of the agreement between model predicted and real 

means/medians and the predicted distribution. 

Sensitivity analysis (SA) 

A local SA evaluating the change in steady state levels of each of the ILs as a function of variations 

in the model parameters was performed in Matlab® (R2018b), using the complex-step 

approximation method (MATLAB, 2018)(32). The integral of the fully normalized time-

dependent sensitivities from day 0 to day 28 were computed and reported as a heatmap.  

Therapy simulation 

Recombinant human IL10 (rhuIL10) was chosen to be tested as therapy due to the high 

relevance of IL10 in many of the model ILs). The levels of the different ILs in the model were 

simulated and evaluated during a virtual treatment with IL10 administered as an intravenous 

bolus once daily over seven consecutive days. The simulated doses allowed maximum 

concentrations of IL10 of 1 and 6 ng/mL to be achieved, thus mimicking the exposure to rhuIL10 

reached in a clinical study in CD patients (33). 
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3. Results 

3.1. Species selection and blood levels.  

A total of 21 species representative of the innate and adaptive immune response in CD was 

included in the model considering both cells and interleukins. The cells included were aAPCs 

[activated macrophages (MACRact) and activated dendritic cells (DCact)], Th0act, Th2, Th1, 

Th17, and Treg. On the other hand, the ILs included were IL4, IL10, TGFβ1, IL12, IFNγ, IL18, IL2, 

IL17, IL23, IL6, IL22, IL15, TNFα and IL1β. The average plasma concentration, range and 

demographics for each species for healthy subjects and CD patients along with the assumptions 

made and the corresponding set of references are reported in Table 1 and Table S1  

3.2. Representing the biology of CD 

Visual note-taking diagrams 

Fig. 2 provides an overall overview of the model components and their relationships consisting 

of 21 species (7 cells and 14 interleukins).  

 

Figure 2. Graphical representation of the CD model. Cells represented by coloured figures adapted from 
Servier Medical Art (smart.servier.com), are in charge of the synthesis of the interleukins included in the 
model, represented as small spheres. The interleukins promoting stimulation or inhibition of the synthesis 
process are denoted in green or red, respectively. 

Furthermore, Fig. 3 shows in detail the dynamics of IL12 as an example, where its synthesis (both 

baseline and mediated by aAPCs) is promoted by IFNγ and inhibited by TNFα, IL4, IL10 or TGFβ1. 

The topological representations for all the ILs sub-models considered, including model 
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assumptions, are presented in the Supplementary material and have served as basis for the 

development and implementation of the corresponding ODEs and integration into the entire 

QSP model. 

 

Figure 3. Graphical representation of IL12 kinetics. DC and MACR represent activated dendritic cells and 
macrophages, respectively. Synthesis stimulation is represented by green arrows and inhibitions are 
represented by red lines with a round edge.  

Model parametrization and ODEs definition 

The QSP model includes 14 ODEs, one for each IL, and 84 parameters accounting for the different 

processes. From the 84 total parameters, 45 were estimated from in vitro data (Supplemental 

Methodology and Results), 14 directly obtained from the literature (degradation constants) and 

the remaining 24 were derived as previously explained. Table S2 lists the values for all the model 

parameters. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the sub-models fitted for the IL12 influencing 

components, where the raw data and the model predictions are presented, along with the 

constructed ODE that characterizes IL12 dynamics. The IL12 model was developed based on the 

following information and assumptions: (i) synthesis is inhibited by TNFα, IL4, IL10 and TGFβ1 

(34–37) and stimulated by IFNγ (36); (ii) aAPCs (DCact and MACRact) are responsible for the 

increased levels of IL12 in CD patients with respect to the healthy condition in which aAPCs are 

considered negligible (34–36); and (iii) the magnitude of the effect of different ILs on the 

synthesis mediated by the two types of aAPCs is considered the same.  
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Figure 4: Graphical and mathematical representation of the models characterizing the influence of the 
different ILs on IL12 synthesis. The dashed blue lines refer to the model predictions and black points to 
the in vitro data obtained from the literature after being normalized to represent the effect of each 
specific interleukin in pg of IL12 synthesis per mL day and cell. A. IL4 inhibition (35), characterized by a 

linear model, B. IL10 inhibition (36), characterized by a sigmoidal IC50 model, C. TGF1 inhibition (37), 

characterized by an exponential model D. TNF inhibition (34), characterized by a sigmoidal Imax model 

and E. IFN stimulation (36), characterized by a linear model 

A full description of the ODEs for the different ILs of the model is given in the Supplementary 

material. Additionally, the full model structure is provided in a sbml and sbproj format 

(CD_Interleukins.xml and CD_Interleukins.sbproj) ensuring reusability and reproducibility.  
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Capturing behaviour 

Model curation 

Results from the deterministic simulation (in both healthy and CD conditions) showed that the 

simulated steady-state levels matched well the levels of ILs reported in the literature and used 

as initial conditions to derive ILs dynamics (data not shown). Additionally, the simulation results 

showed that randomly varying the different components of the model within their reported 

physiological ranges did not produce non-physiological steady-state levels for any of the ILs in 

both CD (Fig. 5) and the healthy condition (data not shown). Furthermore, the dispersion 

obtained for the different cytokines was constrained within their reported ranges, except for 

IL18 and IL22, although predicted ranges were in general narrower than those observed. 

 

Figure 5. Results of 1000 simulations assigning random values for each model component. The simulated 
interleukin distribution is represented in light green colour with the mean (solid line) and the 2.5-97.5th 
percentile of the simulations (dashed lines). Red colour represents the average (solid line) and the 
distribution (dashed lines) of the reported concentrations in the literature for CD patients (table 1).  

Sensitivity analysis 
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Fig. 6 summarizes the results from the local SA. None of the ILs showed a high degree of 

sensitivity to changes in any of the parameters, supporting biological stability. The most relevant 

parameters affecting interleukins dynamics were those directly related to degradation (intense 

dark red coloured cells in fig. 6). Consequently, IFNγ, IL10 and TNFα degradation-related 

parameters seemed to be the parameters exerting the greatest impact in the model, as they 

interfere in the synthesis of many interleukins. As expected, interleukins whose synthesis is 

highly regulated by other interleukins (TNFα, IFNγ and IL12 rows), showed a higher influence to 

the parameters governing their turnover.  

 

Figure 6. Local sensitivity analysis. The heatmap indicates the effect of the alteration of a single parameter 
(columns) in every interleukin of the model (rows). The colour in each cell corresponds to the result of the 
sensitivity of the parameter alteration for each interleukin, ranging from null (purple colour, close to 0) to 
high influence (red colour, close to 28). 

Therapy simulation 

The simulated profiles of the 14 ILs under the healthy condition, and non-treated and treated 

CD condition after administration of two virtual doses of rhuIL10 as described previously are 

presented in Fig. 7. With the lowest and highest doses, equivalent to 5 and 20 μg/kg respectively, 

a minor impact on IL12 and IL18 was observed as a reduction in their levels towards the healthy 

condition. Regarding IFNγ, and TNFα, the average concentration oscillated around the healthy 

level for the lower dose, which could be correlated to the optimal response. Moreover, further 

decreases in the average ILs steady state levels (below the healthy condition levels) are shown 

for the higher simulated doses (20 μg/kg) (33).  
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Figure 7. Results from the recombinant human IL10 (rhuIL10) simulated therapy. The blue and orange lines 
represent the IL simulated profiles after administration of 5 µg/kg and 20 µg/kg rhuIL10 doses, respectively, 
given as a bolus for seven consecutive days, starting at day 7. The red and green lines represent the Crohn´s 
Disease and healthy population average IL concentration obtained from the literature (table 1). 

4. Discussion  

In the current study, we present a QSP model characterizing the dynamics of the relevant ILs in 

CD in plasma. Our analysis appears timely, as CD incidence has dramatically increased worldwide 

(14) and the disorder has recently attracted more attention, as demonstrated by the increasing 

number of CD research studies and drug development programs (23,38–41). 

Different efforts have been undertaken in the past to describe quantitatively the different parts 

of the IBD system (17,18,20–22). The considerable number of ILs considered and the interaction 

among them, along with the focus just on the CD condition of the IBD and our effort to obtain 

parameter estimates exclusively of human origin represent the main contributions of our work 

with respect to others. Furthermore, the amount of updated literature compiled for the 

development of our model not only represents a detailed open and useful repository, but also 
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highlights current knowledge gaps on the interaction between cytokines, suggesting future 

experiments that could be performed to feed and refine the existing model.  

The fact that the information gathered from the literature was obtained under very different 

experimental designs/conditions represents a challenge with respect to integration for model 

building. Therefore, in order to mitigate the possible sources of variability, the methodology 

employed followed the workflow proposed by Gadkar (24) which aimed to standardize the 

building of QSP models. 

A number of assumptions were made throughout the process of model development, with the 

following being the most critical: (i) CD is a disease which occurs in the gastro intestinal tract. 

We assume that the plasma circulating interleukins are correlated to the affected areas, as 

previously demonstrated for some of the ILs considered in the current model (42–44); (ii) the 

use of in vitro data as a surrogate of in vivo system dynamics; (iii) no interaction (i.e., antagonism 

or synergism) was assumed between the different ILs modulating a particular synthesis process 

and solely additivity scenarios were considered; and (iv) linear, exponential or EMAX models were 

used to describe IL effects on the different synthesis processes. We should acknowledge that 

although some of these relationships might not be physiologically plausible, they can certainly 

appear within the biological ranges of the cytokines. Moreover, no indication of model 

misspecification or implausible simulated values was observed when challenging the model.  

Given the above-mentioned assumptions, deterministic and stochastic simulations were 

performed to challenge the QSP model and evaluate the consistency of the model structure and 

the parameter values. The simulated steady-state values obtained after randomly and 

simultaneously varying the initial conditions of the different ILs were located within reported 

physiological plasma ranges for CD condition. Nonetheless, the predicted ranges were in general 

narrower than those reported in the literature. This could be due to the fact that observations 

from several studies using different analytical methods and degrees of disease were pooled, but 

also to the fact that the proposed QSP model does not yet account for the dynamics of the 

different cells, which could also influence (increasing) predicted variability. Additionally, neither 

inter-individual variability, nor residual error were added to the different parameters, which 

would otherwise have resulted in an increase in the simulated range. Finally, the local SA (Fig. 

6) demonstrated that the impact of changing the parameters of the interleukin levels was not 

large, thus confirming the stability of the modelled biological system. Overall, these results 

support model robustness and indicate that the assumptions made at this stage were 

reasonable. 
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Regarding cell components, the model has been established in steady-state conditions where 

the levels of the IL expressing cells (Th0act, Th1, Th2, Th17, Treg and aAPCs) were assumed to 

be constant in the two conditions studied (the CD and healthy state). Therefore, the transition 

from the healthy to CD status and vice-versa is not accounted for dynamically by the model in 

its present form, but is rather a consequence of modifying the cells values based on the 

condition to emulate. However, this structural characteristic does not prevent the use of the 

proposed model to mimic IL-based therapies already tested in CD.  

In line with this, the Crohn Disease activity index score combined with biomarkers, such as C-

reactive protein or fecal calprotectin (45), are currently used to monitor disease status and 

treatment efficacy. Interestingly, the current model provides the opportunity to use the 

dynamics of additional components associated with CD that could contribute to evaluate 

therapeutic effects and disease status. In fact, the results from the review performed by Rogers 

(25) showed differences in circulating levels of the different ILs considered in our model 

between CD and healthy patients, opening up the possibility to at least consider a wider set of 

potential biomarkers. 

Indeed, the proposed model was used to test a virtual therapy with rhuIL-10 as shown in the 

results section (33), where the results obtained are in concordance with the general outcome of 

the clinical study. The simulation of a virtual dose equivalent to 5 and 20 µg/kg with our model 

provided return of main IL values to healthy levels. On the other hand, the levels for IFNγ and 

TNFα resulted in further decreases in their steady state levels (below the healthy condition 

levels) for both doses, resulting in lower levels for the higher simulated dose (20 μg/kg). 

Accordingly, the authors concluded that rhuIL-10 showed clinical remission and endoscopic 

improvement at the dose of 5 µg/kg, whereas higher doses showed a reduced response and 

limited safety (33). It might well be that the lack of efficacy reported by the authors could be the 

result of a higher incidence of adverse effects, as some of these are part of the of the primary 

and secondary measurement of efficacy, thus jeopardizing efficacy. Other therapies such as 

TNFα, IL12-23, or the IL17 or IFNγ monoclonal antibodies are approved or have already been 

tested in a clinical setting against CD (46–49). Even though these therapeutic interleukins or the 

targeted interleukins of these therapies are implemented in the model, their pathways are more 

related to cell dynamics (T-cell differentiation processes or Natural killer activation/response 

(16)), which are mechanisms beyond the scope of the current IL QSP model. Therefore, the 

present model brings certain confidence to simulations involving those pathways highly involved 

in ILs synthesis, such as IL10, and needs further development to improve the confidence in 
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therapy simulations related to T-cell differentiation or Natural Killer activation/response 

pathways.  

On the other hand, one of the characteristics that modelling offers is re-usability, which is even 

more relevant in the QSP arena as it is linked with the concept of translational research. In the 

current CD model, the parameter values were obtained under healthy and CD conditions, and 

therefore, it is likely that those values will change when evaluating other diseases where the 

immune system also plays a relevant role. However, we firmly believe that the structure of this 

model based on ILs interactions can be generalized to other diseases given adequate parameter 

calibration.  

In summary, a QSP model describing the dynamics of circulating ILs in humans with CD has been 

successfully developed and implemented computationally in Simbiology. Additionally, the 

evaluation of the model has been performed in terms of robustness and utility mimicking the 

CD condition and therapeutics. This manuscript contributes with detailed sub-models for each 

interleukin and related parameter values to be applied to CD thus providing a repository of great 

value by integrating the most relevant up to date literature, and additionally, it can be re-used 

in other therapeutic areas in which ILs play a relevant role as it is provided as a fully implemented 

model. Finally, as any QSP model, the current framework is a living project in which the dynamics 

of the cells are being considered, thus expanding the applicability of the network to evaluate 

therapeutics acting on those specific pathways.
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Tables 

 

Table S1. List of the mean value, standard deviation or range of the model species for each condition.  

SPECIE DEFINITION CONDITION MEAN VALUE  SD or RANGE UNITS N GENDER-%F AGE ORIGIN REFERENCE 

MACRact  
 

Activated 
macrophages  

HC 0 - cells/mL - - - - Assumption1 

CD 1.0000×105 - cells/mL - - - - (1,2)1 

DCact Activated 
dendritic cells  

HC 0 - cells/mL  - - - Assumption1 

CD 1.3200×104 ± 3.7100×104  cells/mL 19 47.36 34 
(18-49) 

China (3)1 

Th0act CD4+ T cells HC 0  - cells/mL  - - - Assumption1 

CD 1.9500×105 - cells/mL 22 - 16-35 UK (4)2 

Th2 CD4+IL-4+ T 
cells  

HC 1.1056×104 ± 6.9100×103 cells/mL 23 39.13 30 
(18-57) 

China (5,6)3 

CD 1.4511×104 ± 8.9830×103 cells/mL 46 36.95 28 
(11-59) 

China (5,6)3 

Th1 CD4+IFNγ+ T 
cells  

HC 5.3898×104 ± 1.0365×104 cells/mL 23 39.13 30 
(18-57) 

China (5,6)3 

CD 1.2299×105 ± 4.5606×104 cells/mL 46 36.95 28 
(11-59) 

China (5,6)3 

Th17 CD4+IL17+ T 
cells  

HC 1.2759×104 ±7.7829×103 cells/mL 116 69.56 
(39.13-100) 

45.4 
(27-60) 

China, Australia, Chile, 
France, Germany 

(7–11)4 

CD 1.9316×104 ±8.9539×103 cells/mL 149 36.95 32.85 
(11-59) 

China, Australia, 
Germany 

(7,8,11) 4 

Treg CD4+CD25+FO
XP3+ T cells  

HC 2.8283×104 ±7.0000×103 cells/mL 69 - 46 
(40-53) 

Austria, France, 
Germany 

(8,10,11) 4 

CD 2.8820×104 6.9100×102-
4.8370×104 

cells/mL 137 58.2 31.8 
(20-43) 

Poland, Germany (11,12) 4 

IFN Interferon 
gamma 
 

HC 20.950 1.0000-275.00 pg/mL 210 64.28 
(31.42-100) 

37.81 
(18-57) 

Japan, Sweeden, EEUU, 
China 

(7,13–17)5 

CD 30.740 0-105.0000 pg/mL 169 43.70 
(31.42-58.2) 

30.73 
(11-59) 

Japan, China, Poland (7,12,13) 5 
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TNF Tumour 
necrosis factor 
alpha 

HC 8.0100 0.6100-42.000 pg/mL 422 65.31 
(39.13-100) 

42.11  
(9-86) 

EEUU, China, Italy, 
Portugal, Sweden, UK, 
Turkey, Japan 

(7,14–28) 5 

CD 11.000 0-976.00 pg/mL 220 44.43 
(31.42-50) 

29.84 
(13-63) 

Japan, China, EEUU, 
Poland, Italy 

(7,12,13,19,2
4,28)5 

IL4 Interleukin 4 HC 2.3900 0.0100-15.620 pg/mL 842 59.43 
(39.13-100) 

45.47 
(18-86) 

China (7,14,15,25,2
7,29–32)5 

CD 3.0000 ±1.3000 pg/mL 46 36.95 28  
(11-59) 

China, Italy, EEUU, 
Sweden 

(7)5 

IL10 Interleukin 10 
 

HC 6.1200 0.14-156.60 pg/mL 878 59.96  
(39.3-100) 

43.29 
(9-86) 

Italy, EEUU, Sweeden, 
China, Italy, Germany, 
UK, Poland 

(14–
16,18,24,25,2
7–30,33–36)5 

CD 26.530 ±59.227 pg/mL 54 47.38 
(45-50) 

23.37 
(5-64) 

EEUU, Italy, Poland (24,28,33)5 

TGF1 Transforming 
growth factor 
beta 1 

HC 2.7157×104 ±1.4679×104 pg/mL 125 42.31 
(36.95-50) 

29.01 
(11-69) 

China, Italy, EEUU (7,24,33)5 

CD 4.9325×104 ±3.7461×104 pg/mL 77 57.35 
(39.13-90) 

42.62 
(9-82) 

China, Italy, EEUU, 
Sweden 

(7,24,33)5 

IL12 Interleukin 12 HC 13.6500 1.0000-56.300 pg/mL 446 74.70 
(31.42-100) 

47.50 
(7-79) 

Japan, Italy, China, 
EEUU, Sweeden, Turkey 

(13,14,25,29,
37,38)5 

CD 33.040 ± 31.662 pg/mL 55 31.42 31.70 
(13-59) 

Japan (13)5 

IL1 Interleukin 1 
beta 

HC 1.0200 ±0.8179 pg/mL 168 62.77 
(55.94-90) 

30.09 
(9-82) 

EEUU, Italy, Poland, 
Sweden, France 

(16,19,24,27,
28,39)5 

CD 9.7000 ±11.003 pg/mL 127 56.67 
(55-75) 

29.39 
(5-85) 

EEUU, Poland, France, 
Italy, Spain 

(19,24,39,40)5 

IL18 Interleukin 18 HC 2.4251×102 ±25.474 pg/mL 197 48.79 
(40-51.25) 

33.93 
(7-79) 

Poland, Austria, Turkey, 
Italy 

(20,22,41,42)5 

CD 5.4600×102 ±32.000 pg/mL 41 55.55 34.00 
(17-66) 

Austria (41)5 

IL2 Interleukin 2 HC 2.4700 0.2500−15.90 pg/mL 399 76.43 
(39.13-100) 

47.92 
(9-86) 

EEUU, China, Italy, 
Sweden 

(7,14,24,25,2
7,29)5 

CD 7.5300 0−22.5 pg/mL 136 48.87 27.31 EEUU, China, Poland (7,12,24)5 
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The super index close to the references1-5, apply to the assumptions made to obtain the mean value for the different species and those assumptions are defined 
below the table. HC: healthy subject; CD: Crohn disease patients; SD: standard deviation; N: total number of individuals; GENDER-%F: Mean female percentage 
and ranges; AGE: mean age and ranges reported in years. 
 
 

(36.95-58.2) (5-59) 

IL17 Interleukin 17A HC 20.160 0-180 pg/mL 946 60.52 
(31.42-100) 

44.00 
(7-86) 

Japan, Turkey, China, 
EEUU, Italy, Sweden, 
Portugal 

(7,13–
15,17,20,24,2
5,29,30,32,37,
43,44)5 

CD 44.500 ±70.764 pg/mL 191 43.58 
(31.42-58.2) 

28.57 
(5-59) 

Japan, EEUU, China, 
Poland 

(7,13,24,45)5 

IL23 Interleukin 23 
 

HC 94.910 2.8000-439.00 pg/mL 186 80.64 
(31.42-100) 

42.69 
(22-57) 

Japan, China, EEUU, 
Portugal 

(13,14,26,37,
44)5 

CD 192.92 ±213.52 pg/mL 55 31.42 31.7 
(13-59) 

Japan (13)5 

IL6 Interleukin 6 HC 5.9900 0-32.000 pg/mL 1205 65.03 
(31.42-100) 

42.11 
(7-86) 

Japan, EEUU, China, 
Italy, Sweden, Poland, 
France, Turkey, UK 

(7,13–
16,18,19,22–
25,27–
31,35,39,46,4
7)5 

CD 38.460 0-150.00 pg/mL 317 48.84 
(31.42-1.87) 

30.56 
(5-85) 

Japan, EEUU, China, 
Poland, France, Italy, 
Spain, UK 

(7,12,13,19,2
0,24,28,39,40,
46)5 

IL22 Interleukin 22 
 

HC 24.550 2.0000-60.800 pg/mL 120 37.54 
(25.8-55) 

37.46 
(25-62) 

Portugal, China, 
Germany, EEUU 

(17,26,43,48,
49)5 

CD 37.440 ±6.5855 pg/mL 269 52.5 41.7 
(18-78) 

Germany (48,49)5  

IL15 Interleukin 15  HC 3.440 0-16.770 pg/mL 239 53.40 
(43.2-56) 

55.63 
(20-90) 

Australia, Spain, France (39,50,51)5 

CD 9.000 ±15.355 pg/mL 40 73.296 
(71.8-75) 

30.40 
(28-40) 

France (39)5 
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Table S1 Assumptions:  

1. MACRact and DCact: The exact number of the dendritic cells or macrophages, which are in a resting or active state in healthy subjects or in CD patients 

is not well known. Therefore, it was assumed that all the dendritic cells (13,200.0 cells/mL (3)) or macrophages (100,000 cells/mL (1,2)) from healthy subjects 

become active in CD patients, as they are constantly in contact with CD triggering antigens. As the purpose of the present work is not to model the system at 

a cell level but the interleukin environment, we initialize the CD disease by fixing the value of MACRact and DCact species to the abovementioned values.  

2. Th0act: It has been reported that in the peripheral blood of a healthy population there are 3.94*105 cells/mL of Th0 cells (Naïve T cells, CD45RA+), 

while in CD patients there are 1.99*105 cells/mL(4). Therefore, it is assumed that the difference in naïve T cells between the healthy population and CD patients 

is the result of the activation of Th0 cells becoming prepared to differentiate into the different Th subtypes. As the purpose of the present work is not to model 

the system at a cell level, we initialize the CD disease by fixing the value of Th0act to the 1.99*105 cells/ml for CD patients and 3.94*105 cells/mL of Th0 for 

healthy subjects.  

3. Th2 and Th1: The blood concentration of CD4+ T cells is 6.91*105 cells/mL according to Bisset et al., (6). As the found number of Th2 and Th1 in healthy 

subjects or CD patients is given as a proportion of total CD4+ T cells (5), the conversion from % of Th2 and Th1 to concentration values in healthy subjects or 

CD patients was made (5,6). 

4. Th17 and Treg: A weighted mean of the percentage of Th17 and Treg cells was calculated, taking into account the number of individuals per trial 

reported in different papers. Afterwards, the conversion from the calculated percentage of Th17 and Treg of total number of CD4+ T cells to concentration 

values in healthy subjects or CD was made as reported in the assumption number 3.  

5. Interleukins: The blood concentration of the different interleukins has been calculated as the weighted mean (according to the reported number of 

individuals per trial) of the concentration found in the references.  
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Table S2. List of model parameters and the references used to estimate each of them separated per 

specie. 

PARAMETER VALUE UNITS REFERENCE 

IL4 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ2𝐼𝐿4
 1.5289×10-3 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿4 7.0729 1/day Extrapolated (52) 

IL2 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿2 410.88 pg/(mL×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿2
 4.0429×10-3 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿2 166.35 1/day (53) 

TGF1 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1
 479.19 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1
 108.06 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1 499.07 1/day (54) 

IL23 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐿23
 6.1570 dimensionless Estimated (55)  

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐿23
 7.884×102 pg/mL Estimated (55) 

𝐾𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿23 3.7567 ×102 pg/(day×mL) Derived 

𝐾𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿23
 3.0070×10-3 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿23 3.9893 1/day (56) 

IL1 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿1𝑏
 5.1074×10-4 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝑙1𝑏 6.7887 pg/(mL×day) Derived 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿1𝑏
 -3.482×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (57) 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿1𝑏 6.6542 1/day (58) 

IL22 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿22  8.0842×10-5 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿22 4.3255 1/day Extrapolated (59) 

IL6 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ17𝐼𝐿6
 6.6938×10-2 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿6
 3.7063×10-2 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝑙6
 -3.51×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (57) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝐼𝑙6
 -4.815×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (57) 
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𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿6 1.4259×102 1/day (60) 

IL15 

𝐾𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿15 2.2769×101 pg/(mL×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐼𝑙15
 3.6655×10-4 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝐼𝐿15
 2.5383×10-4 mL/pg Estimated (61)  

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿15 6.6542 1/day (62) 

IL10 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿10 1.0334×10-3 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝑙23𝐼𝐿10
 6.2910×102  pg/mL Estimated (63) 

𝐾𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿10
 1.1409×10-3 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝐼𝐿10
 -6.111×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (57)  

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝐼𝐿10
 -1.6463×10-4 mL/pg Estimated (64)  

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿10 6.3982 1/day (65) 

IL17 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ17𝐼𝑙17  6.3283×10-3 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏𝐼𝐿17
 4.8290×10-1 dimensionless Estimated (66)  

𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1_𝐼𝐿17 1.1924×102 pg/mL Estimated (66) 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿17 2.0794 1/day (67) 

IL18 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿18 6.5301 ×101 pg/(mL×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿18
 8.2111×10-4 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿18
    0.9165 dimensionless Estimated (68) 

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿18
 2.3654×102 pg/mL Estimated (68) 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿18 2.6305×101 1/day Extrapolated (69) 

IL12 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿12 1.5418×101 pg/(mL×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿12
 2.0194×10-4 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝐼𝐿12
 5.6×10-4 mL/pg Estimated (70) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝐼𝐿12
 -5.2515×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (71)  

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿12
 4.486×102 pg/mL Estimated (70) 

𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏𝐼𝐿12
 7.622×10-3 mL/pg Estimated (72)  

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝐼𝐿12
 9.615×10-1 - Estimated (73)  

𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝐼𝐿12
 2.157×102 pg/mL Estimated (73) 
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𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿12 2.2181 1/day (74) 

TNF 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎 2.3372 ×102 pg/(mL×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
 2.4666×10-4 pg/(cell×day) Derived 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎  66.542 1/day (75–77) 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿10𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
  0.93 dimensionless Estimated (78) 

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
 69.5011 pg/mL Estimated (78) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
 6.1803×10-2 mL/pg Estimated (64) 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑙2𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
 27.91 dimensionless Estimated (79,80) 

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝑙2𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
 3.1250×103 pg/mL Estimated (79,80) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
 -7.5943×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (57) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿12𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
 1.9964×10-3 mL/pg Estimated (80) 

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝑙15𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
 3830 pg/mL Estimated (61,81) 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑙15 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
 1.960 dimensionless Estimated (61,81) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿23𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
 1.3241×10-4 mL/pg Estimated (82) 

IFN 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛_𝑇ℎ17𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 6.5822×10-4 pg/(day×cell) Estimated (82–84) 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 2.6875×10-6 pg/(day×cell) Estimated (83) 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 4.6868×102 pg/(day×mL) Derived 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 1.8564×10-2 pg/(day×cell) Derived 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔  3.3271×101 1/day (85) 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿18𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 6.758×10-1 dimensionless Estimated (86) 

𝐸𝐶50𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿18𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 2.854×105 pg/mL Estimated (86) 

𝐸𝐶50𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 34.8967 pg/mL Estimated (86) 

𝑘𝑇ℎ17𝐼𝐿23𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 4.519e×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (82–84) 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 1.7215×101 dimensionless Estimated (86) 

𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 1.8343 dimensionless Estimated (86) 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿12𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 8.479 dimensionless Estimated (87,88) 

𝐸𝐶50𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿12𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 28.773 pg/mL Estimated (87,88) 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷𝐶_𝐼𝐿2𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 0.4698 dimensionless Estimated (89) 

𝐸𝐶50𝐷𝐶𝐼𝐿2𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
 6.1549*103 pg/mL Estimated (89) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿15𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 1.1651×10-3 mL/pg Estimated (80) 
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𝑘𝑒𝑙𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 3.1417×10-3 mL/pg Estimated (68) 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 5.4377×101 dimensionless Estimated (66) 

𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 39.0550 pg/mL Estimated (66) 

 
The name for each model parameter is defined as: The type of parameter, followed by the influence of the 

interleukin (activates or inhibits) and the interleukin being modelled: 𝑃𝐴𝑅𝐴𝑀𝐸𝑇𝐸𝑅𝐼𝐿𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠/𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠𝐼𝐿𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑
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Ordinary differential equations  

𝑑𝐼𝐿4

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑇ℎ2 × 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ2𝐼𝑙4

− 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿4 × 𝐼𝐿4 

𝑑𝐼𝐿1𝑏

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿1𝑏 × (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿1𝑏

× 𝐼𝐿10) + 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿1𝑏
× (𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡 + 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡) × (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿1𝑏

× 𝐼𝐿10) − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 × 𝐼𝐿10  

𝑑𝐼𝐿12

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿12 × (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝐼𝐿12

× 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝐼𝐿12
× 𝐼𝐿4 +

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿12

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿12
+ 𝐼𝐿10

+ 𝑒(−𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏𝐼𝐿12
×𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏) −

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝐼𝐿12
× 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎 + 𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝐼𝐿12

) + 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿12 × (𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡 + 𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡)

× (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝐼𝐿12
× 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝐼𝐿12

× 𝐼𝐿4 +
𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿12

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿12
+ 𝐼𝐿10

+ 𝑒(−𝑘𝑒𝑙𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏𝐼𝐿12
×𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏) −

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝐼𝐿12
× 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎 + 𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝐼𝐿12

) − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 × 𝐼𝐿12 

𝑑𝐼𝐿2

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝑙2

× (𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡 ×  𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡) + 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿2 − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 × 𝐼𝐿2 

𝑑𝐼𝐿17

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ17𝐼𝑙12 ×  Th17 × (1 −

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏𝐼𝐿17
× 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1 + 𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1_𝐼𝐿17
) − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 × 𝐼𝐿17 

𝑑𝐼𝐿18

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿18 × (1 −

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿18
× 𝐼𝐿10

𝐼𝐿10 + 𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿18

) + (𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿18
× (𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡+𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡) × (1 −

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿18
× 𝐼𝐿10

𝐼𝐿10 + 𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿18

)) − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 × 𝐼𝐿18 

𝑑𝐼𝐿23

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿23 × (1 +

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐿23
× 𝐼𝐿1𝑏

𝐼𝐿1𝑏 + 𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐿23

) + 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿23
× (𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡+ 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡) ∗ (1 +

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐿23
× 𝐼𝐿1𝑏

𝐼𝐿1𝑏 + 𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐿23

) − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 × 𝐼𝐿23 

𝑑𝐼𝐿6

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ17𝐼𝐿6

× 𝑇ℎ17 + 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿6
× (𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡 + 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡) × (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝑙6

× 𝐼𝐿10 +  𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝐼𝑙6
× 𝐼𝐿4) − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 × 𝐼𝐿6 

𝑑𝐼𝐿22

𝑑𝑡
=  𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿22 × (98.93 × 𝑇ℎ17 + 0.92 × 𝑇ℎ1 + 0.15 × 𝑇ℎ2) − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 × 𝐼𝐿22 

𝑑𝐼𝐿15

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿15 × (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝐼𝐿15

× 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔) + 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐼𝑙15
× 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡 × (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝐼𝐿15

× 𝐼𝐿15) − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 × 𝐼𝐿15   
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𝑑𝐼𝐿10

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿10 × (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔 + (𝑇ℎ2 ×

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝑙23𝐼𝐿10

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝑙23𝐼𝐿10
+ 𝐼𝐿23

 )) + 𝐾𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿10
× (𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡 + 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡) × (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝐼𝐿10

× 𝐼𝐿4 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝐼𝐿10
× 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔)  − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 × 𝐼𝐿10  

𝑑𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

× 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡 + 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1
× 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔 − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 × 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1  

𝑑𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

× (1 + (𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔) + (

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑙2𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐿2

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝑙2𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
+ 𝐼𝐿2

) + (𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐿4) − (

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿10𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐿10

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
+ 𝐼𝐿10

) + (𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿12𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐿12) + (

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑙15 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐿15

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝑙15𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
+ 𝐼𝐿15 

)

+ (𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿23𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
∗ 𝐼𝐿23)) + 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

× (𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡 + 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡)

∗ (1 + (𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔) + (

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑙2𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐿2

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝑙2𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
+ 𝐼𝐿2

) + (𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐿4) − (

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿10𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐿10

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
+ 𝐼𝐿10

) + (𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿12𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐿12) + (

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑙15 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐿15

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝑙15𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
+ 𝐼𝐿15

)

+ (𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿23𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐿23)) − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 × 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎 

𝑑𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ17𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

× 𝑇ℎ17 × (1 + 𝑒
𝐼𝐿23×𝑘𝑇ℎ17𝐼𝐿23𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 + 𝑒

−𝑘𝑒𝑙𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
×𝐼𝐿10

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

× 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1 + 𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

) + 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
× 𝑇ℎ1

× (1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿18𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿18

𝐸𝐶50𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿18𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
+ 𝐼𝐿18

+
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿1𝑏
𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

𝐸𝐶50𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 + 𝐼𝐿1𝑏
𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

+
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿12𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿12

𝐸𝐶50𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿12𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
+ 𝐼𝐿12

+ 𝑒
−𝑘𝑒𝑙𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

×𝐼𝐿10
−

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
× 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1 + 𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

)

+  𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 × (1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷𝐶𝐼𝐿2𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿2

𝐸𝐶50𝐷𝐶𝐼𝐿2𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
+ 𝐼𝐿2

 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿15𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
× 𝐼𝐿15 + 𝑒

−𝑘𝑒𝑙𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
×𝐼𝐿10

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

× 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1 + 𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

) + 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
× 𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡

× (1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷𝐶𝐼𝐿2𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿2

𝐸𝐶50𝐷𝐶𝐼𝐿2𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
+ 𝐼𝐿2

+𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿15𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
× 𝐼𝐿15 + 𝑒

−𝑘𝑒𝑙𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
×𝐼𝐿10

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

× 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1 + 𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

 ) − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 × 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 
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Supplemental methodology and results 
 *Assumptions 

 IL4 is synthetized only by Th2 cells (90). 
Methodology 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇h2IL4  is derived knowing 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿(1) and assuming constant 

levels at the steady state of IL4 and Th2 for healthy subjects.  
 

*The increase of Th2 in CD patients, gives the desired value of IL4 for CD 
patients, supporting the assumption of IL4 synthetized by Th2.  
 

 

 
 

Assumptions: 

 IL1 synthesis is inhibited only by IL10. 

 IL1 increase to CD levels is due to only DCact and MACRact 
synthesis (91).  

Methodology:  

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿1𝑏 is derived from 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿(1) 

and assuming constant IL1 and 
IL10 levels for healthy subjects. 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿1𝑏
 is derived assuming the 

same rate of synthesis for both type 
of cells (DCact and MACRact).  

 IL10 inhibition: in vitro data(57) was 
used to characterize the inhibition 
with a linear model: 

1 + 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿1𝑏
∗ 𝐼𝐿10 

Line: Simulated lineal 
model. Points: data 
extracted from (57). 

 
  

  
 
 

Assumptions: 

 IL2 increase to CD levels is due to only Th0act and DCact synthesis 
(92,93).  

Methodology:  

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿2  is derived knowing 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿(1) and assuming constant IL2 
levels for healthy subjects. 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿2
 is derived assuming the same rate of synthesis for both 

type of cells (DCact and Th0act).  
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*Assumptions:  
 IL17 is synthetized only by Th17 cells (94). 

 IL17 synthesis is inhibited only by TGF1. 
Methodology: 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ17𝐼𝐿17
 is derived knowing 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿(1) 

and assuming constant Th17, IL17 and TGF1 
levels for healthy subjects. 

 IL17 inhibition: in vitro data(95) was used to 
characterize the inhibition with a sigmoidal 
inhibition effect (Imax) model. 

 

1 −
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐿17

× 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1 + 𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐿17

 

Line: Simulated Imax 
model. Points: data 
extracted from (95).  

*The increase of Th17 cells and TGF1 in CD patients, give a value of IL17 within the range of CD patients, supporting the 
assumptions made.  
 

 
 
 

 

Assumptions: 

 IL18 synthesis is inhibited only by IL10. 

 IL18 increase to CD levels is due to only MACRact and DCact 
synthesis (96).  

Methodology: 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿18  is derived knowing 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿(1) and assuming constant IL18 
and IL10 levels for healthy subjects. 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿18
 is derived assuming the 

same rate of synthesis for both type 
of cells (DCact and MACRact).  

 IL18 inhibition: In vitro data(68), was 
used to characterize the inhibition 
with a sigmoidal inhibition effect 
(Imax) model: 

1 −
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿18

× 𝐼𝐿10

𝐼𝐿10 + 𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐿18

 

Line: Simulated Imax 
model. Points: data 
extracted from (68). 

 

 
 

Assumptions: 

 IL23 synthesis is stimulated only by IL1. 

 IL23 increase to CD levels is due to only MACRact and DCact 
synthesis (96,97).  

Methodology 
 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿23  is derived knowing 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿(1), IL23 and assuming constant 

IL1 levels for healthy subjects.  

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿23
 is derived assuming the 

same rate of synthesis for both type of 
cells (DCact and MACRact).  

 IL23 synthesis: In vitro data (55), was 
used to quantitatively characterize the 
activation with a sigmoidal maximum 
effect (Emax): 

1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑙1𝑏𝐼𝐿23

× 𝐼𝐿1𝑏

𝐼𝐿1𝑏 + 𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐿23
 
 

Line: Simulated Emax 
model. Points: data 
extracted from (55) 
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Assumptions: 

 IL6 is synthetized only by Th17 cells(57) in healthy subjects.  

 IL6 synthesis by APCs is inhibited only by IL10 and IL4.  
Methodology: 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ17𝐼𝐿6 is derived knowing 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿(1) assuming constant IL6 

and Th17 levels for healthy subjects. 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿6
 is derived assuming the same rate of synthesis for 

both type of cells (DCact and MACRact). 
 IL1 synthesis: In vitro data (57), was used to quantitatively 

characterize the inhibition with a linear model: 
 

1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝑙6
× 𝐼𝐿10 +  𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝐼𝑙6

∗ 𝐼𝐿4 

 
 
 
 

 
Line: Simulated lineal 
model. Points: data 
extracted from (57). 

 

 
*Assumptions: 

 IL22 is synthetized only by Th17, Th1 and Th2 cells (98,99).  

 It is assumed that IL22 is synthetized at the same rete by all T cells 
(𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿22), but in different proportion, being Th1 the major IL22 
producing cell. The proportion of IL22 synthesis by each different cell 
subpopulation, was obtained from figure 1 of (98), assuming that the 
synthesis is comparable to humans (as the reported in vitro 
experiment is performed with mouse cells).   

Methodology: 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿22 is derived knowing 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿(1) assuming constant Th17, Th1 
and Th2 levels for healthy subjects. 

 
*The increase of Th17, Th1 and Th2 cells in CD patients, give the desired 
value of IL22 for CD patients, supporting the assumptions made.  

 

  
Assumptions: 

 IL15 synthesis is stimulated only by IFN. 

 IL15 increase to CD levels is due to only MACRact synthesis (100,101).  
Methodology: 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿15  is derived knowing 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿(1) and assuming constant IFN 
and IL15 levels for healthy subjects.  

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝐼𝐿15
is derived with the new CD steady state for MACRact, 

IFN and IL15.  
 IL15 synthesis: In vitro data (102), was 

used to quantitatively characterize the 
synthesis activation with a linear model:  

 
1+𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝐼𝐿15

× I𝐹𝑁𝑔 

 
Line: simulated lineal model.  
Points: data extracted from(102).  
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Assumptions: 

 IL10 is synthetized only by Th2 and Treg cells 
(63,103) in healthy subjects, assuming that 
the rate of synthesis is the same for both 
cells.  

 IL10 synthesis by Th2 is only inhibited by 
IL23(63).  

 IL10 increase to CD levels is due to DCact and 
MACRact synthesis, which is inhibited by 

IFN and IL4(57,64) 
Methodology: 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿10 is derived knowing 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 
(1,104,105) assuming steady state of IL10, 
IL23, Th2 and Treg for healthy subjects.  

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿10
 is derived with the new CD 

steady state, assuming that the rate of 
synthesis is the same for both MACRact and 
DCact(64,101) cells. 

 
 IL23 inhibition: In vitro data(63), was used to characterize the inhibition with a 

sigmoidal inhibition effect (IC50) model: 
 

 
𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝑙23𝐼𝐿10

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝑙23𝐼𝐿10
+ 𝐼𝐿23

 

Line: Simulated IC50 
model. Points: data 
extracted from(63). 

 

 IFN and IL4 inhibition: In vitro data (57,64) was used to quantitatively 
characterize each inhibition with a linear model:  

1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝐼𝐿10
× 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 +  𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝐼𝑙10

× 𝐼𝐿4 

 
 

 
Line: Simulated linear model. Points: data 
extracted from(57) and (64) for IL4 and 

IFN inhibition, respectively. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Assumptions 

 It is assumed that TGF1 is only synthetized by Treg cells in healthy 
subjects(106). 

 TGF1 increase to CD levels is due to MACRact and Treg increase 
(106,107).  

Methodology: 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1
is derived knowing 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿 (1,104,105) and 

assuming steady state of TGF1 and Treg for healthy subjects. 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1
 is derived with the new CD steady state. 
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Assumptions: 

 TNF increase to CD levels is due 
to only MACRact and DCact 
synthesis. 

 TNF synthesis is only stimulated 

by IFN, IL2, IL12, IL15 and IL23 
(64,79–82,102), and it is inhibited 
by IL10 and IL4 (57,78). 

 It was assumed that those 
stimulations and inhibitions are 
comparable between DCact and 
MACRact 

Methodology: 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎 is derived knowing 
𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝐼𝐿(1),and assuming steady 

state of TNF, IFN, IL2, IL12, IL15, 
IL23, IL10 and IL4 for healthy 
subjects.  

 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
 is derived with the new CD steady state and assuming that the rate of synthesis is the same for both cells 

(MACRact and DCact). 

 In vitro data(57,64,78–82,102), was used to characterize those activations and inhibitions: 

 

IFN stimulation: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 

  
 
 
Line: Simulated linear 
model. Points: data 
extracted from(64)  
 
 
 
 
 

 

IL2 stimulation: 1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑙2𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

×𝐼𝐿2

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝑙2𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
+𝐼𝐿2

  

 
 
 
Line: Simulated Emax 
model. Points: data 
extracted and merged 
from(79,80). 
 
 
 
 

IL12 stimulation: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿12𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐿12 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated linear 
model. Points: data 
extracted from(80).  
 
 
 
 
 

IL15 stimulation: 1 + 
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝑙15𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎×𝐼𝐿15

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝑙15𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
+𝐼𝐿15 

 

IL23 stimulation: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿23𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
× 𝐼𝐿23 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated linear 
model. Points: data 
extracted from(82)  
 
 
 
 
 

IL10 inhibition: 1 −
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿10𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

×𝐼𝐿10

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎
+𝐼𝐿10

 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated Imax 
model. Points: data 
extracted from(78). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
IL4 Inhibition: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

× 𝐼𝐿4 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated linear 
model. Points: data 
extracted from(57). 
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Line: Simulated Emax 
model. Points: data 
extracted and merged 
from(81,102).  
 

 
 

Assumptions: 

 IFN is synthetized only by Th17 
and Th1 cells, plus a basal 
synthesis to reach healthy subject 
levels. Furthermore, in CD 
patientes, DCact cells also 

produces IFN (68,80,82–84,86–
89,95).  

 Those syntheses are only 

inhibited by IL10 and TGF1 
(68,95). It was assumed that 
those synthesis inhibitions are 
comparable between Th17 and 
Th1 and DCact cells.  

 IL15 and IL2 stimulate IFN 
synthesis by DCact cells(80,89). 

 Th17 cells synthesis is only 
stimulated by IL23(82–84).  

Methodology: 
 

 In vitro data (68,95), was used to characterize TGF1 and IL10 inhibitions: 
 

TGF1 Inhibition: 1 −  
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

×𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1+𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

 

 
  
Line: Simulated Imax model. 
Points: data extracted 
from(95). 
 
 
 
 

 

IL10 Inhibition: 𝑒
−𝑘𝑒𝑙𝐼𝐿10𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

 × 𝐼𝐿10
  

 
 
 
Line: Simulated exponential 
model. Points: data 

extracted from (68).  
 
 
 

 

 IL15 and IL2 stimulation were characterized using in vitro data (80,89): 
 

IL2 stimulation: 1 +
EmaxDC_IL2IFNg

×IL2

EC50DC_IL2IFNg
+IL2

 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated Emax model. 
Points: data extracted 
from(89). 
 

IL15 stimulation: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿15𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
× 𝐼𝐿15 

 
 

 
Line: Simulated linear 
model. Points: data 
extracted from (80).  

 Merged in vitro data from different sources(82–84) was used to characterize IFN synthesis stimulation by IL23 interleukin 
trough Th17 cells: 
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*Th17 synthesis and IL23 stimulation: 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ17𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
× 𝑇ℎ17 × 𝑒

𝑘𝐼𝐿23𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
∗𝐼𝐿23

 

 
Line: Simulated exponential 
model. Points: data extracted 
and merged from(82–84). 
  

* It is an exponential model. Which implies that upon increase of IL23, IFN will consequently 
increase with no limit, which does not seem physiologically feasible. Nevertheless, we assume 
that IL23 concentration will not reach very high concentrations in the real system.  
 

 
 

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ17𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
 was obtained as the average basal production from(82–84). 

 Merged in vitro data from different sources (86–88) was used to characterize the IFN synthesis stimulation by IL12, IL18 

and IL1 trough Different models were tested and the best were selected: 
 

IL12 stimulation: 1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿12𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

×𝐼𝐿12

𝐸𝐶50𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿12𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
+𝐼𝐿12

 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated Emax 
model. Points: data 
extracted from(87,88) 
 
 
 
 

 

IL18 stimulation*: 1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿18𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

×𝐼𝐿18

𝐸𝐶50𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿18𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔
+𝐼𝐿18

 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated 
exponential model. 
Points: data extracted 
from(86). 
 
 
 

*It is assumed that the pre incubation of the cells with 
IL12 serves for Th1 differentiation. It is also assumed 

that tonsillar T cells behave as T cells regarding IFN 
synthesis(86). 
 

IL1 stimulation*:1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

×𝐼𝐿18
𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

𝐸𝐶50𝑇ℎ1𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔×𝐼𝐿18
𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

 

 
 
 

Line: Simulated exponential 
model. Points: data 
extracted from(86). 

 
 
 
 
 

*It is assumed that the pre incubation of the cells with IL12 
serves for Th1 differentiation. It is also assumed that 

tonsillar T cells behave as T cells regarding IFN 
synthesis(86). 

 
 

When the reported units from the in-vitro experiments extracted from the literature were 

indicated as international units (U/mL), they were transformed into pg/mL with the information 

from (109). 
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1. Introduction 

The gastrointestinal tract is well-known for being a site of high immune challenge where a 

delicate balance between tolerating luminal microorganisms and generating immune responses 

toward pathogens should be maintained (1). Several conditions could be triggered when this 

balance is altered, such as intestinal invasion by specific pathogens, ulcerative colitis or Crohn's 

disease (CD). CD is considered a complex inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) characterized by 

discontinuous ulceration and inflammation along the entire gastrointestinal tract, being the 

ileum and colon the most affected areas (2). Moreover, CD is an heterogeneous disorder with 

multifactorial aetiology in which genetics and environment play a key role in the disease 

triggering (3). Regarding its pathogenesis, CD appears to involve a primary defect in innate 

immune mechanisms leading to an excessive T cell response against luminal antigens that are 

normally well-tolerated, resulting in a dysregulated expression of molecules associated with pro- 

and anti-inflammatory processes (4,5). This altered expression causes modifications in the 

microbiota homeostasis leading to a life-long risk of inadequate and recurrent innate and 

adaptive immune activation, and as a consequence, impaired mucosal barrier functionality and 

chronic tissue damage (6).  

Although many immunological elements are associated with CD pathogenesis, it is widely 

considered as a disease predominantly driven by CD4+T cells activity (1). Several subsets of 

CD4+T cells have been described from which regulatory T cells (Treg) and T-helper cells (such as 

Th1, Th2 or Th17) are well known to play a key role in CD. Specifically, T-helper cells coordinate 

the immune system by the expression and secretion of a series of molecules or cytokines 

(interleukins, ILs), which participate in the activation or recruitment of other immune cells to 

achieve the clearance of pathogens (7). In CD, chronic antigen (Ag) exposure leads to an 

increased clonal expansion of CD4+T cells, and hence, an excessive role of effector T-helper cells 

along with impaired Treg function (8–10), leading to abnormal immune responses against the 

intestinal microbiota and hence, causing chronic inflammation (11).  

Current therapeutic alternatives include mesalamine, corticosteroids or immunosuppressant 

compounds such as azathioprine, 6-mercaptopurine or methotrexate, which present substantial 

limitations as they are not always effective for induction or maintenance of remission and they 

are associated with a wide range of side effects (12–14). All these compounds represent the 

first-line therapy against CD. Interestingly, the effect of azathioprine was found to be largely 

attributed to the induction of T-cell apoptosis (9,15), supporting the relevance of CD4+T cells on 
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CD disease. In this sense, the most recently developed therapeutic approaches used in the 

treatment of CD directly or indirectly target T cells. Some of the latest include ustekinumab, an 

anti-IL-12/23 p40 antibody that interferes with the expansion and maintenance of inflammatory 

Th17 cells (16), or the antibody vedolizumab, which blocks integrin-α4β7, limiting lymphocyte 

migration to inflamed areas of the gut (12). In this regard, ustekinumab, vedolizumab and the 

tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF) antibodies such as infliximab represent a major advance in 

CD therapy because they are effective for both induction and maintenance of remission (12). 

Nevertheless, this effectiveness is not consistent neither between patients nor within treatment 

duration losing effectiveness over time, and furthermore, they also induce both short- and long-

term serious side effects, including opportunistic infections and malignancies (12,17–19). 

Therefore, the treatment of CD patients through completely safe and effective therapies is still 

an unmet clinical need (20).  

A related point to consider is that currently available biological therapies to treat CD only target 

individual signalling pathways, whereas a large number of immune components are involved in 

CD pathogenesis, suggesting that a single treatment may not be feasible for all of the CD 

patients. On this wise, targeting several pathways through a combination of different 

therapeutic agents in order to overcome their limitations and reach the best treatment for CD 

has been suggested (21–23), and only acquiring a comprehensive understanding of the 

underlying mechanisms would lead to more effective therapy combinations. 

Quantitative Systems Pharmacology (QSP) is an emerging multi-scale discipline, which can 

enable the integration of the available knowledge coupling in vitro and clinical data to assist on 

the development of multi-scale models. The resulting QSP models can be helpful in optimizing 

new agents research and therapeutic combinations by a detail characterization of the disease 

dynamics, target identification and in silico evaluation of different therapeutic strategies (24). In 

this regard, several modelling efforts can be found in the literature characterizing T cell dynamics 

in mucosal inflammation. Nevertheless, the small number of immune components (specifically, 

ILs) included in these models limit their predictive capability (25–28).  

On the other hand, a network model integrating the key elements of IBD and the immune system 

was developed in our group. It was successfully used to predict a variety of real scenarios, 

although it does not account for the magnitude nor the temporality of the response to the 

simulated therapies given its Boolean nature (29). Nonetheless, part of this model served as a 

starting scaffold to build a robust QSP model based on ordinary differential equations (ODE) able 

to characterize the plasma ILs dynamic behaviour in CD (30), including the interaction in the 

synthesis of 14 interleukins relevant for CD.  
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Taking all of this into account, the objective of this study was to develop a QSD ODE-based model 

for CD considering the dynamics of the cell components, with special focus on the antigen 

presentation leading to T-cell clonal expansion and IL synthesis. Special consideration was made 

on the interactions that rules the dynamics of the components of CD and the response after 

exposure to different therapeutic agents. Additionally, as part of the QSP model building 

process, a secondary objective was to provide a complete up-to-date repository of information 

and data for all the model components and mechanisms. 

2. Materials and methods 

Starting from the previously developed QSP model for the circulating ILs in humans with CD (30), 

the model was expanded including relevant cellular components and mechanisms using the 

same methodology. For the development of this model, the current standards of the QSP model 

building and application have been used (31).  

2.1. Data collection 

The plasma steady state levels for each of the model components were obtained for healthy 

subjects and CD patients based on a literature search (Supplemental Table S1). The average 

plasma concentration (𝑥 ̅𝑤𝑡𝑑) from the available studies was calculated by weighting the average 

concentrations by the number of individuals per study (equation 1). 

𝑥 ̅𝑤𝑡𝑑 =  
∑ (𝑥 ̅𝑖×𝑤𝑖)𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

                   (1) 

Where �̅�𝑖and 𝑤𝑖 refer to the average plasma concentration of the species of interest and the 

number of individuals reported in the ith study, respectively. 

Parameters characterizing model interactions were either obtained directly from the literature 

(if available) or estimated based on published human in vitro or clinical data. Supplemental 

Methodology and Results shows a detailed description of the data used for the parameter 

calculation of each of the model components. The data obtained from published figures was 

extracted using the WebPlotDigitalizer v3.8 software.  

2.2. Representing the biology of CD 

Visual note-taking diagrams 

Topological representations were generated for each of the model components summarizing 

the identified interactions (29). Afterwards, these diagrams were integrated into one only figure 

that was used to develop the corresponding mathematical representation.  
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Mathematical representation and model parametrization 

Inflammation is initiated when resting APCs (DC and MACR) capture the bacterial Ag at the site 

of infection, the lumen. Then, APC cells differentiate to inflammatory or effector phenotypes, 

MACRact and DCact (26). The exact number of dendritic cells or macrophages, which are in a 

resting or active state in healthy subjects or in CD patients is not well known. Therefore, it was 

assumed that all the DC (13,200 cells/mL (32)) or MACR (100,000 cells/mL (33,34)) are constant 

in healthy subjects and become active in CD patients when an arbitrary Ag is present. The 

general ODE characterizing APCact (either MACRact or DCact) dynamics is represented in 

equation 2.  

𝑑𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐴𝑔 × 𝐴𝑃𝐶 × 𝑘𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡

× [1 + 𝑓(𝐼𝐿10)] − APCact × 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡
         (2) 

Where dAPCact/dt is the rate of change of the APCact. Its degradation is governed by the first 

order rate constant 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡 (1 and 0.693 day-1 for DCact and MACRact, respectively 

(33,35,36)). The activation process is controlled by the first-order rate constant, 𝑘𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡
, 

proportional to the number of APCs when the antigen is present (Ag = 1). The activation process 

is inhibited by IL10 as represented by 𝑓(𝐼𝐿10). The inhibition follows sigmoidal dynamics for 

MACRact and linear for DCact (37–39). 𝑘𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡
were derived for CD assuming equilibrium at 

the steady state (dAPCact/dt = 0) using steady state levels for CD patients (Table 1), the 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐴𝑃𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡
 and the parameter estimates for 𝑓(𝐼L10). 

APCact migrate from the infection site to the lymphoid tissue where they activate Th0 (CD4+T 

naïve) cells into activated Th0 (Th0act). Th0 cells are assumed to be constant in healthy status 

and CD (3.94×105 and 1.99×105 cells/mL, respectively (40)) and once they encounter APCact, 

they become active (Th0act). Th0 and Th0act ODEs were obtained with the same procedure as 

for APCact cells, fully summarized in the Supplemental Methodology and Results. 

Once Th0 are activated (Th0act), they differentiate into CD4+T cells subtypes (Th1, Th2, Th17 or 

Treg), depending on the ILs present in the environment. The general ODE describing CD4+T cells 

dynamics is represented in equation 3.  

𝑑𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖

× (1 + ∑ 𝑓(𝐼𝐿𝑗)

𝑛

𝑗=1

) + 𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖
× 𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡 × (1 + ∑ 𝑓(𝐼𝐿𝑗)

𝑛

𝑗=1

) − 𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖 × 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ  

(3) 

Where dTcelli/dt is the rate of change of the ith CD4+T cell subtype. Its degradation is governed 

by the first order rate constant 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ (0.2 day-1 (41)) and the appearance of cells in the system 

is controlled by the zero- or first-order rate constants, 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖
 and 𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖

, 

respectively. The zero-order rate constant (𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖
) accounts for the production to maintain 
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steady state levels in healthy subjects, while the first-order rate constant (𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖
) 

refers to the differentiation induced by Th0act cells in CD after Ag exposure. Both synthesis 

processes are modulated by different ILs, as represented by the general expression: 1 +

∑ 𝑓(𝐼𝐿𝑗)𝑛
𝑗=1 , where the structure of 𝑓(𝐼𝐿𝑗) refers to either a stimulation or an inhibition on the 

differentiation following linear, sigmoidal EMAX dynamics by the jth IL. 

Table 1. List of the mean value, standard deviation or range of the model species circulating levels for healthy subjects 
and CD patients. Table adapted from (30). 

Specie* 
Healthy subjects 

mean ±SD|(range) 
CD 

mean ±SD|(range) 
Units 

Ag 0 1 dimensionless 
MACR 1.00 × 105 1.00 × 105 cells/mL 
MACRact  0 1.00 × 105 cells/mL 
DC 1.32×104 1.32 × 104 cells/mL 
DCact 0 1.32  × 104 cells/mL 
Th0 3.94×105 3.9400 × 105 cells/mL 
Th0act 0 1.94 × 105 cells/mL 
Th2 1.11±0.69 × 104 1.45±0.90 ×104 cells/mL 
Th1 5.39±1.04 × 104 1.23±0.46 ×105 cells/mL 
Th17 1.28±0.77 × 104 1.93±0.89 ×104 cells/mL 
Treg 2.83±0.70 × 104 2.88 (0.07-4.84) ×104 cells/mL 
IFNγ 20.95 (1.00-275.00) 30.74 (0-105.00) pg/mL 
TNFα 8.01 (0.61-42.00) 11.00 (0-976.00) pg/mL 
IL4 2.39 (0.01-15.62) 3.00±1.30 pg/mL 
IL10 6.12 (0.14-156.60) 26.53±59.23 pg/mL 
TGFβ1 2.72±1.46 ×104 4.93±3.74 *104 pg/mL 
IL12 13.65 (1.00-56.30) 33.04±31.66 pg/mL 
IL1β 1.02 (±0.81) 9.70 (±11.00) pg/mL 
IL18 2.42±0.90 ×102 5.46±0.32 ×102 pg/mL 

IL2 2.47 (0.25−15.90) 7.53(0−22.50) pg/mL 
IL17 20.16 (0-180.00) 44.50 (±70.76) pg/mL 
IL23 94.91 (7.80-439.00) 192.92±213.52 pg/mL 
IL6 5.99 (0-32.00) 38.46 (0-150.00) pg/mL 
IL22 24.55 (2.00-60.80) 37.44±6.58 pg/mL 
IL15 3.44 (0-16.77) 9.00±15.35 pg/mL 

*A detailed description of the population demographics from each trial and the assumptions made along with 
the references of the clinical trials used are reported in table S1 from the supplementary material.  

Parameter estimation and selection of the structure for 𝑓(𝐼𝐿𝑗) were accomplished using the 

non-linear regression in R v3.5.0 and the akaike information criterion (AIC) (42). A detailed 

description of the data used for the parameter estimation of each cell is summarized in the 

Supplemental Methodology and Results. The synthesis rate constant (𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖
) was derived at 

the steady state condition (dTcelli/dt = 0) using the steady state levels for healthy subjects (Table 

1), the 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ values and the parameter estimates for the selected 𝑓(𝐼𝐿𝑗) functions. 

Afterwards, the corresponding differentiation rate constant (𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖
) was derived 

accordingly by using steady state levels for CD patients (Table 1), the already derived 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖
, 

the 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ value and the parameter estimates for the selected 𝑓(𝐼𝐿𝑗) functions. 

All the ILs of the model are secreted by included cells and the structure of the ODEs 

characterizing their dynamics remained unchanged from the previous IL model (30). 
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The dynamic of the system was characterized as explained, by processes of synthesis and 

degradation and the initial conditions reported in Table 1. In the healthy state, Ag is not present 

and as a consequence, APCact levels resulted negligible and as a consequence, all the aAPCs 

mediated processes as well. CD condition is simulated by the selection of the initial conditions 

reported for CD patients in table 1, were Ag have an arbitrary value of 1 triggering all the 

inflammatory processes mediated by APCact.  

Capturing behaviour 

Model implementation and evaluation 

The systems pharmacology model ODEs were implemented in the MathWorks SimBiology® 

toolbox (MATLAB® R2018b) (43). Model structure and implementation were challenged by 

running deterministic simulations and comparing the model predicted steady-state levels for 

the different model components to those obtained from the literature (Table 1) for healthy and 

CD conditions.  

Additionally, one thousand simulations were performed in which the initial conditions of the 

different components (ILs and T cells) were randomly generated following log-normal 

distribution based on the observed distributions provided in the literature (Table 1). Model 

performance was evaluated by visual inspection of the simulated distribution of the component 

levels and the comparison of the median and the 2.5th-97.5th percentiles of the model 

simulations with respect to the observed distribution in the population. In order to quantify the 

magnitude of the discrepancy between the simulations and the observations, the prediction 

error was estimated based on the means of the distributions (𝑃𝐸(%) = |(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑−𝑜𝑏𝑠)

𝑜𝑏𝑠
| × 100). 

Sensitivity analysis 

A local sensitivity analysis (SA) evaluating the impact on the steady state levels of each of the 

model components as a function of variations in the model parameters was performed, using 

the complex-step approximation method (MATLAB, 2018)(44). The fully normalized sensitivity 

profiles over time for all the model components were computed and the sensitivities at the 

steady state were reported as a heatmap for evaluation.  

Model behaviour after therapy administration 

The therapies from Table 2 were simulated assuming a one-compartment distribution for all 

compounds and the elimination rate constant estimated from the reported half-life (t1/2). The 

simulated doses allowed to achieve the reported maximum plasma concentrations of the 

compounds (table 2), thus mimicking the exposure shown in the clinical studies. 
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Table 2. Therapies tested in clinical against CD and simulated with the QSP model.  

Compound Infliximab Ustekinumab Fontolizumab Secukinumab rhuIL-10 Tocilizumab 

Mechanism of 
action 

anti TNF anti IL-12/IL-23 (p40) anti IFN anti IL17 Human recombinant IL10 anti IL6 

Posology 
5 mg/kg 2 hours’ infusion 

(day 1 and 14) 

6 mg/kg, week 0, 2 hours’ 
infusion followed by SC 

every 8 weeks. 

4 mg/kg 30 min’ infusion 
(day 1 and 28) 

10 mg/kg, 2 hours’ infusion 
(day 1 and 22) 

5 µg/kg once daily for 7 
days 

50 mg SC on days 1 and 
28 for inducing response  

PK 

 
 t1/2 = 7-12 days 

 Cmax= 118 µg/mL (1st 
dose) 

 

 
 t1/2 = 19 days 

 Cmax= 144.1 μg/mL (1st 
dose) 

 
 t1/2 = 18 days 

 Cmax= 80 (1st), 120 (2nd) 
µg/mL 

 
 t1/2 =27 days (in psoriasis 

patients) 

 Cmax (1mg/kg) = 24.1 
μg/mL. (Cmax increased 
dose-proportionally). 

 
 t1/2 = 1.5–2.5 hours 

(similar than IL10). 

 Cmax= 1 ng/mL (IL10) 

 
 t1/2 = 36-51 days 

 Cmax= 6339 ng/mL 

 Ka= 0.23 day-1 

PD 
KD = 0.4297 nM (binging 

to TNF) 

 Kon = 9×105 Ms-1 

 Koff =1.8×10-4 s-1 

 Kelcomplex=0.65 day-1 
(binding to IL12, IL23) 

IC90= 0.9 nM (IFN 
synthesis inhibition) 

KD = 0.227 nM 
(binding to IL17) 

Mimic human IL10 
 KD = 2.5 × 10–9 M 
(binding to IL6) 

Status Approved Approved 
Tested in phase II clinical 
study (n=133) 

Tested in a proof of concept 
clinical study (n=59) 

Tested in clinical study 
(n=95) 

Tested in phase II clinical 
study (n=247) 

Clinical activity 
 Effective  

 Well tolerated 

 Effective  

 Well tolerated 

 Effective  

 Well tolerated 

 Ineffective  

 Higher rates of adverse 
events compared to 
placebo side effects 

 Effective  

 Well tolerated 

 Effective  

 Safety concerns 

References (45–47) (48–50) (51,52) (53–56) (57) (58–60) 

PK: Pharmacokinetics; PD: Pharmacodynamics; mAb: monoclonal antibody; t1/2: half-life; Cmax: maximum concertation; SC: subcutaneous; IV: intravenous; Ms: Mol x second; KD = binding 
dissociation constant; Kel_complex: Elimination rate constant of complex in serum, ka = absorption rate constant.  
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The parameters characterizing the interaction dynamics between the compounds and the 

system components were obtained from the literature. Simulated compound administrations 

were performed after reaching the steady state for CD condition. 

 

3. Results 

3.1. Species selection and plasma levels.  

A total of 25 species representative of the innate and adaptive immune response in CD were 

included in the model (14 interleukins, 10 cell components and 1 Antigen). The included 

interleukins are IL4, IL10, TGFβ1, IL12, IFNγ, IL18, IL2, IL17, IL23, IL6, IL22, IL15, TNFα and IL1β. 

The cells comprised in the model are: (i) APCs, as professional antigen-presenting cells, 

represented by resting and activated macrophages (MACR and MACRact, respectively) and 

dendritic cells (DC and DCact, respectively), and (ii) CD4+ T cells, covering naïve CD4+ T cells 

(Th0), activated CD4+ T cells (Th0act), CD4+IFNγ+ cells (Th1), CD4+IL17+ cells (Th17), CD4+IL4+ 

cells (Th2) and CD4+CD25+FOXP3+ T cells (Treg). In addition, the Ag specie is incorporated in the 

model as the trigger of the CD status (Ag value set to 1). The plasma concentration (mean and 

range), the population demographics and the corresponding references for each of the species 

included in the model for healthy subjects and CD patients along with the assumptions made 

are reported in Table 1 and Table S1.  

3.2. Representing the biology of CD 

Visual note-taking diagrams 

Fig. 1 provides an overall overview of the model components and their relationships. This figure 

represents the topological representation of the model and the structure for the latter 

mathematical description.  
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of the CD model. Cells represented by coloured figures adapted from  
Servier Medical Art (smart.servier.com), are in charge of the interleukins synthesis, represented as small 
spheres. The interleukins promoting stimulation or inhibition of the different processes are denoted in 
green or red, respectively. 
 

Mathematical representation and model parametrization 

The QSP model includes 22 ODEs to describe the dynamic behaviour of the different 

components of the immune response after exposure to the antigen triggering the CD status, 

except for MACR and DC, which are assumed to be constant. The model included a total of 148 

parameters, from which 84 account for the interleukin dynamics, and the remaining 64 account 

for the cell related processes. Table S2 lists the values for the 65 model parameters.  

A full description of the ODEs for the different cells of the model is given in the Supplementary 

material. Additionally, the full model structure is provided in a sbml and sbproj format 

(Crohn_Disease.xml and Crohn_Disease.sbproj) ensuring reusability and reproducibility.  

Capturing behaviour 

Model evaluation 

Model performance was evaluated by comparison of the simulated levels for the different 

components with the reported ones in the literature. Firstly, the steady state levels for the 

model components were simulated by deterministic simulation for both healthy subjects and 

CD patients and was compared to those reported in the literature showing overlapping levels 

(data not shown). Secondly, the steady-state levels simulation results after randomly varying 
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the different components of the model within their reported physiological ranges did not 

produce non-physiological steady-state levels for any of the T cells and ILs in CD patients (Fig. 

2). Furthermore, the distribution obtained for the different cells and cytokines was constrained 

within their reported ranges for most of the model components. In the case of IL22, higher 

variability was obtained by simulation in comparison with the reported one, although the 

medians overlapped well (PE = 0.66%). Nevertheless, a shift on the simulated distributions with 

respect to the reported ones is detected for IL17, and in a less extent for Th2 cells and IL4, as 

shown in Fig.2 and by the PE obtained (31.70%, 24.47% and 21.03%, respectively). The rest of 

cells and ILs in the model provided prediction errors below 15%. In addition, all the observed vs. 

simulated concentration pairs felt within the 1.33-fold limits of acceptance (Fig. S1 from 

supplementary material). 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Results of 1000 simulations assigning random values for each model component. The simulated 
specie distribution is represented in light green colour with the mean (solid line) and the 2.5-97.5th 
percentile of the simulations (dashed lines). Red colour represents the average (solid line) and the 
distribution (dashed lines) of the reported concentrations in the literature for CD patients (table 1).  
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Sensitivity analysis 

Fig. 3 summarizes the results from the local SA for the most influential model parameters on the 

model components steady state levels. Interestingly, most of the model components showed 

high degree of sensitivity to the parameters related to Th0 activation and CD4+ T cell 

differentiation. In addition, parameters associated with the basal production of Th2 cells, and 

the synthesis of IFNγ, IL10, IL4 and IL22 and, in a lesser extent, parameters associated with Th17 

cell, IL17 and TNF dynamics, seemed to be the parameters exerting a high impact in many of 

the model components as they influence directly or indirectly in the synthesis of many 

interleukins. Additionally, Fig. S2 from supplementary material shows the results of the local SA 

for the lesser influential parameters. 

 

Figure 3. Local sensitivity analysis. The heatmap indicates the effect of the alteration of a single parameter 
(columns) in every model component (rows). The colour in each cell corresponds to the result of the 
sensitivity of the parameter alteration for each interleukin, ranging from null (blue colour) to high 
influence (red colour). 

Model behaviour after therapy administration 

The simulated profiles of the ILs and cells under the healthy condition and CD condition (non-

treated and treated after administration of different virtual therapies) are presented in Fig. 4.  
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Figure 4. Results of the model behaviour after therapy simulation corresponding to rhuIL-10 (A), 
Ustekinumab (B) and Fontolizumab (C). Green line corresponds to the simulation performed in healthy 
subjects, red line corresponds to the CD simulation without therapy and the blue line represents the CD 
simulations with administration of the therapeutic agent. Y axis is the plasma concentration and the units 
are as follows: ILs (pg/mL), cells (cells/mL). 
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Only those species for which a perturbation after treatment administration was observed are 

plotted. The results after simulating rhuIL-10 therapy with the dose equivalent to 5 μg/kg elicited 

a minor impact on IL12 and IL18 observed as a reduction in their levels towards the healthy 

condition (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, the average concentration of IFNγ and TNFα after rhuIL-10 

therapy oscillated around the healthy levels. Results regarding simulation of Ustekinumab mAb 

administration (Fig. 4B) indicate that the blockage of IL12 and IL23 implied a slight decrease in 

TNF, Th1 and Th2 together with an increase of Treg and a very slight increase of IL10, TGF1, 

Th17, IL17, IL22. Finally, Fig. 4C shows the results after simulating Fontolizumab administration. 

With the simulation of a dose equivalent to 4 mg/kg, a decrease of Th1 cells towards Th1 healthy 

levels is seen along with a decrease of TNF beyond TNF healthy levels. Simulation results 

regarding Secukinumab, Tocilizumab and Infliximab are not presented in the figure as no 

significant effect was detected in any of the model components.  

4. Discussion 

As abovementioned, CD is a heterogeneous disease where the immune system plays a key role 

on its pathogenesis, although its possible autoimmune nature is still controversial. It is 

considered as a disease predominantly driven by CD4+T cells and so, recently developed 

treatments target T cell development or activity. Nevertheless, their effectiveness is not 

consistent between patients, probably due to the aforementioned heterogeneous nature of the 

disease. In this sense, it is important to develop tools that integrate the knowledge and the main 

components responsible for the pathogenesis (immune cells and interleukins), in order to 

understand the disease, and predict and optimize its therapy.  

In the current study, we developed an ODE-based QSP model for CD in plasma characterizing 

the dynamics of the Ag presentation leading to T-cell activation, clonal expansion, 

differentiation, and IL synthesis. The main contribution of this work with respect to previous 

modelling efforts is that it integrates the available quantitative knowledge on the disease and 

accounts for the dynamic behaviour of the interleukins and immune cells, and the interactions 

among them. Special focus was placed on the characterization of the clonal expansion of the 

different T cells subsets (Th1, Th2, Th17 and Treg) influenced by the relevant ILs included in the 

model. This work represents the continuation of a previous IL QSP model for CD (30) that has 

been expanded to include the cell components on the system. 

The updated literature compiled for the development of our model, in addition to representing 

a detailed and helpful repository, highlights current knowledge gaps on the interaction between 
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cells and cytokines, suggesting future lines of experimentation that could be performed to feed 

and refine the existing model. For instance, in spite of our effort to obtain parameter estimates 

exclusively from human-related origin, 14% of the parameters for the characterization of the 

cell dynamics have been estimated using mice related data (10% of the full model). Furthermore, 

the fact that the information gathered from the literature was obtained under very different 

experimental designs/conditions represents a challenge with respect to its integration into the 

model building process. Therefore, in order to mitigate the impact of these sources of variability, 

firstly, more than one study was considered to inform the model, when available, and secondly, 

the methodology employed followed the workflow proposed by Gadkar, et al. (31), which aimed 

to standardize the building and application of QSP models. 

As part of the modelling building process, several assumptions were made. One of the most 

critical ones implies that CD is well known to be a gastrointestinal tract disorder, whereas we 

are modelling the disease based on levels in plasma. Limited quantitative and temporal data at 

the gut level is available, and thus, given that most of the clinical data is collected in plasma, we 

assumed that the plasma circulating interleukins and cells are correlated to their dynamics in 

the affected areas, as some evidence point into that direction for some of the components 

considered in the model (61–63). Additionally, in our understanding, this assumption should not 

be considered as a great limitation as the model is mainly intended to explore therapeutic agents 

that are normally administer at the plasma level or require distribution through systemic 

circulation to reach the site of action. Other relevant assumptions are that we used in vitro data 

as a surrogate of the in vivo system dynamics and that no interaction (i.e., synergism or 

antagonism) was assumed between the different ILs modulating a particular 

synthesis/differentiation process, exclusively considering additivity scenarios. Additionally, to 

describe the IL effects linear or EMAX models were used based on the available data. We should 

acknowledge that although some of these relationships might not be physiologically plausible, 

they were established based on the available data and can potentially mimic the biological 

behaviour within certain ranges. Despite all the mentioned assumptions that might suppose 

limitations to the model, no indication of model misspecification or biological implausibility was 

observed when challenging the model by simulation for model evaluation.  

In this sense, deterministic and stochastic simulations were performed to challenge the QSP 

model and evaluate the consistency of the model structure and the parameter values. The 

simulated steady-state values obtained, after randomly varying the initial conditions of the 

different T-cells and ILs, were located within the reported physiological ranges for CD condition. 

Interestingly, the incorporation of the CD4+ T cell dynamics supposed a more accurate capture 
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of the variability compared to the previous modelling effort for the ILs alone (30). This points 

out the importance of the inclusion of relevant components and mechanisms to improve QSP 

model predictive capability. On the other hand, the local SA (Figs. 3 and S1) demonstrated that 

the impact of changing the parameters on the interleukin and cell levels was not out of our 

expectations based on our understanding of the system, thus confirming the stability of the 

model. Overall, these results support model robustness and indicate that the assumptions made 

during model development seemed to be reasonable, at least when describing healthy status 

and CD condition.  

However, one limitation is that the transition from healthy to CD status is accounted by an 

arbitrary Ag, responsible for activating an unknown number of APCs, which leads to Th0 

activation. This results in an artificial and simplistic mechanism for CD status triggering, which 

do not account for the variability in the CD pathogenesis. Nevertheless, this structural 

characteristic should not prevent the use of the proposed model to explore therapeutic 

alternatives in CD.  

Indeed, the proposed model was used to test different virtual therapies as shown in the results 

section. After rhuIL-10 simulation, the results are in concordance with the general outcome of a 

clinical study (51,57). A virtual dose equivalent to 5 µg/kg provided a return of those ILs closely 

associated with tissue damage to healthy levels. Accordingly, the authors concluded that rhuIL-

10 showed clinical remission and endoscopic improvement at that dose (57). On the other hand, 

Fontolizumab, an anti-IFN monoclonal antibody, showed to be effective and safe in a clinical 

study (51). Simulations based on our model after Fontolizumab treatment revealed also a 

dramatic decrease in TNF levels, and probably, this might be a reason why this therapy showed 

to be effective. Unfortunately, the current model does not fully reproduce the system behaviour 

after Ustekinumab mAb administration, an anti-IL12/23 monoclonal antibody. A very mild 

variation was seen for some model components, in contrast with the expected behaviour. This 

might be explained by the use of inappropriate models to characterize IL12 and IL23 effects 

(linear models) or by the assumption that all the interaction effects are additive.  

Furthermore, the effect of other therapies has been explored with our model, obtaining mild 

impact on the model dynamics. For the case of Secukinumab mAb simulation, an anti-IL17 

monoclonal antibody, no perturbations were shown for any of the model components, which 

may be in line with the absence of efficacy reported (53). Additionally, the authors suggest that 

blocking IL17 effect may interfere with a protective function of IL17 in the intestine (53), which 

could explain the observed adverse events. This mechanism is not captured by our model, where 
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only a mechanism of Th2 inhibition by IL17 was included. Moreover, after Tocilizumab mAb 

simulation, an anti-IL6 monoclonal antibody, a very slight decrease of Treg cells was observed 

(data not shown). In contrast, Tocilizumab should exert an increase of Th2 cells (58), which was 

not seen in our simulation. In our model, IL6 inhibitory effect on Th2 differentiation was 

characterized with a linear model, exerting depreciable effects at IL6 physiological ranges. Lastly, 

our model did not show any effect in the model components after Infliximab mAb simulation, 

which is an already approved chimeric monoclonal antibody for the CD therapy that seems to 

interact with TNF. The clinical benefit of Infliximab might be related to the TNF involvement 

in pathways such as Natural Killer cells (64) or metalloproteinases (MMPs), a family of proteins 

associated with tissue damage (65–69). Unfortunately, these mechanisms were not considered 

in the current model.  

After the simulation of different therapeutic agents, this model seems to represent a useful tool 

for exploring those agents with effects primarily involved in ILs synthesis and T cell 

differentiation. Nevertheless, the current model needs further development as it fails to capture 

the behaviour of the system when challenge with some other therapies. This might be due to 

the lack of relevant mechanism involved in tissue damage (Natural killer cells or MMPs, out of 

the scope of the current model) or the manner the IL interactions were included (additive 

interaction between the effect of all ILs or the linear models used with minor effect at 

physiological range).  

Besides, one of the characteristics that modelling offers is the re-usability, which is even more 

relevant in the QSP arena, as it is linked with the concept of translational research. In the current 

CD model, the parameter estimates were obtained for healthy and CD conditions, and therefore, 

it is likely that, in order to re-use this model in other conditions where the immune system also 

plays a relevant role, those values should be calibrated accordingly.  

In conclusion, a QSP model describing the dynamics of circulating T cells and ILs in humans with 

CD has been successfully developed and implemented mathematically and computationally. This 

model has been successfully evaluated in terms of robustness and utility for mimicking the 

system behaviour in CD condition and in the presence of certain therapeutic agents. 

Additionally, this manuscript contributes with detailed sub-models and parameter values for the 

model components, and thus, providing a valuable repository integrating relevant up-to-date 

literature. Finally, as any QSP model, the current framework is a living project in which the 

dynamics of additional pathways can be integrated and there is always room for improvement, 

thus expanding the re-usability of the model to evaluate other therapeutic agents and 

conditions. 
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Tables 

Table S1. List of the mean value, standard deviation or range of the model species for each condition. Table adapted from (Chapter 2).  

SPECIE DEFINITION CONDITION MEAN VALUE  SD or RANGE UNITS N GENDER-%F AGE ORIGIN REFERENCE 

MACRact  
 

Activated 
macrophages 
(in the presence 
of CD antigens) 

HC 0 - cells/mL - - - - Assumption1 

CD 1.0000×105 - cells/mL - - - - (1,2)1 

DCact Activated 
dendritic cells 
(in the presence 
of CD antigens) 

HC 0 - cells/mL  - - - Assumption1 

CD 1.3200×104 ± 3.7100×104  cells/mL 19 47.36 34 
(18-49) 

China (3)1 

Th0 naïve CD4+ T 
cells 

HC 3.9400×105  - cells/mL - - - - (4)2 

CD 1.9900×105 - cells/mL - - - - (4)2 

Th0act CD4+ T cells HC 0  - cells/mL - - - - Assumption1 

CD 1.9499×105 - cells/mL - - - - Derived 

Th2 CD4+IL-4+ T 
cells  

HC 1.1056×104 ± 6.9100×103 cells/mL 23 39.13 30 
(18-57) 

China (5,6)3 

CD 1.4511×104 ± 8.9830×103 cells/mL 46 36.95 28 
(11-59) 

China (5,6)3 

Th1 CD4+IFNγ+ T 
cells  

HC 5.3898×104 ± 1.0365×104 cells/mL 23 39.13 30 
(18-57) 

China (5,6)3 

CD 1.2299×105 ± 4.5606×104 cells/mL 46 36.95 28 
(11-59) 

China (5,6)3 

Th17 CD4+IL17+ T 
cells  

HC 1.2759×104 ±7.7829×103 cells/mL 116 69.56 
(39.13-100) 

45.4 
(27-60) 

China, Australia, Chile, 
France, Germany 

(7–11)4 

CD 1.9316×104 ±8.9539×103 cells/mL 149 36.95 32.85 
(11-59) 

China, Australia, 
Germany 

(7,8,11) 4 

Treg CD4+CD25+FOX
P3+ T cells  

HC 2.8283×104 ±7.0000×103 cells/mL 69 - 46 
(40-53) 

Austria, France, 
Germany 

(8,10,11) 4 

CD 2.8820×104 6.9100×102-
4.8370*104 

cells/mL 137 58.2 31.8 
(20-43) 

Poland, Germany (11,12) 4 

IFN Interferon 
gamma 

HC 20.950 1.0000-275.00 pg/mL 210 64.28 
(31.42-100) 

37.81 
(18-57) 

Japan, Sweeden, EEUU, 
China 

(7,13–17)5 
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 CD 30.740 0-105.0000 pg/mL 169 43.70 
(31.42-58.2) 

30.73 
(11-59) 

Japan, China, Poland (7,12,13) 5 

TNF Tumour 
necrosis factor 
alpha 

HC 8.0100 0.6100-42.000 pg/mL 422 65.31 
(39.13-100) 

42.11  
(9-86) 

EEUU, China, Italy, 
Portugal, Sweden, UK, 
Turkey, Japan 

(7,14,23–28,15–
22) 5 

CD 11.000 0-976.00 pg/mL 220 44.43 
(31.42-50) 

29.84 
(13-63) 

Japan, China, EEUU, 
Poland, Italy 

(7,12,13,18,22,2
4)5 

IL4 Interleukin 4 HC 2.3900 0.0100-15.620 pg/mL 842 59.43 
(39.13-100) 

45.47 
(18-86) 

China (7,14,15,19,21,2
9–32)5 

CD 3.0000 ±1.3000 pg/mL 46 36.95 28  
(11-59) 

China, Italy, EEUU, 
Sweden 

(7)5 

IL10 Interleukin 10 
 

HC 6.1200 0.14-156.60 pg/mL 878 59.96  
(39.3-100) 

43.29 
(9-86) 

Italy, EEUU, Sweeden, 
China, Italy, Germany, 
UK, Poland 

(14,15,33–
36,16,18,19,21–
23,29,30)5 

CD 26.530 ±59.227 pg/mL 54 47.38 
(45-50) 

23.37 
(5-64) 

EEUU, Italy, Poland (18,22,33)5 

TGF1 Transforming 
growth factor 
beta 1 

HC 2.7157×104 ±1.4679×104 pg/mL 125 42.31 
(36.95-50) 

29.01 
(11-69) 

China, Italy, EEUU (7,18,33)5 

CD 4.9325×104 ±3.7461×104 pg/mL 77 57.35 
(39.13-90) 

42.62 
(9-82) 

China, Italy, EEUU, 
Sweden 

(7,18,33)5 

IL12 Interleukin 12 HC 13.6500 1.0000-56.300 pg/mL 446 74.70 
(31.42-100) 

47.50 
(7-79) 

Japan, Italy, China, 
EEUU, Sweeden, 
Turkey 

(13,14,19,29,37,
38)5 

CD 33.040 ± 31.662 pg/mL 55 31.42 31.70 
(13-59) 

Japan (13)5 

IL1 Interleukin 1 
beta 

HC 1.0200 ±0.8179 pg/mL 168 62.77 
(55.94-90) 

30.09 
(9-82) 

EEUU, Italy, Poland, 
Sweden, France 

(16,18,21,22,24,
39)5 

CD 9.7000 ±11.003 pg/mL 127 56.67 
(55-75) 

29.39 
(5-85) 

EEUU, Poland, France, 
Italy, Spain 

(18,24,39,40)5 

IL18 Interleukin 18 HC 2.4251×102 ±25.474 pg/mL 197 48.79 
(40-51.25) 

33.93 
(7-79) 

Poland, Austria, 
Turkey, Italy 

(25,27,41,42)5 

CD 5.4600×102 ±32.000 pg/mL 41 55.55 34.00 
(17-66) 

Austria (41)5 

IL2 Interleukin 2 HC 2.4700 0.2500−15.90 pg/mL 399 76.43 
(39.13-100) 

47.92 
(9-86) 

EEUU, China, Italy, 
Sweden 

(7,14,18,19,21,2
9)5 

CD 7.5300 0−22.5 pg/mL 136 48.87 
(36.95-58.2) 

27.31 
(5-59) 

EEUU, China, Poland (7,12,18)5 
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The super index close to the references1-5, apply to the assumptions made to obtain the mean value for the different species and those assumptions are defined 
below the table. HC: healthy subject; CD: Crohn disease patients; SD: standard deviation; N: total number of individuals; GENDER-%F: Mean female percentage 
and ranges; AGE: mean age and ranges reported in years. 

Table S1 Assumptions:   

6. MACRact and DCact: The exact number of the dendritic cells or macrophages, which are in a resting or active state in healthy subjects or in CD patients 

is not well known. Therefore, it was assumed that all the dendritic cells (13,200 cells/mL (3)) or macrophages (100,000 cells/mL (1,2)) from healthy subjects 

become active in CD patients, as they are constantly in contact with CD triggering antigens.  

IL17 Interleukin 17A HC 20.160 0-180 pg/mL 946 60.52 
(31.42-100) 

44.00 
(7-86) 

Japan, Turkey, China, 
EEUU, Italy, Sweden, 
Portugal 

(7,13,32,37,43,4
4,14,15,17–
19,25,29,30)5 

CD 44.500 ±70.764 pg/mL 191 43.58 
(31.42-58.2) 

28.57 
(5-59) 

Japan, EEUU, China, 
Poland 

(7,13,18,45)5 

IL23 Interleukin 23 
 

HC 94.910 2.8000-439.00 pg/mL 186 80.64 
(31.42-100) 

42.69 
(22-57) 

Japan, China, EEUU, 
Portugal 

(13,14,20,37,44)
5 

CD 192.92 ±213.52 pg/mL 55 31.42 31.7 
(13-59) 

Japan (13)5 

IL6 Interleukin 6 HC 5.9900 0-32.000 pg/mL 1205 65.03 
(31.42-100) 

42.11 
(7-86) 

Japan, EEUU, China, 
Italy, Sweden, Poland, 
France, Turkey, UK 

(7,13,24,27–
31,35,39,46,47,
14–
16,18,19,21–
23)5 

CD 38.460 0-150.00 pg/mL 317 48.84 
(31.42-1.87) 

30.56 
(5-85) 

Japan, EEUU, China, 
Poland, France, Italy, 
Spain, UK 

(7,12,13,18,22,2
4,25,39,40,46)5 

IL22 Interleukin 22 
 

HC 24.550 2.0000-60.800 pg/mL 120 37.54 
(25.8-55) 

37.46 
(25-62) 

Portugal, China, 
Germany, EEUU 

(17,20,43,48,49)
5 

CD 37.440 ±6.5855 pg/mL 269 52.5 41.7 
(18-78) 

Germany (48,49)5  

IL15 Interleukin 15  HC 3.440 0-16.770 pg/mL 239 53.40 
(43.2-56) 

55.63 
(20-90) 

Australia, Spain, France (39,50,51)5 

CD 9.000 ±15.355 pg/mL 40 73.296 
(71.8-75) 

30.40 
(28-40) 

France (39)5 
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7. Th0act: It has been reported that in the peripheral blood of a healthy population there are 3.94*105 cells/mL of Th0 cells (Naïve T cells, CD45RA+), 

while in CD patients there are 1.99*105 cells/mL(4). Therefore, it is assumed that the difference in naïve T cells between the healthy population and CD patients 

is the result of the activation of Th0 cells becoming prepared to differentiate into the different Th subtypes.  

8. Th2 and Th1: The blood concentration of CD4+ T cells is 6.91*105 cells/mL according to Bisset et al; (6). As the found number of Th2 and Th1 in healthy 

subjects or CD patients is given as a proportion of total CD4+ T cells (5), the conversion from % of Th2 and Th1 to concentration values in healthy subjects or 

CD patients was made (5,6). 

9. Th17 and Treg: A weighted mean of the percentage of Th17 and Treg cells was calculated, taking into account the number of individuals per trial 

reported in different papers. Afterwards, the conversion from the calculated percentage of Th17 and Treg of total number of CD4+ T cells to concentration 

values in healthy subjects or CD was made as reported in the assumption number 3.  

10. Interleukins: The blood concentration of the different interleukins has been calculated as the weighted mean (according to the reported number of 

individuals per trial) of the concentration found in the references.  
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Table S2. List of model parameters separated per specie and the references used to estimate each of 

them.  

 

PARAMETER VALUE UNITS REFERENCE 

CD4+ Th cells DEGRADATION CONSTANTS 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ 0.2 1/day (52) 

DCact 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡
 1 1/day (1,53) 

𝑘𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐷𝐶𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡
 1.0007 mL/(molecule×day) Derived 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡 
 -2.7000×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (54) *  

MACRact 

𝑘𝑖𝑛ℎ𝐼𝐿10𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡
 0.4 1/day Estimated (55,56)* 

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡
 300 pg/mL Estimated (55,56)* 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡
 6.9315×10-1 1/day (57) 

𝑘𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡
 7.2565×10-1 mL/(pg×day) Derived 

Th0 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ0 1.6190×104 cell/(mL×day) Derived (58)  

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ0 4.1091×10-2 1/day Derived 

Th0act 

𝑘𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇ℎ0𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡
 3.5570×10-7 mL/(cell×day) Derived 

Th17 

𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇ℎ17
 7.9110×10-4 1/day Derived 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ17 2.5183×102 cells/(day×mL) Derived 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇ℎ17
 23.511 dimensionless Estimated (59) 

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇ℎ17
 250 pg/mL Estimated (59) 

𝐸𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ17
 2.6852×103 pg/mL Estimated (59) 

𝐸𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ17
 10.344 dimensionless Estimated (59) 

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿23𝑇ℎ17
 1.2889×103 pg/mL Estimated (60) 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ17
 0.7 dimensionless Estimated (61) 

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ17
 7.6480 pg/mL Estimated (61) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿2𝑇ℎ17
 2.6630×10-4 mL/pg Estimated (61) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿18𝑇ℎ17
 1.3870×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (61) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿15𝑇ℎ17
 3.3110×10-5 

 
mL/pg Estimated (61) 
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Th1 

𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇ℎ1
 3.6777×10-2 1/day Derived 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ1 5.4745×103 cells/(day×mL) Derived 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇ℎ1
 6.4290 dimensionless Estimated (62)* 

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇ℎ1
 6.8737×10 pg/mL Estimated (62)* 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝑇ℎ1
 -2.0000×10-4 mL/pg Estimated (63) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇ℎ1
 8.0400×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (64) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿23𝑇ℎ1
 5.6000×10-6 mL/pg Estimated (64) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿18𝑇ℎ1
 1.8010×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (64) 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ1
 1.0770 dimensionless Estimated (65) 

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ1
 2.3835×102 pg/mL Estimated (65) 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ1
 5.999×10-1 dimensionless Estimated (65) 

𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ1
 2.0024×102 pg/mL Estimated (65) 

Th2 

𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇ℎ2
 3.2598×10-3 1/day Derived 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ2 2.0913×103 cells/(day×mL) Derived 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇ℎ2
 -3.5680×10-6 mL/pg Estimated (66) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝑇ℎ2
 3.0000×10-4 mL/pg Estimated (63) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿17𝑇ℎ2
 -1.5250×10-4 mL/pg Estimated (67) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿22𝑇ℎ2
 1.5040×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (68) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝑇ℎ2
 -6.5250×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (68) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿6𝑇ℎ2
 1.1090×10-4 mL/pg Estimated (69) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ2
 -9.795 ×10-5 mL/pg Estimated (63) 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿2𝑇ℎ2
 1.1444×10 dimensionless Estimated (71)  

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿2𝑇ℎ2
 4.6499×102 pg/mL Estimated (71) 

Treg 

𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 3.2598×10-3 1/day Derived 

𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔 2.8965×103 cells/(day×mL) Derived 

𝐸𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 1.2325×102 pg/mL Estimated (72) 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 1.8637×10 dimensionless Estimated (72) 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 1.8780×10-1 mL/pg Estimated (68). 

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿22𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 6.3410×10-6 mL/pg Estimated (68) 

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿21𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 1.0984×10 pg/mL Estimated (73) 
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𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿2𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔  1.2199 dimensionless Estimated (73) 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 5.0410×10-1 dimensionless Estimated (74) 

𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 1.8370×103 pg/mL  Estimated (74) 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿6𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 6.6430×10-1 dimensionless Estimated (75) 

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿6𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 9.2270×102 pg/mL  Estimated (75) 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 6.5210×10-1 dimensionless Estimated (76) * 

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 7.6576×102 pg/mL  Estimated (76) * 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿23𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑔
 3.7848×10-1 dimensionless Estimated (77–79) 

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿23𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 8.9432×102 pg/mL  Estimated (77–79) 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿12𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑔
 8.4302×10-1 dimensionless Estimated (80)* 

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿12𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
 4.2531×10 pg/mL  Estimated (80)* 

The name for each model parameter is defined as: The type of parameter, followed by the influence of the interleukin 

(activates or inhibits) and the interleukin being modelled: 𝑃𝐴𝑅𝐴𝑀𝐸𝑇𝐸𝑅𝐼𝐿𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠/𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙_ 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑
  

*The information used for parameter estimation becomes from non-human data. 
∗∗ 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿2 and 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿2

have been updated from the previous model (chapter 2) to account for Th0act mass balance 

[𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼𝐿2= 4.1088 ×102 pg/(mL×day) and 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐴𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐿2
6.5472×103 pg/(cell×day)] 

 

Table S3. List of initial conditions (variants sbproj) for model simulation of Healthy subjects and CD 
patients. Cells reported as cells/mL and Interleukin as pg/mL 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 

Specie Healthy CD 

Ag 1×10-16 1 
DC 13200 13200 

DCact 1×10-16 13200 
MACR 100000 100000 

MACRact 1×10-16 100000 
Th0 394000 394000 

Th0act 1×10-16 194995.5 
Th1 53898.0 122990.0 
Th2 11056.0 14511.0 

Th17 12759.65 19315.82 
Treg 28283 28820.25 

IFN 20.95 30.74 

IL1 1.02 9.7 

IL2 2.47 7.53 
IL4 2.93 3 
IL6 5.99 38.46 

IL10 6.12 26.53 
IL12 13.65 33.04 
IL15 3.44 9 
IL17 20.16 44.5 
IL18 242.51 546 
IL22 24.55 37.44 
IL23 94.91 192.92 

TGF1 27156.64 49325.05 

TNF 8.01 11 
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Ordinary differential equations  

𝑑𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐴𝑔 × 𝐷𝐶 × 𝑘𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐷𝐶𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡

× (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡 
× 𝐼𝐿10) − 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡

× 𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡 

𝑑𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐴𝑔 × 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅 × 𝑘𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡

− 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡 ∗
𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐼𝐿10𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡

× 𝐼𝐿10

𝐼𝐿10 + 𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡

− 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡
× 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡 

𝑑𝑇ℎ0

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ0 − 𝑇ℎ0 × 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ0 − 𝑘𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇ℎ0𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡

× 𝑇ℎ0 × (𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡 + 𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡) 

𝑑𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇ℎ0𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡

× 𝑇ℎ0 × (𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡 + 𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡) − 𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡 × 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ0 

𝑑𝑇ℎ17

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ17

× (1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇ℎ17

× 𝐼𝐿1𝑏

𝐼𝐿1𝑏 + 𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇ℎ17

+
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ17

× 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝐸𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ17
+ 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

+
𝐼𝐿23

𝐼𝐿23 + 𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿23𝑇ℎ17

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ17

× 𝐼𝐿12

𝐼𝐿12 + 𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ17

+ 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿2𝑇ℎ17
× 𝐼𝐿2 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿18𝑇ℎ17

× 𝐼𝐿18 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿15𝑇ℎ17

× 𝐼𝐿15) + 𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇ℎ17
× 𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡

× (1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇ℎ17

× 𝐼𝐿1𝑏

𝐼𝐿1𝑏 + 𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇ℎ17

+
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ17

× 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝐸𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ17
+ 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

+
𝐼𝐿23

𝐼𝐿23 + 𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿23𝑇ℎ17

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ17

× 𝐼𝐿12

𝐼𝐿12 + 𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ17

+ 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿2𝑇ℎ17
× 𝐼𝐿2 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿18𝑇ℎ17

× 𝐼𝐿18 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿15𝑇ℎ17

× 𝐼𝐿15) − 𝑇ℎ17 × 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ 

𝑑𝑇ℎ1

𝑑𝑡
=  𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ1 × (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇ℎ1

× 𝐼𝐿1𝑏 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿23𝑇ℎ1
× 𝐼𝐿23 +

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇ℎ1
× 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 + 𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇ℎ1

+ 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐿4 +  𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿18𝑇ℎ1

× 𝐼𝐿18 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ1

× 𝐼𝑙12

𝐼𝑙12 + 𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ1

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ1

× 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1 + 𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ1

)

+ 𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇ℎ1
× 𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡

× (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇ℎ1
× 𝐼𝐿1𝑏 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿23𝑇ℎ1

× 𝐼𝐿23 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇ℎ1

× 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 + 𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇ℎ1

+ 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐿4 +  𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿18𝑇ℎ1

× 𝐼𝐿18 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ1

× 𝐼𝑙12

𝐼𝑙12 + 𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ1

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ1

× 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1 + 𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ1

)

− 𝑇ℎ1 × 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ 
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𝑑𝑇ℎ2

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ2 × (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝑇ℎ2

× 𝐼𝐿4 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿17𝑇ℎ2

× 𝐼𝐿17 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐿12 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿6𝑇ℎ2

× 𝐼𝐿6 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿2𝑇ℎ2

× 𝐼𝐿2

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿2𝑇ℎ2
+ 𝐼𝐿2

+ 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐿10 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿22𝑇ℎ2

× 𝐼𝐿22)

+ 𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡 × 𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇ℎ2

× (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐿4 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇ℎ2

× 𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿17𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐿17 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ2

× 𝐼𝐿12 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿6𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐿6 +

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿2𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐿2

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿2𝑇ℎ2
+ 𝐼𝐿2

+ 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐿10 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿22𝑇ℎ2

× 𝐼𝐿22) − 𝑇ℎ2 × 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ  

𝑑𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

𝑑𝑡
=  𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
× 𝐼𝐿10 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿22𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿22 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1:𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔 × 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝐸𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

+
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿2:𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔 × 𝐼𝐿2

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿21𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝐼𝐿2

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿6𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿6

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿6𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝐼𝑙6

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿1𝑏

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝑙1𝑏𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝐼𝐿1𝑏

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿23𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿23

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿23𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝐼𝐿23

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿12𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿12

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿12𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝐼𝐿12

) + 𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡 × 𝑘𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑔

× (1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
× 𝐼𝐿10 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿22𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿22 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1:𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔 × 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝐸𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

+
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿2:𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔 × 𝐼𝐿2

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿21𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝐼𝐿2

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿6𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿6

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿6𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝐼𝑙6

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿1𝑏

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝑙1𝑏𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝐼𝐿1𝑏

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿23𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿23

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿23𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝐼𝐿23

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

−
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿12𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿12

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿12𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑔
+ 𝐼𝐿12

) − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔 × 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ 
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Supplemental methodology and results 

 

 

Assumptions 

 The exact number of the macrophages which are in a resting 
or active state in healthy subjects or in CD patients is not 
well known. Therefore, it was assumed that all the 
macrophages (100000 cells/mL (1,2)) from healthy subjects 
are constant, and become active in CD patients, as they are 
constantly in contact with CD antigens.  

 At the equilibrium, MACRact have a synthesis velocity equal 
to the degradation rate. 

 It was assumed that 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡
is equal to 0.011 day-1 as 

reported in (55,81) (mice data).  
 IL-10 effects on MACR deactivation was obtained from a 

previous defined model, inferred from the inhibitory effect 

of IL-10 on IFN production (which is dependent on Ag 

presentation from activated macrophages) (55,56) (mice 
data):  
 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝐼𝐿10𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡
× 𝐼𝐿10

𝐼𝐿10 + 𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿10𝑀𝐴𝐶𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡

 

 

 

Assumptions 

 The exact number of the dendritic cells which are in a 
resting or active state in healthy subjects or in CD patients 
is not well known. Therefore, it was assumed that all the 
dendritic cells (13200.0 cells/mL (3)) from healthy subjects 
are constant, and become active in CD patients, as they are 
constantly in contact with CD antigens.  

 At the equilibrium, DCact have a synthesis velocity equal to 
the degradation rate. 

 It was assumed that 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡
is equal to 1 day-1 as reported 

in (1,53). 
 IL10 inhibits DC activation (54), where it is assumed that 

DCs generated from bone marrow cells from wild-type mice 
behave as human DCs (mice data). 

Methods: 

 In vitro data (54), was used to characterize IL10 inhibition: 
 

IL10 inhibition*: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝐷𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑡 
× 𝐼𝐿10  

 
 

 Line: Simulated linear model. Points: data extracted from (54). 
 
*Assumptions:  

 In the model there are not surface markers. Therefore, the average of inhibition for the 
three of them together is made (MHC-II, CD86, and CD40).  

 It is also assumed that 18 hours of cell culture give the same result as 24 hours.  
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Assumptions 

 It has been reported that in the peripheral blood of a healthy population 
there are 3.94*105 cells/mL of Th0 cells (Naïve T cells, CD45RA+), while in 
CD patients there are 1.99*105 cells/mL(4). Therefore, it is assumed that 
the difference in naïve T cells between the healthy population and CD 
patients is the result of the activation of Th0 cells, becoming prepared to 
be differentiated into the different Th cell subtypes.  

 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ0 has been obtained from the literature (58), assuming:  
o The model represents a CD patient older than 20 years old.  
o The synthesis reported in (58) represents a total synthesis. Our QSP 

model is built with blood concentration data, therefore we divide that 
quantity into the amount of water in a standard adult: assuming that 
the 60% of a 70 kg male (82)adult is water, which makes 42L of water 
(42000mL).  

o The reported 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑇ℎ0in (58), is divided by 42000 mL.  

 At the equilibrium, either at healthy of CD conditions, Th0 have a synthesis 
velocity equal to the degradation rate: 
o 𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ derived at healthy state, as the circulating Th0 and the 

synthesis rate constant is known.  
o 𝑘𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑇ℎ0𝑎𝑐𝑡

derived at CD state. 

  
 
Assumptions 

 It has been reported that in the peripheral blood of a healthy population 
there are 3.94*105 cells/mL of Th0 cells (Naïve T cells, CD45RA+), while in 
CD patients there are 1.99*105 cells/mL(4). Therefore, it is assumed that 
the difference in naïve T cells between the healthy population and CD 
patients is the result of the activation of Th0 cells, becoming prepared to 
be differentiated into the different Th cell subtypes.  

 On the basis of available data, we assume that naive CD4+ T cells are first 
activated into a Th0 state (Th0 act). These Th0act cells differentiate into 
either Th1, Th17, Th2 or Treg cells depending on signals received (55). 

𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ: It is assumed to be the same degradation rate constant for Th0 than 
for activated Th0.  
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Assumptions 

 By applying mathematical models, it was estimated by 
De Boer et al. (83) that primed CD4+ T cells initially die 
with a half-life of 3 days and later slow down to a half-
life of 35 days. These numbers yield an initial death rate 
of 0.23 day-1 and an eventual death rate of 0,02 day-1. In 
this model, is was assumed a constant death rate for 
CD4+ cells (𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ) of 0.2 day-1 as previously done 
(52).  

 Th17 remains constant in healthy subjects and reach CD 
levels once the crohn´s disease dysbiosis occur, 
presenting the CD antigens to the APCs and triggering 
Th0 activation and the subsequent differentiation in 
Th17 (cytokine dependent).  

 Th17 cell differentiation in CD is stimulated by IL2, IL23, 

IL15, IL1, IL18 and TGF1 and inhibited by IL12 (59–
61). 
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Methodology:  

 In vitro data (59–61), was used to characterize the stimulation of Th17 cell differentiation in CD by IL2, IL23, IL15, 

IL1, IL18 and the inhibition by IL12: 
 

IL1 stimulation*: 1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇ℎ17

×𝐼𝐿1𝑏

𝐼𝐿1𝑏+𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇ℎ17

 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated Emax 
model. Points: average 
data extracted from(59). 
 
 
 
 
 

*Assumptions:  

 It is normalized by the basal differentiation (without IL1). 

 It is assumed that IL1 influence from 0 to 500 pg/mL is 
lineal with a IC50 of 250 pg/ml. 

 

IL12 inhibition*: 1 −
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ17

×𝐼𝐿12

𝐼𝐿12+𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ17

 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated Imax 
model. Points: average 
data extracted from (61). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Assumptions:  

 It is normalized by the basal (without IL22).  

 IL17 synthesis is directly proportional to the number of 
Th17 cells.  

 
 

IL23 stimulation*: 1 +
𝐼𝐿23

𝐼𝐿23+𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿23𝑇ℎ17

 

 
  
 
 
Line: Simulated EC50 
model. Points: average 
data extracted from(60). 
 
 
 
 
 

*Assumptions:  

 It is normalized by the basal (without IL23). 

 In the QSP model there are not memory Th17 cells, 
therefore, it is assumed that all of them behave as Th17 
cells, and IL23 induces its differentiation.  

 IL17 synthesis is directly proportional to the number of Th17 
cells. 

 

IL2 stimulation*: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿2𝑇ℎ17
× 𝐼𝐿2 

 
 
 

 
 
Line: Simulated linear 
model. Points: average 
data extracted from(61). 
 
 
 
 
 

*Assumptions:  

 It is normalized by the basal (without IL2). 

 IL17 synthesis is directly proportional to the number of 
Th17 cells. 

IL18 stimulation*: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿18𝑇ℎ17
× 𝐼𝐿18 

 
 
 
 
Line: Simulated linear model. 
Points: average data 
extracted from(61). 
 
 
 
 
 

*Assumptions:  

 It is normalized by the basal (without IL18). 

 IL17 synthesis is directly proportional to the number of Th17 
cells. 

IL15 stimulation*: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿15𝑇ℎ17
× 𝐼𝐿15 

 
 
 
 
Line: Simulated linear 
model. Points: average 
data extracted from(61). 
 
 
 
 
 

*Assumptions:  

 It is normalized by the basal (without IL15). 

 IL17 synthesis is directly proportional to the number of 
Th17 cells. 
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TGF1 stimulation*: 1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ17

×𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝐸𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ17
+𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

 

 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated Emax model. Points: data extracted from(59). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Assumptions:  

 It is normalized by the basal differentiation (without TGF1) (59). 

 It is assumed that there is an environment pro-Th17 in vitro (IFN, IL1, Il6, IL23) to distinguish the TGF1 difference.  

 We assume that TGF1 activates Th17. Nevertheless, even if it is well supported by this article, it is a critical assumption based 
on different publications (77,84): 

“The role of TGF in Th17 differentiation has remained controversial, particularly for human cells. The bulk of mouse studies 

indicate an important Th17-promoting role for TGF, although TGF can also induce a ‘‘regulatory’’ phenotype when 
sustained “(85) 

 

 

Assumptions 

 By applying mathematical models, it was estimated by 
De Boer et al. (83) that primed CD4+ T cells initially die 
with a half-life of 3 days and later slow down to a half-
life of 35 days. These numbers yield an initial death rate 
of 0.23 day-1 and an eventual death rate of 0,02 day-1. In 
this model, is was assumed a constant death rate for 
CD4+ cells (𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ) of 0.2 day-1 as previously done 
(52).  

 Th1 remains constant in healthy subjects and reach CD 
levels once the Crohn´s Disease dysbiosis occur, 
presenting the CD antigens to the APCs and triggering 
Th0 activation and the subsequent differentiation in Th1 
(cytokine dependent).  

 Th1 cell differentiation in CD is stimulated by IL23, IL12, 

IFN, IL1, IL18 (62,64,65) and inhibited by TGF1 and 
IL4 (63,65)..  

 
Methodology:  
 

 In vitro data (59–61), was used to characterize the stimulation of Th1 cell differentiation in CD by IL23, IL12, IFN, IL1, 

IL18 (55,64,65,86,87) and the inhibition by TGF1, IL4 (55,65,88). 
 
 

TGF1 inhibition*: 1 −
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ1

×𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1+𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ1

 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated Imax 
model. Points: average 
data extracted from (65). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TGF1 inhibition*: 1 −
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ1

×𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1+𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇ℎ1

 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated Imax 
model. Points: average 
data extracted from (65). 
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*Assumptions:  

 It is normalized by the basal (without IL12). 

 It is assumed that the ILs environment is pro-Th1 (IL23 and 

IL1) to distinguish the TGF1 influence.  
 
 
 

*Assumptions:  

 It is normalized by the basal (without IL12). 

 It is assumed that the ILs environment is pro-Th1 (IL23 and 

IL1) to distinguish the TGF1 influence.  
 
 
 

IFN stimulation*: 1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇ℎ1

×𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔+𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇ℎ1

 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated Emax 
model. Points: average 
data extracted from (62). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*Assumptions:  

 It is normalized by the basal (without IFN). 

 It is assumed that human Th0act cells differentiate into Th1 

under IFN exposure as it has been seen in mice.  

 It is assumed that T-bet relative expression is comparable to 
Th1 differentiation(64). 

IFN stimulation*: 1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇ℎ1

×𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔

𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔+𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐹𝑁𝑔𝑇ℎ1

 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated Emax 
model. Points: average 
data extracted from 
(62). 
 
 
 
 

 
 
*Assumptions:  

 It is normalized by the basal (without IFN). 

 It is assumed that human Th0act cells differentiate into 

Th1 under IFN exposure as it has been seen in mice.  
It is assumed that T-bet relative expression is comparable to 
Th1 differentiation(64). 

 

IL1 and IL23 stimulation: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇ℎ1
× 𝐼𝐿1𝑏 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿23𝑇ℎ1

× 𝐼𝐿23 

 
 

 
Line: Simulated Linear models. Points: 
average data extracted from (64). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
*Assumptions:  

 As in the QSP model memory Th cells are not included and it is assumed that all of them behave as CD4+T cells. Therefore, 

we assume that IL23 and IL1 induces Th1 differentiation (64). 

 It is assumed that T-bet relative expression is comparable to Th1 differentiation. (64). 

 It is known that prostaglandins are increased in crohn´s disease. Therefore, the culture data with prostaglandin was used to 
model parametrization to get the the maximum stimulation (89) 

 It is assumed that the stimulation presents similar results in one day than in three days of culture.  
 
IL18 stimulation*: 1 − 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿18𝑇ℎ1

× 𝐼𝐿18 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated linear model. Points: 
average data extracted from (64). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*It is assumed that T-bet relative expression is comparable to Th1 
differentiation(64).  
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Assumptions 

 By applying mathematical models, it was estimated by 
De Boer et al. (83) that primed CD4+ T cells initially die 
with a half-life of 3 days and later slow down to a half-
life of 35 days. These numbers yield an initial death rate 
of 0.23 day-1 and an eventual death rate of 0,02 day-1. In 
this model, is was assumed a constant death rate for 
CD4+ cells (𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ) of 0.2 day-1 as previously done 
(52).  

 Th2 remains constant in healthy subjects and reach CD 
levels once the crohn´s disease dysbiosis occur, 
presenting the CD antigens to the APCs and triggering 
Th0 activation and the subsequent differentiation in Th2 
(cytokine dependent).  

 Th2 cell differentiation in CD is stimulated by IL4, IL22, 

IL6 and (64,68,69,71) and inhibited by and IFN, IL10, 
IL17, IL12 (66–68,70). 
 
 

 

IFN inhibition*:∶  1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐹𝑁𝛾𝑇ℎ2
× IFNγ 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated linear 
model. Points: data 
extracted from(66). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Assumptions:  

 It is known that IL4 is only synthetized by Th2, and 
therefore, its synthesis is assumed to be proportional to 
the number of Th2 cells.  

 It is assumed that IL4 is essential for Th2 differentiation and 

only IFN effect is being measured (after normalization). 
 

IL4 stimulation*:∶  1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿4𝑇ℎ2
× IL4 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated linear 
model. Points: data 
extracted from (63). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*Assumptions:  

 It is assumed that T-bet relative expression is comparable 
to Th1 differentiation (64). 

 

IL10 stimulation and IL22 inhibition: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐿10 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿22𝑇ℎ2

× 𝐼𝐿22 

 
 

 
 
Line: Simulation and inhibition Linear models. 
Points: average data extracted from (68). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*It is assumed that IL4+IL10- refers to Th2 cells, and IL4-IL10+ to Treg CD4+ T cells.  
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IL17 inhibition*: 1 − 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿17𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐿17 

 
 
Line: Inhibition linear model. 
Points: average data 
extracted from (67). 
 

*Assumptions:  

 It is known that IL4 is only synthetized by Th2, and 
therefore, its synthesis is assumed to be proportional to the 
number of Th2 cells.  

 As the patients suffering from Rheumatoid arthritis present 
chronic inflammation, it is assumed that the isolated cells 
from this patient population are comparable to PBMC cells 
with CD. 

 

IL12 inhibition*: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿12𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐿12 

 
 
Line: Inhibition linear 
model. Points: average 
data extracted from (63). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*Assumptions  

 It is assumed that Gata3+ relative expression is 
comparable to Th2 differentiation (70). 

IL6 stimulation*: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿6𝑇ℎ2
× 𝐼𝐿6 

 
 
Line: Stimulation linear 
model. Points: average data 
extracted from (69). 

*Assumptions:  

 The results are normalized by coclofina (phosphorylation 
protein). It is assumed that the ratio after normalization are 
comparable to GATA3 increase. 

 It is assumed that Gata3+ relative expression is comparable 
to Th2 differentiation (70). 

IL2 stimulation*: 1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿2𝑇ℎ2

×𝐼𝐿2

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿2𝑇ℎ2
+𝐼𝐿2

 

 
 
Line: Stimulation Emax 
model. Points: average 
data extracted from 

(71)(69). 

*Assumptions  

 It is assumed that the cultured cells are behave similarly 
as previously suggested (90).  

 Normalized by basal Th2. 

 
  

 Assumptions 

 By applying mathematical models, it was estimated by 
De Boer et al. (83) that primed CD4+ T cells initially die 
with a half-life of 3 days and later slow down to a half-
life of 35 days. These numbers yield an initial death rate 
of 0.23 day-1 and an eventual death rate of 0,02 day-1. In 
this model, is was assumed a constant death rate for 
CD4+ cells (𝑘𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑇ℎ) of 0.2 day-1 as previously done 
(52).  

 Treg remains constant in healthy subjects and reach CD 
levels once the crohn´s disease dysbiosis occur, 
presenting the CD antigens to the APCs and triggering 
Th0 activation and the subsequent differentiation in 
Treg (cytokine dependent). 

 Treg cell differentiation in CD is stimulated by TGF1, 

IL2, IL10, IL22 (68,72,73) and inhibited by TNF, IL6, 

IL1, IL12 and IL23 (74–80).  
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TGF1 stimulation*: 1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1:𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔 ∗𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

𝐸𝐶50𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+𝑇𝐺𝐹𝑏1

 

 
 
 
 
Line: Simulated Emax model. 
Points: average data 
extracted from (72). 
 
 
 
 
 

*It is assumed that %iTreg is comparable to Treg differentiation 
in humans, as suggested by (91).  
 

IL2 stimulation*: 1 +
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿2:𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔 ×𝐼𝐿2

𝐸𝐶50𝐼𝐿21𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+𝐼𝐿2

 

 
 
 
 
Line: Simulated Emax 
model. Points: average 
data extracted from(73). 
 
 
 
 
 

*Assumptions: 

 It is assumed that FOXP3+ relative expression is 
comparable to Treg differentiation (74). 

 Normalized by basal Treg. 
 
 

 
IL22 and IL10 stimulation: 1 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿10𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

× 𝐼𝐿10 + 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝐼𝐿22𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
× 𝐼𝐿22 

 
 
 

 
 
Line: Simulated Linear models. Points: 
average data extracted from (68). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
*It is assumed that IL4+IL10- refers to Th2 cells, and IL4-IL10+ to Treg CD4+ T cells.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

IL12 inhibition*: 1 −
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿12𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

×𝐼𝐿12

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿12𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑔+𝐼𝐿12
 

 
 
 
 
Line: Simulated Imax model. 
Points: average data extracted 
from (80). 
 
 
 
 

*Assumptions: 

 It is assumed that FOXP3+ relative expression is 
comparable to Treg differentiation (74). 

 It is assumed that mice behave as human.  
 
 
 

IL6 inhibition*: 1 −
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿6𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

×𝐼𝐿6

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿6𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+𝐼𝑙6

 

 
 
 
 
Line: Simulated Imax model. 
Points: average data 
extracted from (75). 
 
 
 
 

*Assumptions: 

 It is assumed that FOXP3+ relative expression is 
comparable to Treg differentiation (74). 
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IL1 inhibition*: 1 −
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿1𝑏𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

×𝐼𝐿1𝑏

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝑙1𝑏𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+𝐼𝐿1𝑏

 

 
 
 
 
Line: Simulated Imax model. 
Points: average data 
extracted from (76). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*Assumptions: 

 It is assumed that FOXP3+ relative expression is 
comparable to Treg differentiation (74). 

 It is assumed that the effect of the ILs used for cell culture 
does not influence in the interaction between Il1 and 
Treg differentiation.  

 It is assumed that IL1 and IL1a effect is the same.  

 It is assumed that mice behave as human.  

IL23 inhibition*: 1 −
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐼𝐿23𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

×𝐼𝐿23

𝐼𝐶50𝐼𝐿23𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+𝐼𝐿23

 

 
 
 
Line: Simulated Imax model. 
Points: average data 
extracted from(77–79). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*Assumptions: 

 It is assumed that FOXP3+ relative expression is 
comparable to Treg differentiation (74). 

 It is assumed that the different techniques used in the 
three experiments are comparable between each other.  

TNF inhibition*: 1 −
𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔

×𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

𝐼𝐶50𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑔
+𝑇𝑁𝐹𝑎

 

 
 
 
 

Line: Simulated Imax model.  
Points: average data extracted from (74). 

 
 
 
 
*Assumptions: 

 It is assumed that FOXP3+ relative expression is comparable to Treg differentiation (74). 

 It is assumed that FOXP3+ phosphorylation is comparable to Treg activity.  

 It is assumed that the effect of TNF (i) in FOXP3 phosphorylation and (ii) in the inhibition of T effector cells are both 
indicative of Treg proliferation.  

 It is assumed that the pro-inflammatory environment and cells act the same in CD than in rheumatoid arthritis.  

When the reported units from the in-vitro experiments extracted from the literature were 

indicated as international units (U/mL), they were transformed into pg/mL with the information 

from (109). 
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Figure S1. Left panel indicates the predicted vs observed average values after 1000 simulations assigning 
random values for each model component. Solid line represents the unity line and dashed lines represent 
the 1.33-fold prediction line. Left panel represent the metrics evaluating the model accuracy after 1000 
simulations assigning random values for each model component. PE%: absolute prediction error for each 
specie 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure S2. Local sensitivity analysis of the less influencing parametres. The heatmap indicates the effect 
of the alteration of a single parameter (columns) in every model component (rows). The colour in each 
cell corresponds to the result of the sensitivity of the parameter alteration for each interleukin, ranging 
from null (yellow colour) to higher influence (blue colour). 
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Abstract 

In a recent multicenter population pharmacokinetic study of ciprofloxacin administered to children 

suffering from complicated urinary tract infection (cUTI), the apparent volume of distribution (V) and 

total plasma clearance (CL) were decreased by 83.6% and 41.5%, respectively, compared to healthy 

children. To understand these differences, a physiologically-based pharmacokinetic model (PBPK) for 

ciprofloxacin was developed for cUTI children. First, a PBPK model in adults was developed, modified 

incorporating age-dependent functions and evaluated with paediatric data generated from a 

published model in healthy children. Then, the model was adapted to a cUTI paediatric population 

according to the degree of renal impairment (KF) affecting renal clearance (CLRenal,) and CYP1A2 

clearance (CLCYP1A2). Serum and urine samples obtained from 22 cUTI children were used for model 

evaluation. Lastly, a parameter sensitivity analysis identified the most influential parameters on V and 

CL. The PBPK model predicted the ciprofloxacin exposure in adults and children, capturing age-related 

pharmacokinetic changes. Plasma concentrations and fraction excreted unchanged in urine (fe) 

predictions improved in paediatric cUTI patients once CLrenal and CLCYP1A2 were corrected by KF. The 

presented PBPK model for ciprofloxacin demonstrates its adequacy to simulate different dosing 

scenarios to obtain PK predictions in a healthy population from 3 months old onwards. Model 

adaptation of CLRenal and CLCYP1A2 according to KF explained partially the differences seen in the plasma 

drug concentrations and fe vs time profiles between healthy and cUTI children. Nevertheless, it is 

necessary to further investigate the disease-related changes in cUTI to improve model predictions. 

 

KEYWORDS: PBPK; Ciprofloxacin; Children; Paediatric; complicated Urinary Tract Infection; cUTI; Renal 

Impairment
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1. Introduction 

Complicated urinary tract infection (cUTI) is a disease occurring in patients with a structural or 

functional abnormality of the genitourinary tract (1), and remains one of the most common causes of 

febrile illness in the paediatric population. At ages up to 8 years old, 2% of males and 8% of females 

suffer from at least one episode of UTI (2). Children with congenital anomalies of the kidneys and 

urinary tract (CAKUT) are at major risk for complications of UTI such as sepsis, 

pseudohypoaldosteronism, renal scarring or reflux nephropathy, which could result in chronic kidney 

disease (3,4). 

Ciprofloxacin is a second generation fluoroquinolone with a broad antibacterial spectrum, approved 

for treatment of cUTI in children (5). Development of resistance of different uropathogens to 

fluoroquinolones, mainly due to their inappropriate use, represents a current and alarming unmet 

clinical need (6). Given that ciprofloxacin’s antibacterial effects are determined by the AUC over the 

MIC (7), it is fundamental to characterize its pharmacokinetics (PK) in the target populations to 

optimize drug exposure avoiding toxicity and minimizing resistance. Such characterization is not trivial 

to achieve in the case of paediatric patients suffering from certain diseases like cUTI, as shown below. 

Ciprofloxacin undergoes glomerular filtration and tubular secretion (TS_CLint), which together, account 

for about 60% of the total clearance (CL) in adults. Non-renal CL involves CYP1A2 mediated 

metabolism (CLCYP1A2) and biliary excretion (CLBil). Ciprofloxacin´s oral bioavailability is approximately 

70% and its binding to albumin ranges between 20% to 40% (5). Ciprofloxacin´s PK have been 

characterized for a cystic fibrosis (CF) adult population using a two compartment model with a total 

apparent volume of distribution (V) of 1.1 L/kg and a total clearance (CL) of 0.34 L/h/kg (8). Age, body 

weight, serum creatinine concentration and CF status have been identified as covariates in different 

previous population analyses in the paediatric population (9,10). 

Recently, Meesters et al. (11) have developed a population pharmacokinetic model of ciprofloxacin in 

children with cUTI finding that V and total plasma CL were 83.6% and 41.5% reduced, respectively, 

with respect to healthy children and paediatric patients with CF (9,10). These findings are in 

accordance with previous observations, indicating that renal impairment affects drug disposition 

beyond the impact on renal clearance (12). 

Moreover, those results highlight the difficulty to establish an optimal dose and predict individual 

patients’ dosing as the label specifies that paediatric patients with moderate to severe renal 

insufficiency were excluded from the clinical trial of cUTI and pyelonephritis (5). In this context, 
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physiologically-based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modelling appears best suited to identify and 

potentially predict the impact of physiopathological alterations occurring in cUTI on the PK of 

ciprofloxacin in children, particularly in young infants, as PBPK models incorporate growth changes 

and maturation in processes that are known to alter drug disposition (13), together with disease 

related factors. The current evaluation appears timely as the interest in PBPK modelling is increasing 

in general, and also in the particular case of ciprofloxacin, where a PBPK model covering the full human 

life span has been recently published for healthy subjects (14).  

PBPK models are regularly being applied to describe a compound’s behaviour in otherwise healthy 

children, but their use in paediatric disease states affecting one or more of the eliminating organs is 

less well documented. Based on the above considerations, the goal of the present study was to 

develop a PBPK model in the paediatric population with cUTI, and identify physiological aspects that 

may be responsible for altered PK in children with cUTI as compared to a healthy population.  

2. Methods 

2.1. Description of the PBPK model development workflow, clinical data and 

software used.  

In this work, an FDA guidance-based workflow for PBPK model development in children was used (15). 

In a first step, a PBPK model for ciprofloxacin in the adult population was developed and challenged 

to predict systemic concentrations after intravenous (IV) and oral (PO) administration. Then, the 

established PBPK model in adults was extrapolated, incorporating age-dependent physiological and 

anatomical changes to generate plasma ciprofloxacin concentrations for IV and PO administration in 

children. Finally, the PBPK model developed in healthy children was adapted to the paediatric 

population suffering from cUTI according to the patient´s individually determined kidney function (KF). 

Lastly, a parameter sensitivity analysis was performed to identify the most influential parameters on 

V and CL. 

Fig. 1 shows the workflow used in this work specifying each step of the model development, the type 

of data and the corresponding source used for model building. Briefly, mean ciprofloxacin plasma 

concentration versus time profiles in adults after IV or PO administration were obtained from 

literature (16–21). The population PK model developed by Rajagopalan and Gastonguay (9) for 

ciprofloxacin in children with normal kidney function or mild renal impairment, was used to simulate 

typical ciprofloxacin PK profiles in plasma of healthy children. Raw data obtained from a clinical study 

performed in paediatric patients with cUTI were used to adapt the PBPK model established for that 
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particular paediatric population. Supplementary Table S1 and Table 1 summarize the design 

characteristics of those studies performed in adults and children. 

 
Fig. 1. Model building steps, type of data and the corresponding source. IV: intravenous, PO: oral, fe: fraction 

excreted unchanged in the urine, popPK: population pharmacokinetic, KF: kidney function. 

The software WebPlotDigitizer® v.3.8 was used to extract the concentration versus time data from the 

adult literature studies. The software used for the PBPK model building was PK-Sim® v.7.2.1 

(http://open-systems-pharmacology.org). NONMEM® v.7.4 (Icon Development Solutions, Ellicott City, 

MD, USA) was used to perform the simulations of the PK profiles in plasma using the model and 

parameters publicly available (9). R® v.3.3.2 and RStudio® v.1.0.136 were used for the graphical 

representation and preparation of the data sets. 

Table 1. Clinical characteristics summary of the children from the cUTI clinical trial (11) separated by 
administration type. Table adapted from (11). 

 IV PO 

Number of participants 10 13 
Proportion females 8 (80%) 6 (46.2%) 
Dose 30-60 minutes infusion of 10-15 

mg/kg every 12 hours  
15-20 mg/kg suspension or tablet 
(maximum 750 mg)  

Diagnosis Acute pyelonephritis: 9 
Cystitis with oral intolerance: 1 

Acute pyelonephritis: 9 
Cystitis: 2 
Recurrent lower UTI: 2 

Comorbidities CAKUT: 1 
CAKUT, heart failure and 
vesicoureteral reflux: 1 
CAKUT and stone disease: 1 
BBD: 2 
Cerebral palsy: 2 
None: 3 

CAKUT: 7 
CAKUT and chronic renal failure: 1 
CAKUT and BBD: 1 
CAKUT and stone disease: 1 
Neurogenic bladder: 1 
BBD: 1 
Stone disease: 1 
None: 1 

Age in years (median, range) 9.86 (0.51 – 15.5) 6.43 (0.31 – 15.4) 
Serum cystatin C (mg/L) 
(median, range) 

0.71 (0.63 - 0.84) 0.86 (0.61 – 2.88) 

Serum creatinine (mg/dL) 
(median, range) 

0.49 (0.28 - 0.81) 0.64 (0.38 – 1.54) 

CAKUT: Congenital anomalies of the kidneys and urinary tract, BBD: Bladder bowel dysfunction. 22 participants in total 

(1 patient received both formulations). 

http://open-systems-pharmacology.org/
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2.2. Adult PBPK model development and evaluation 

The standard whole human body for PBPK modelling in PK-Sim® consists of 18 compartments, 

representing relevant organs and tissues of the body connected with arterial and venous blood flows 

to allow inter-compartmental mass transport. Each compartment is additionally subdivided into four 

sub-compartmental structures (plasma, red blood cells, interstitial space and intracellular space). 

Supplementary Fig. S1 shows a schematic representation of the default PBPK model implemented in 

PK-Sim® (22). Drug-related information must be provided to characterize the absorption, distribution 

and elimination processes. Physicochemical properties were gathered from the literature (Table 2), 

and clearance inputs were estimated as described below. Tissue-to-plasma partition coefficients (Kp) 

were predicted using the equations proposed by Rodgers et al., (23). The physiological model 

parameters implemented in PK-Sim® v.7.2.1 are described in the software manual and they can be 

found by exporting a simulation from PK-Sim® to MOBI® and afterwards, exporting to MATLAB® (22). 

Table 2. Ciprofloxacin physicochemical properties and plasma protein characteristics. 

Parameter Value Source 

MW (g/mol) 331 (24)  

MW* (g/mol) 314 (25) 

logP 1.63 (26) 

pKa acidic 6.10 (24)  

pKa basic 8.60 (24)  

Solubility at pH7 (mg/ml) 6.18 (25) 

fu 0.67 (25) 

MW*: Effective Molecular Weight (ciprofloxacin contains a fluorine atom, which leads to a reduction of the effective 

Molecular Weight), logP: logarithm of the octanol-water partition coefficient of the neutral form (lipophilicity), pKa acid: 

negative logarithm of the acid dissociation constant, pKa basic: negative logarithm of the basic dissociation constant, fu: 

fraction unbound.  

Ciprofloxacin undergoes both renal and non-renal elimination. Renal clearance (CLRenal) exceeds the 

value of the product between fu and the glomerular filtration rate (GFR; 125 mL/min/1.73 m2) 

indicating a contribution of active tubular secretion (5). Because the specific transporter(s) involved 

in the tubular secretion of ciprofloxacin are not well defined (27,28), and to ensure full 

characterization of the renal elimination, an efflux transporter was considered at the apical side of the 

kidney with a contribution to CLRenal, in addition to glomerular filtration, represented by TS_CLint with 

a value that was estimated as explained below. CYP1A2 mediated metabolism (5) and biliary excretion 

were represented by CLCYP1A2 and CLBil, respectively. Taking into account that (i) approximately 15% of 
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an IV dose is recovered unchanged in faeces within 5 days after dosing (5), (ii) biliary secretion is not 

age dependent in the range from 3 months to 18 years (29) and (iii) ciprofloxacin possesses a total 

plasma CL of 8.34 mL/min/kg for a healthy 70 kg adult (16,17,21), the value of CLBil used in our analysis 

was assumed to be 1.25 ml/min/kg. 

Mean plasma concentration and fraction of the administered dose excreted unchanged in urine (fe) 

profiles were used as raw data following IV administration (16,17,21) to estimate the parameters 

TS_CLint, and CLCYP1A2 assuming linear PK (5) and average demographic characteristics (supplementary 

material Table S1) using a Monte Carlo estimation method. 

Once disposition was characterised, mean data obtained after PO administration (16–20) were 

described, using information regarding the type of pharmaceutical formulation, and assuming that the 

full dose administered is released from the formulation. The tablet particle dissolution was quantified 

by a Weibull function with no lag time, a shape factor of 0.80 and 4 hours for the 50 % dissolution time 

(25). Subsequently, transcellular specific intestinal permeability was optimized. 

2.3. Paediatric PBPK model development in healthy children 

Ciprofloxacin physicochemical properties, absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) 

parameters were retained in the paediatric model as determined in the adult model. Age-dependent 

algorithms implemented in PK-Sim® were used to generate anatomical and physiological parameters, 

along with height, body water, body weight, organ weights, blood flows, cardiac output and lipid and 

protein concentrations. Children´s ciprofloxacin fu was calculated using the value of fu in adults, and 

the default albumin ontogeny function based on the McNamara and Alcorn algorithm (30). 

With respect to elimination, GFR and CLBil were adjusted using age-dependent functions proposed by 

Rhodin et al. (31) and Johnson et al. (29) respectively, as implemented in PK-Sim®. The ontogeny 

model published by Hayton (32) developed to describe the excretion of p-aminohippuric acid was 

applied for TS_CLint in the current exercise, whereas for the age-dependent CYP1A2 activity function, 

the one proposed by Edginton et al. (33) was considered. 

Typical pharmacokinetic profiles for 3, 6, and 18 months, 4, 8, and 12 years old male children were 

then generated assuming a single administration of 9 mg/kg as a 60 min IV infusion, or a 15 mg/kg 

tablet (9), and challenged against the typical predictions obtained from the population PK model 

reported by Rajagopalan and Gastonguay (9) for subjects without cystic fibrosis. Typical 

pharmacokinetic profiles were obtained selecting the individual´s weight according to the 

corresponding age value obtained from the ICRP European population (34).  
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2.4. PBPK model for children with cUTI 

The clinical characteristics of the cUTI clinical trial population (11) are summarized in Table 1. 

Renal impairment is a potential major consequence of cUTI (3). The ontogeny model implemented in 

PK-Sim® uses the following physiological variables to predict GFR as suggested by Rhodin et al. (31): 

postmenstrual age, body weight, height, adult GFR and gender. However, the model does not 

incorporate a component accounting for renal insufficiency. 

In order to overcome that limitation, we first calculated individual patient GFR using the approach 

suggested by Chehade et al. (34) and represented in the following expression, since serum creatinine 

(mg/dL), and cystatin C (mg/L) values were available from the patient population, as well as gender, 

height (cm) and postmenstrual age (years): 

𝐺𝐹𝑅 = 0.42 ×
𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑢𝑚 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑒
− 4 × 10−4 × (

𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑢𝑚 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑒
)

2

− 14.5 × 𝐶𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛 𝐶

+ 0.69 × 𝐴𝑔𝑒 + {
21.88, 𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠

18.52, 𝐹𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
 

 

Subsequently, the degree of renal impairment (KF) was calculated for each patient as the ratio of the 

above calculation and the ontogeny GFR value (after normalizing it by BSA) using the Rhodin et al. (31) 

approach, and lastly, renal clearance (including filtration and tubular secretion) was normalized by KF. 

It has been widely demonstrated that not only renal elimination is altered in patients with impaired 

KF, also hepatic drug metabolism can be affected, either by inducing or suppressing expression of 

hepatic enzymes (12). Rowland et al. reported a CYP1A2 activity of 63% and 46% compared to healthy 

in the case of chronic kidney disease of stage 3 and 4-5, respectively (12). Accordingly, CLCYP1A2 was 

reduced by those fractions in patients with KF values between 0.33-0.65 or lower than 0.33 of the 

normal (KF = 1), respectively. 

With respect to the change in plasma protein concentrations occurring as a consequence of chronic 

kidney disease, given the low degree of binding of ciprofloxacin (fu ranges between 20% and 40%), its 

impact on plasma protein binding was considered to be negligible (as shown in supplementary 

material Fig. S3). 
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2.5. Model evaluation 

For all models developed and described in Sections 2.2-2.4, the PBPK based generated profiles either 

in plasma or in urine were displayed together with either mean published profiles, typical population 

PK model simulations, or individual observed profiles. In addition, PBPK based simulated data were 

plotted against challenged data for predictive performance analysis, considering them acceptable 

when they were within a two-fold prediction error. The mean absolute performance error was 

computed for each individual from Section 2.4 as: 

𝑃𝐸% =
100

𝑛
 ∑ |

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑 − 𝑂𝑏𝑠

𝑂𝑏𝑠
|

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

where n is the number of data points while Pred and Obs refer to the model predicted and observed 

ciprofloxacin plasma concentration or fe. 

2.6. Parameter sensitivity analysis 

To identify physiological aspects that may be responsible for altered PK in children with cUTI as 

compared to a healthy population, a local sensitivity analysis was performed to assess the influence 

of every model parameter on the CL and V, except for the parameters related to the drug properties. 

For this analysis in PK-Sim®, every input parameter (Pi) was varied around their value by 10% and a 

new simulation was performed keeping all other input values constant. The change in the PK 

parameter estimate (∆PKj) was calculated as the difference between the values in the new simulation 

versus the original simulation. The sensitivity of the PK parameter to the input parameter was 

calculated as the ratio of the relative change of that PK parameter (∆PKj/PKj) and the relative variation 

of the input parameter (∆Pi/Pi) with the formulae: (∆PKj/∆Pi)*(Pi/PKj) (22).  

3. Results 

3.1. Adult PBPK model 

Data from several studies following IV or PO administration, conferring a total of 11 administration 

protocols, were extracted from the literature (16–21) (supplementary material Table S1). The final 

parameter results using the aforementioned data and the drug properties from Table 2, are listed in 

Table 3.  
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Table 3: Ciprofloxacin specific intestinal permeability and elimination parameters 

Parameter Value Source 

Specific Intestinal 
permeability 
(transcellular) 
(cm/min) 

3*10-6 Estimated from the plasma drug concentration 

CLCYP1A2 (ml/min) 20.61  Estimated from the plasma drug concentration (IV and 
PO) (16–21)  

GFR (ml/min/g of 
organ) 

0.266 (5,25)  

TS_CLint (L/min/kg 
tissue) 

1.32 
 

Estimated from the plasma drug concentration (IV and 
PO) (16–21)  

CLBil (ml/min/kg) 1.25 (5)  

CLCYP1A2: cytochrome P450 1A2 mediated clearance, GFR: glomerular filtration rate, TS_CLint: tubular secretion 

clearance, CLBil: biliary clearance. 

As shown in Fig. 2, simulations according to the PBPK model well represented the typical observed 

profiles reported in the studies for different types of drug exposure (total plasma concentration, 

fraction excreted unchanged in the urine, and saliva concentration) and for a variety of scenarios 

including (i) intravenous and oral administration, (ii) single and multiple dosing, (iii) different dosage 

regimens, and (iv) dose levels ranging from 200 mg to 750 mg. A slight over- or underprediction at 

lower concentrations can be observed, which may be due to the between-study variability. 

Supplementary Fig. S2A shows that for all scenarios, the observed vs. model simulated concentration 

pairs fall within the two-fold limits of acceptance, in 100% of the cases for IV and 93.1% for PO.  

 

Fig. 2. Mean observed (dots) and simulated (lines) ciprofloxacin concentrations and fe after simulating different 

administration protocols from the literature (16–21). Supplementary Table S1 summarizes the design 

characteristics of those studies. Blue, orange and yellow represent ciprofloxacin plasma concentration, saliva 

concentration and fe, respectively. IV: intravenous, PO: oral, fe: fraction excreted unchanged in the urine. 
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3.2. Paediatric PBPK model 

Generally, the scaling approach gave adequate results. The profiles represented in Fig. 3 indicate that 

the total plasma ciprofloxacin concentrations predicted by the PBPK model are in close agreement 

with the simulations obtained from the published population PK model (9) for each of the six age 

groups explored. A moderate underprediction of IV simulations and a modest overprediction of PO 

can be seen for younger children at lower concentrations. In supplementary Fig. S2B it can be seen 

that 96.9% of the population PK simulated data vs. PK-Sim® simulated concentrations fall within the 

two-fold limits of acceptance for the IV administration and 95.1% for PO. 

 

Fig. 3. Results of the comparison of PK-SIM® predicted (lines) vs. individual NONMEM simulated profiles in children 

(symbols) after IV and PO ciprofloxacin administration for the six representative paediatric ages. Simulations 

represent a single administration of 9 mg/kg as a 60 min IV infusion or 15 mg/kg tablet PO.  

The implemented ontogeny functions developed in healthy children for GFR (31) and CLBil (29), and 

the functions incorporated for active secretion (32) and CYP1A2 activity (33) shown in Fig. 4 are 

appropriate to predict the observations for term children from 3 months to 18 years old (postnatal 

age). 

 

Fig. 4. Ontogeny functions implemented in the PK-Sim® software (Rhodin et al. (31) for GFR and McNamara and 

Alcorn algorithm (30) for albumin) or incorporated based on the current analysis (Hayton (32) for active renal 

tubular secretion and Edginton et al. (33) for CYP1A2 activity). Light blue shadow covers the postmenstrual age 

from the cUTI trial children.  
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3.3.  PBPK model in children with complicated UTI 

In Fig. 5, the PBPK predicted concentration-time profiles are shown for six patients receiving 

ciprofloxacin either IV or PO corresponding to the best, good and worst predictions, based on the 

mean absolute performance error. Only data related to the dosing interval when sampling took place 

are represented. The full profile can be seen in Fig. S4 of the supplementary material.  

 

Fig. 5. Individual model based simulated (lines) and observed plasma concentrations or fe (solid circles) vs time 

profiles for the best, good, and worst predicted patients. Blue coloured data points and lines represent plasma 

concentrations while the yellow colour represents urine data. The mean absolute performance error obtained for 

each selected patient for plasma concentration and fe, respectively, was: ID17: 65%, 19%; ID14: 76%, 8%; ID19: 

146%, 9%; ID4: 21%, 12%; ID11: 16%, 46%; ID3: 214.6%, 3%. fe fraction excreted unchanged in the urine, KF kidney 

function.  

Supplementary Fig. S2C shows the PBPK model based predicted vs observed ciprofloxacin plasma 

concentration and fe after IV or PO administration in cUTI paediatric individuals. In the case of PO 

administration, the percentage of predictions located within the two-fold limits of acceptance 

increased from 63% to 75% (plasma) and from 52% up to 72% (urine) when changes in kidney function 

were considered. On the contrary, differences in those percentages were found to be negligible after 

IV administration. Remarkably, in the current studied population, the renal function showed a mean 

reduction of 16% with respect to normal, ranging from 0.07 to 1. For IV administration, only 30% of 
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subjects presented model predicted reduction in KF, whereas in the case of patients receiving 

ciprofloxacin orally, that percentage was increased up to 92%.  

3.4. Sensitivity analysis 

The results from the sensitivity analysis (Supplementary Table S2) revealed that V, for both healthy 

(KF = 1) and renally impaired (KF = 0.5), was greatly affected by the intracellular and blood cells pH. 

Additionally, fu as well as plasma and interstitial pH, together with kidney and muscle volume showed 

a ≥ 2.5% increase or decrease in V when the parameters were increased by 10%. For CL, the 

contribution of the fu, kidney and liver volume, tubular and biliary secretion were the most influential 

parameters both healthy (KF = 1) and renally impaired (KF = 0.5). All other tested parameters did not 

result in a ≥ 2.5% increase or decrease in V or CL when the parameter was increased 10% from the 

corresponding default value. 

Renal function related patterns were observed for the impact of pH (intracellular and blood) and 

kidney volume in V, and for liver and kidney volumes impact in CL.  

4. Discussion 

Dose selection and optimization represents a challenge, especially in the paediatric population and 

even more so in diseased children. Under the premise that drug exposure is one of the main factors 

responsible for treatment success, understanding drug disposition is mandatory. Whereas top-down 

approaches (i.e., compartment-based models) have been shown useful where minor extrapolation is 

required, mechanistic, bottom-up or middle-out approaches are warranted to predict drug levels in 

the context of major changes in body physiology, with paediatric PBPK being the recommended 

paradigm. 

In the current analysis, the PBPK approach has been used to mechanistically describe the systemic and 

urinary ciprofloxacin exposure in children suffering from cUTI, a disease causing serious alterations in 

processes involved in its PK. In fact, a recent pharmacokinetic study of ciprofloxacin administered to 

cUTI children showed that the apparent V and the total plasma CL were decreased compared to 

healthy children (up to a 83.6% and 41.5%, respectively), presenting a degree of inter-individual 

variability not explained by any of the patient’s factors ranging from 60 to 160% (11). The lack of 

literature examples extrapolating from healthy subjects to the patient population, thus beyond 

ontogeny, and towards the population of interest, exemplify the novel contribution of the current 

work within the extensive literature on both PBPK and ciprofloxacin (9,14,16–21,35). 
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Data availability in the current project was limited to serum ciprofloxacin concentrations and amounts 

excreted in urine, as well as the patient characteristics and drug properties listed in Tables 1 and 2, 

respectively, i.e. not enough to develop a stand-alone model and promoting the use of validated PBPK 

platforms such as PK-Sim®. The model building approach focused first on model assumptions 

accounting for permeability, tissue partition coefficients (23) and contributions of different 

elimination pathways. The agreement between simulated profiles and published data in healthy adults 

indicate model robustness, given the different dosing scenarios considered. Second, ontogenic 

relationships corresponding to renal filtration and active secretion, as well as CYP1A2 activity (31–33) 

were used to generate profiles in children, which were compared with those obtained based on a 

previously published population pharmacokinetic model (9), showing good agreement. Remarkably, 

the ontogeny function developed for CLCYP1A2, based on probe substrates methoxyresorufin, caffeine 

and ropivacaine (33), performed better than the standard ontogeny model (22). With respect to renal 

clearance mediated by secretion, its degree of maturation was adopted from the model developed 

for aminohippuric acid (32), which was shown to be appropriate for ciprofloxacin. Our model is simpler 

in its structure, especially regarding the absorption process, than the recent model covering the full 

life span (14), with adequate model performance as can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3. Indeed, more than 

95% of the observed vs. simulated concentration pairs fall within the two-fold limits of acceptance for 

both healthy adults and children. Therefore, the model can be considered appropriate to be used in 

such population. 

The third step was to adapt the PBPK model developed to the physio-pathological condition 

represented by cUTI. Markers of renal function available for each child comprised serum creatinine 

and cystatin C levels. Renal insufficiency in children was assumed to be reflected by the fractional 

change in the glomerular filtration rate between patients and healthy subjects combining the two 

markers and demographics as suggested by Chehade et al. (34). It is known that chronic renal disease 

can alter drug disposition beyond renal excretion, for example decreasing enzyme expression/activity 

as it has been reported in the past (36). In the current model, metabolic clearance in children with 

cUTI was reduced accordingly. Impact of chronic renal disease on plasma protein levels has also been 

reported (37). Given the low degree of binding for the case of ciprofloxacin (between 20 and 40%), it 

is however unlikely to have a relevant effect on its unbound fraction in plasma. The aforementioned 

approach agrees with previous PBPK works describing PK profiles in patients with altered renal 

function in which scaling factors for different parameters and conditions allowed an accurate PK 

description of different compounds in a renally impaired population (38). 
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The physiologically-based model described the time-profiles of both plasma and urine after IV and PO 

administration reasonably well, even though there is a slight model misspecification, especially after 

IV administration. It should be taken into account that the only adjustment performed was based on 

creatinine or cystatin C. In fact, this approach allowed a better prediction, yet there are a number of 

drawbacks. For example, the KF estimation method is generally associated with GFR assuming that 

tubular secretion is proportionally related to GFR, which might not represent the real scenario. This 

approach does not take other alterations in kidney physiology into account, i.e. 52% of the children 

from the cUTI trial had an estimated KF higher than 90% of the healthy function, suggesting other non-

GFR-related kidney problems. Indeed, most of the individuals were suffering from CAKUT involving 

vesicoureteral reflux and/or bladder bowel dysfunction together with a UTI bacterial infection 

accompanied by acute pyelonephritis (Table 1). 

The sensitivity analysis was conducted to identify model uncertainties and to identify how kidney 

impairment affects systemic exposure. It was observed that the impact of pH (intracellular plasma and 

blood) and fu greatly affected V. Interestingly, Hinderling and Hartmann (39) studied the pH 

dependence of drug binding to plasma proteins in human and they observed that fu varied along with 

the pH value depending on the drug. Metabolic acidosis is a common complication of chronic kidney 

disease, which might play a relevant role in the PK of the cUTI population. Therefore, it would be very 

interesting to further study the internal pH state in cUTI children and the extent of pH-induced changes 

in the fu of ciprofloxacin under acidemia or alkalemia conditions. 

It should not be ignored that ciprofloxacin appears to be a substrate of OAT3 and P-glycoprotein (P-

gp) transporters. Both transporters are expressed in the proximal tubule of the kidney. OAT3 allows 

its substrates to be uptaken from blood, and P-gp to be cleared from the proximal tubules to urine 

(27,28). Furthermore, P-gp is also expressed in brain and in bile canaliculi. Alterations in the expression 

of those transporters or their functionality due to their binding to uremic toxins and inflammatory 

proteins in different tissues under renal disease conditions have been reported (12). Those alterations 

may explain a decrease in volume of distribution and/or a decreased clearance, opening a research 

question in the case of ciprofloxacin. 

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the presented PBPK model for ciprofloxacin has demonstrated to be adequate to obtain 

accurate PK predictions in a healthy population from 3 months old onwards. Model adaptation of GFR, 

TS_CLint and CLCYP1A2 according to KF partially explained the differences seen in the plasma drug 

concentrations and fe vs. time profiles between healthy and cUTI children. Nevertheless, it is necessary 
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to further investigate the disease-related changes in cUTI due to the known large heterogeneity in 

patients suffering from CAKUT (11). This study provides not only an evaluated PBPK model of 

ciprofloxacin for healthy children, but also essential key parameters to suggest hypotheses for further 

fine-tuning of the PBPK model in a cUTI population. 
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Supplementary Table S1. Summary of ciprofloxacin adult and paediatric PK data sources. IV intravenous, PO oral 

Reference Dose Weight  Height Age Sex 

Davis et al. [1] 200 mg IV over 
30 min infusion 

All subjects were 
within 30% of their 
ideal body weight 

- Range: 23 to 32 
years 

12 male 

750 mg PO 

Jaehde et al. [2] 200 mg IV over 
30 min infusion 

Weight: mean ± 

standard deviation 

of 67.1±11.6 kg 

 

- Mean ± standard 

deviation (ranged 

from 21 to 38 

years):  

29.3±5.7 years  

12 (50% male) 

Lettieri et al. [3] 300 mg IV over 
60 min infusion 

Mean ± standard 

deviation:  

weight: 73.0±6.7kg 

Mean ±standard 

deviation:  

177.5±4.6cm 

Mean ± standard 

deviation (ranged 

from 21 to 35 

years):  

27.4±4.3 years 

12 healthy male 

400 mg IV over 
60 min infusion 

500 mg PO 

750 mg PO 

Meagher et al. [4] 250 mg bid PO Weight range: 60 to 

98 (mean 78.9) kg 

Range: 170 to 

199 (mean 181) 

cm 

Mean (ranged from 

19 to 53 years):  

31.9 years 

19 healthy 

male 
500 mg bid PO 

Begg et al. [5] 500 mg bid PO 72.5 kg - 61 Years 1 male 

Schuck et al. [6] 500 mg bid PO - - Median (ranged 

from 29 to 43 

years):  

36.5 years 

19 healthy 

male 

Rajagopalan and 
Gastonguay [7] 
 

IV: 9 mg/kg (60 
min infusion) 
PO: 15 mg/kg 
(tablet) 

Weight range: 4.2 
to 63.17 (median 
13.15) kg 

- Median (ranged 

from 0.27 to 16.92 

years):  

2.5 years 

72 male, 78 

female 
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https://paperpile.com/c/tt5tif/cUfqD
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Supplementary Table S2. Sensitivity analysis results for Volume of distribution (Vd plasma) and Total plasma CL 

simulating 60 min of infusion with a dose of 13 mg/kg for a five years old male with healthy kidney function or 

with half kidney function.  

Vd (plasma)/F 

Parameter Sensitivity Value (KF=1) Sensitivity Value (KF=0.5) 

Intracellular pH  -8.87 -9.56 

Blood cells pH -5.40 -3.28 

fu 0.96 1.01 

Plasma pH 0.42 0.45 

Kidney volume 0.41 0.23 

Muscle volume 0.24 0.37 

Interstitial pH 0.23 0.25 

CL/F 

Parameter Sensitivity Value (KF=1) Sensitivity Value (KF=0.5) 

fu 0.81 0.88 

Kidney Volume 0.68 0.59 

TS_CLint 0.39 0.41 

Liver volume 0.24 0.33 

CLBil 0.21 0.30 

fu: unbound fraction in plasma in humans, TS_CLint: tubular secretion clearance, CLBil: biliary clearance 
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Supplementary Figure S1: Schematic representation of the default PBPK model implemented in PK-Sim®. C block refers to the 
heart, brain, fat, bone, skin and muscle compartments.  
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Supplementary Figure S2: Results of the observed vs PK-SIM® simulated ciprofloxacin plasma concentrations or fe after 
intravenous or oral administration. Continuous lines represent the unity line and dashed lines represent the two-fold 
prediction line. (A) adult population (B) paediatric population (C) cUTI paediatric population. IV intravenous, PO oral, fe fraction 
excreted unchanged in the urine. 
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Supplementary Figure S3: Correlation between Kidney Function and ciprofloxacin fu in plasma. fu fraction 

unbound in plasma in humans.  

 

 

    
 

Supplementary Figure S4: Full profile of individual model based simulated (lines) and observed plasma 

concentrations or fe (solid circles) vs time profiles for the best, good, and worse fit patients. Blue, colour 

represents plasma concentrations while yellow, urine data. The absolute performance error obtained for each 

selected patient for plasma concentration and fe, respectively was: ID4: 21%,12%; ID11: 16%, 46%; ID3: 214.6%, 

3%; ID17: 65%,19%; ID14: 76%,8%; ID19: 146%, 9%. fe fraction excreted unchanged in the urine, KF Kidney 

function.
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The discipline of SP is focused on the development of mechanistic models through the integration of 

different types of information, methodologies and tools. As it has become clear through the different 

chapters of this thesis, SP models present unquestionable benefits along the different stages of drug 

research and development, and even in the patient management, as shown in the last chapter for the 

case of critically ill children. It comes as no surprise that regulatory agencies, pharmaceutical industry 

in addition to academia and clinicians consider SP as a key player in their corresponding areas. 

The main mechanistic SP approaches presented in the Introduction section of this dissertation are the 

ones that have been later applied to answer to different questions along the thesis. The most flexible 

approach, the qualitative systems pharmacology (qual-SP), is applied in chapter 1. As aforementioned, 

network models are useful in initial phases of drug development as they enable the modelling of 

complex scenarios when scarce longitudinal or quantitative data is available. They allow reproducing 

a system behaviour by connecting all its components with logical equations using qualitative in vitro 

information leading to a single predictive model. Therefore, we decided to use this methodology in 

order to model the IBD scenario, a complex inflammatory bowel disorder with many immunological 

components playing relevant roles on its pathogenesis. Many of those components are involved in 

several signalling pathways, which are qualitatively well described in literature. Nevertheless, the 

quantitative connection of all the pathways is still very challenging. Therefore, the decision of 

characterizing IBD with a Boolean network was made to topologically organize the large amount of 

literature published.  

The study from chapter 1 contributes and expands the limited current arsenal of SP models developed 

for IBD covering the as yet small number of model components (1–7). This modelling effort provides 

the scientific community with a repository containing the main updated known information known of 

the immune system and IBD. It is not trivial to remark that the validation and robust assessment of a 

network model is critical in order to demonstrate its applicability. There is lack of a standardized 

methodology for Boolean networks’ evaluation/validation, resulting in Boolean models not being 

further validated once developed. In this work, the presented IBD model proved to be robust, as 

indicated by the performed perturbation analysis. Furthermore, not only the model was capable of 

reproducing the disease, but also a new validation procedure was proposed. It consisted on the 

consideration of metalloproteinases (MMPs) the output node related to tissue damage in IBD, and the 

comparison of MMPs expression (either by an increase or a decrease after simulation) with the 

qualitative outcomes reported in different published clinical studies. This approach can serve as 

example of qual-SP model validation, overcoming data limitation.  
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In addition, the results from a research collaboration with Iowa State University included in the 

Appendix section (8), showed how the IBD network model resulted an useful tool to predict the effect 

of a drug candidate. The model also proved to be promising for the search of pathway-specific 

biomarkers and allow the integration of polymorphisms for patient stratification. In this regard, a wide 

literature search was made in order to depict the genetic alterations identified in IBD patient 

population. We found that there are, at least, 163 IBD loci correlated to the disease (9). The literature 

research pointed out that some of those 163 single nucleotides polymorphisms (SNPs) were related 

to the expression of different interleukins or cells. Unfortunately, it was very difficult to associate 

those SNPs with an increase or decrease of the functionality or expression of the nodes and they could 

not be integrated in the model, hence leaving the expansion of the model structure for when more 

information becomes available.  

In this regard, we strongly believe that the generated knowledge should be openly shared allowing 

other scientists to use, improve and adapt the published tool to their specific research question. Thus, 

we emphasize that the computational IBD model implemented in SPIDDOR R package (10), allows 

translation of Boolean models to a standard Markup language in Systems Biology for qualitative 

models (SBML qual (11)) promoting model interoperability. Additionally, the model code and 

simulation algorithms were provided as supplementary material of the resulting publication in an 

easily interpretable HTML format that allows results reproducibility. Moreover, the IBD model is freely 

accessible to the public through the “The Cell Collective” repository.  

It has been proved that Boolean models are useful tools to obtain a general picture of the system 

under study and to test potential therapeutic interventions. Nevertheless, in this type of networks 

there is no clear notion of continuous time and therefore, as longitudinal data becomes available, the 

transformation of these networks to a more quantitative framework is recommended.  

In this regard, Quantitative SP (QSP) modelling can enable the integration of the available identified 

knowledge to quantitatively characterize the time course of disease progression and to establish the 

link to drug properties. As the main disease components and interactions among them were already 

identified by the network model, our research was focused into the conversion of the model by the 

integration of quantitative and longitudinal information.  

Ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD) represent the two types of inflammatory bowel 

diseases. In UC, the inflammation affects only to the inner lining of the colon, while in CD it can occur 

in all the layers of the bowel walls. Both conditions present similar immunological involvement (12,13), 

whereas plasma levels of the immune components (ILs and cells) vary between those conditions (14). 
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Therefore, we decided to focus our modelling efforts in CD characterization, as the tissue spread is 

higher and the disease is associated with worse prognosis and more quantitative information was 

available for CD (15).  

The immune network model was very extensive to be transformed into a quantitative approach at 

once. Therefore, the project was divided in different steps. The first step is the one presented in 

chapter 2 which aims to build a QSP model able to characterize the dynamic behaviour of plasma ILs 

in CD incorporating those molecular pathways known to be relevant for which human quantitative 

information was available. The second step is presented in chapter 3, and expands the previous QSP 

model through the incorporation of CD4+T cell clonal expansion into different Th-cell subsets 

responsible of the synthesis of the ILs previously modelled. 

It is also important to note that the available preclinical murine models for intestinal inflammation are 

generally based on unique alterations (16). Moreover, the differences in the immune system between 

species, and more remarkably between mice and humans (17–19), support that animal models do not 

represent the ideal scenario for hypothesis testing regarding CD in human. Therefore, in silico 

approaches, such as the QSP model proposed in this dissertation, may allow to test new therapeutic 

hypothesis in addition to aid in the reduction of research animal use and the associated ethical issues, 

time and cost in drug research and development. Although no longitudinal profiles were available to 

externally validate the comprised in vitro information shaping the presented QSP model, it was 

demonstrated that the model captured the complexity of the dysregulated interrelated pathways 

observed in human CD. Therefore, it may be expected that the QSP model provides a better estimate 

of the treatment effect compared with the direct extrapolation from preclinical species through a 

PKPD approach. It was mentioned that there have been previous attempts in modelling CD, and the 

main contributions of our work with respect to others are: (i) the substantial number of ILs considered 

in the model and the interaction among them; (ii) the focus just on the CD condition of the IBD disease, 

and (iii) the effort to obtain parameter estimates exclusively from human origin.  

In addition, in chapter 2 we aimed to evaluate the QSP model with a similar approach as the one 

performed with the Boolean model, but accounting for the magnitude of the response to different 

doses of a simulated drug, recombinant human IL10, showing reasonable results. The QSP model was 

then expanded in chapter 3 to incorporate the antigen presentation to APCs and CD4+ T cell dynamics. 

However, the transition from healthy to CD status is accounted by an arbitrary Ag, which results in an 

artificial and simplistic mechanism for CD status triggering. Nevertheless, this structural characteristic 

should not prevent the use of the proposed model to explore therapeutic alternatives in CD. Indeed, 

the simulation results showed that randomly varying the different components of the model within 
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their reported physiological ranges did not produce non-physiological steady-state levels for any of 

the ILs and cells in CD. Additional, the resulting model proved to be robust and capable of reproducing 

different therapeutic scenarios, except TNFα, probably due to the lack of pathways incorporated in 

the current QSP model, such as Natural Killer cells or MMPs.   

We present a QSP model for the main ILs and CD4+ T cells involved in CD development using a 

standardized methodology and supported by a comprehensive repository summarizing the most 

relevant literature in the field. The model was evaluated in terms of robustness and utility mimicking 

CD condition and some therapies. The model is also provided in a sbml and sbproj format to encourage 

its use and improvement. Additionally, we supply the repository integrating the most relevant 

literature up to date used to obtain the 63 sub-models and their related parameter values to be 

applied to CD, together with the assumptions made. It can be re-used in other therapeutic scenarios 

in which the modelled components play a relevant role upon appropriate.  

One of the main limitations of the presented QSP model is that, even accounting for a large number 

of immune components involved in CD, it only describes a fraction of the immune response. Therefore, 

we would not be able to assess its full potential until all the relevant pathways involved in CD 

immunology alterations are included into the model. Additionally, the quantitative characterization of 

the relationships between the model components is challenging as there are many assumptions 

regarding unanswered questions about the immune dynamics. In addition, the data used for model 

building relied on different experimental designs, which were performed under specific experimental 

conditions and are accompanied by their associated error. Moreover, we assume that the plasma 

circulating interleukins are correlated to the affected areas from the gastrointestinal tract, as 

previously demonstrated for some of the ILs considered in the current model (20–22).  

As any QSP model the current framework is a living project in which the dynamics of new immune 

components can be incorporated, expanding the applicability of the network to evaluate therapeutics 

acting on those specific pathways. Chapters 1 to 3 represent an important effort in understanding IBD. 

We have demonstrated the utility of SP to characterize IBD condition with different approaches and 

the main knowledge gaps have been identified, opening new research avenues leading to a fully 

characterization of the disease.  

In addition to IBD modelling, PSP has been applied to a different research question along this thesis. 

In the last chapter, we aimed to characterize ciprofloxacin exposure in children with complicated 

Urinary Tract Infection (cUTI). Children represent a vulnerable population for drug therapy and 

research, where the administration of the right dose gains relevance to ensure optimal treatment 
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effects and avoid side effects. The best possible method to predict PK changes over the entire 

paediatric age range is the integration of the biochemical and physiological changes occurring at each 

stage of life, which can be achieved through the PBPK modelling approach. PBPK models 

mechanistically combine paediatric physiological information with drug properties allowing the 

prediction of drug exposure in neonates, infants and children (23), but also enabling the mechanistic 

exploration of the effect of physiology on drug disposition.  

This research appears timely as the fluoroquinolone considered in chapter 4 has been  a recent subject 

of study by the regulatory agencies due to its reported side effects (24). For instance, the document 

issued by the EMA's safety committee in March 2019 stated that patients who have renal impairment 

are at higher risk of tendon damage and treatment with fluoroquinolones should be carefully 

considered (24). Indeed, in a recent multicenter population PK study of ciprofloxacin administered to 

children suffering from cUTI, the apparent volume of distribution (V) and total plasma clearance (CL) 

were decreased compared to healthy children (25). It is known that cUTI children normally present 

congenital anomalies of the kidneys and urinary tract (CAKUT) (26), being at major risk for 

complications which could result in chronic kidney disease (27,28). Therefore, ciprofloxacin dose 

selection and optimization represents a challenge, especially in the paediatric population and even 

more in diseased children.  

The PBPK model presented in Chapter 4 helped in the understanding of ciprofloxacin exposure in cUTI 

children. Nevertheless, one of the limitations in the model developed was the data availability, limited 

to serum ciprofloxacin concentrations and amounts excreted in urine (fe) for the cUTI clinical study in 

22 children, which was not enough to develop a stand-alone PBPK model. Those challenges were 

overcome in two different ways: (i) adult PK data was extracted from the literature as different studies 

were published providing the average PK profiles for different doses and posology and, (ii) healthy 

children PK data was simulated with NONMEM based on a previously published population PK model. 

The PBPK model demonstrated to be adequate to obtain accurate PK predictions in a healthy 

population from 3 months old onwards, and it was considered appropriate to be extrapolated to cUTI 

paediatric population. Model adaptation of GFR, TS_CLint and CLCYP1A2 according to kidney function 

partially explained the differences seen in the plasma drug concentrations and fe vs. time profiles 

between healthy and cUTI children. However, it is necessary to further investigate the disease-related 

changes in cUTI due to the known large heterogeneity in patients suffering from CAKUT (25).  

The results from the sensitivity analysis pointed out that the impact of pH (intracellular plasma and 

blood) and fu greatly affected V. Recent studies showed that there is a pH dependence of drug binding 

to plasma proteins and that fu varied along with the pH value depending on the drug (29). Indeed, 
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metabolic acidosis is a common complication of chronic kidney disease, which might play a relevant 

role in the PK of the cUTI population. It would be very interesting to further study the internal pH state 

in cUTI children and the extent of pH-induced changes in the fu of ciprofloxacin under acidemia or 

alkalemia conditions. Additionally, it should not be ignored that ciprofloxacin appears to be a substrate 

of OAT3 and P-glycoprotein (P-gp) transporters which are expressed in the proximal tubule of the 

kidney (30,31). Alterations in the expression of those transporters or their functionality due to their 

binding to uremic toxins and inflammatory proteins in different tissues under renal disease conditions 

have been reported (32). Those alterations may explain a decrease in CL, opening a research question 

in the case of ciprofloxacin. 

Chapter 4 provides not only an evaluated PBPK model of ciprofloxacin for healthy children, but also 

essential key parameters to suggest hypotheses for further fine-tuning of the PBPK model in a cUTI 

population. 

In summary, this thesis constitutes an effort of learning and application of a broad spectrum of 

modelling techniques and tools to the IBD and paediatric cUTI scenario. Over the different chapters, 

we provide alternatives to overcome data limitation to build and validate a variety of PSP models able 

to reproduce different systems to be applied to both drug development and clinical care. The resulting 

models and repositories are also provided together with the main considerations for further 

improvement. We believe that this thesis proves that SP could reduce the late-stage attrition in the 

drug development process, but also could drive optimal intervention strategies resulting from the 

combination of individual physiological information and computational methodologies. 

We would like to incise that transferability and reuse of systems pharmacology models is a recurrent 

issue. The detailed considerations in each model cannot always be fully expressed in the associated 

publication, making it difficult for other scientist to adopt those models with confidence. As a 

consequence, it is often easier to build models from scratch. In this thesis, we advocate for this to 

change as we intended to provide very transparently the developed models by publishing all the 

assumptions and source of information used, with the aim of helping future scientist to improve, reuse 

and adapt them. As Bradshaw et al. said, “QSP conducted today can be prepared to take on the needs 

of tomorrow” (33). 
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The primary goal of the present project was to develop different systems pharmacology models 

through different methodologies and tools with the aim to characterize Inflammatory Bowel Disease 

(IBD) and complicated Urinary Tract infection (cUTI). Several achievements have been already 

summarized in the different chapters of this dissertation. These contributions include: 

(1) A robust logic model for IBD, which consisting of 43 nodes and 298 qualitative interactions, 

has been developed. The model is able to describe the pathogenic mechanisms of the disorder in the 

human being and qualitatively describes the characteristic chronic inflammation. This model proved 

to be promising for the in silico evaluation of potential therapeutic targets, the search for pathway 

specific biomarkers, the integration of polymorphisms for patient stratification, and can be reduced 

and transformed in quantitative model/s. 

(2) A Quantitative Systems Pharmacology (QSP) model describing the dynamics of 14 circulating 

interleukins (ILs) in human oriented to Crohn´s Disease (CD) has been successfully developed. The 

model consists of 14 Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) and 84 parameters accounting for the 

different processes and was evaluated in terms of robustness and utility mimicking CD condition and 

therapeutics. Detailed sub-models for each IL and related parameter values are reported in the 

supplementary information providing a repository of great value integrating the most relevant 

literature up to date.  

(3) A QSP model describing the dynamics of circulating T cells and ILs in humans with CD has been 

successfully developed and implemented, both mathematically and computationally. This model, 

consisting of 22 ODEs and 148 parameters, has been successfully evaluated in terms of robustness and 

utility for mimicking the system behaviour in CD condition and in the presence of certain therapeutic 

agents. Additionally, this chapter contributes with detailed sub-models and parameter values for the 

model components, and thus, providing a valuable repository integrating relevant up-to-date 

literature. Finally, as any QSP model, the current framework is a living project in which the dynamics 

of additional pathways can be integrated and there is always room for improvement, thus expanding 

the re-usability of the model to evaluate other therapeutic agents and conditions.  

(4) A Physiologically based Pharmacokinetic model for ciprofloxacin has demonstrated to be 

adequate to obtain accurate pharmacokinetic (PK) predictions in a healthy population from 3 months 

old onwards. The model has been adapted to children suffering from cUTI according to kidney 

function, which partially explained the differences seen in the PK of the between healthy and cUTI 

children. Nevertheless, it is necessary to further investigate the disease-related changes in cUTI due 
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to the known large heterogeneity in patients suffering from congenital anomalies of the kidney and 

the urinary tract. 
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El objetivo principal del presente proyecto ha sido el de desarrollar diferentes modelos de 

farmacología de sistemas, a través de diversas metodologías y herramientas, con la finalidad de 

caracterizar la enfermedad inflamatoria intestinal (EII) y la infección complicada del tracto urinario 

(cUTI). Los distintos logros del proyecto se han expuesto a lo largo de los capítulos de esta disertación. 

A continuación se enumeran las principales contribuciones: 

(1) Se ha desarrollado un modelo lógico y robusto para la EII que consta de 43 nodos y 298 

interacciones cualitativas. El modelo es capaz describir los mecanismos patogénicos de la enfermedad 

en el ser humano y describe de forma cualitativa la inflamación crónica característica de esta 

patología. Este modelo ha demostrado ser prometedor en la evaluación in silico de potenciales dianas 

terapéuticas, en la búsqueda de biomarcadores de rutas específicas y en la integración de 

polimorfismos para la estratificación de pacientes. Además, puede ser reducido y transformado en 

modelos cuantitativos. 

(2) Se ha desarrollado con éxito un modelo cuantitativo de farmacología de sistemas (QSP) que 

describe la dinámica de 14 interleucinas (ILs) circulantes en humanos para la enfermedad de Crohn 

(EC). El modelo consta de 14 ecuaciones diferenciales ordinarias (EDOs) y 84 parámetros, que 

representan los diferentes procesos de la enfermedad. El modelo de QSP se evaluó en términos de 

robustez y utilidad, replicando la EC y una terapia. Tanto los sub-modelos detallados para cada IL, 

como los valores de los parámetros del modelo, se facilitan en el material suplementario, 

proporcionando un repositorio de gran valor, que integra la literatura actualizada más relevante. 

(3) Se ha desarrollado e implementado de manera satisfactoria, tanto matemática como 

computacionalmente, un modelo de QSP que describe la dinámica de las células T y las ILs circulantes 

en humanos para la EC. Este modelo, que consta de 22 EDOs y 148 parámetros, ha demostrado ser 

robusto y útil para emular el comportamiento del sistema en la EC y en la presencia de determinados 

agentes terapéuticos. Además, se proporciona el conjunto de sub-modelos y el valor estimado de los 

parámetros asociados, conformando un repositorio muy valioso que integra la información más 

actualizada de la literatura. Finalmente, como cualquier modelo de farmacología de sistemas, el 

presente trabajo es un proyecto vivo, en el que pueden integrarse dinámicas de rutas adicionales, que 

complementen y mejoren el modelo y promuevan su reutilización para evaluar otros agentes 

terapéuticos e incluso otras enfermedades inflamatorias. 

(4) Se ha desarrollado un modelo fisiológico de farmacocinética para ciprofloxacino, que ha 

demostrado ser adecuado para obtener predicciones farmacocinéticas (PK) precisas en una población 

sana a partir de los 3 meses de edad. El modelo ha sido adaptado en consonancia a la función renal 
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de una población pediátrica que sufre cUTI, lo que explica en parte las diferencias observadas en la PK 

de los niños sanos y con cUTI. Sin embargo, es necesario investigar más a fondo los cambios 

relacionados con la enfermedad, debido a la gran heterogeneidad existente en los pacientes que 

padecen anomalías congénitas del riñón y del tracto genitourinario. 
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